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A POW ER IN T H E  W ORLD FOR GOOD 

By H. S. O lcott

[From Adyar Pamphlet No. 143, 
wtth acknowledgments to the Editor.]

T h e  Theosophical Society is a power in the world^notwith- 
standing all the assaults that are made upon it by outsiders, 
and the disintegrating influences within. Why ? Because 

jupon a plane higher tl)an thej physical the Fellows are united 
and strong. They are united in their ideals of the purpose of 
life, and of the government of the Universe—in other words* 
they a?e strong ki that they are individual cells composing the 
body called The Theosophical Society, as it exists in both the 
physical and the spiritual worlds. *

Quarrel as they may among themselves, be as small and 
provincial as they choose, the Fellows of The Society cannot 
help contributing *their nttle quota of Theosophical ideas to 
that united whole idea which is the spirit of The Theosophical^ 
Society, and therefore its very fife and real self. And those 
who attack The Society are frequently its supporters*; for they 
attack it on the external pjane, while, unknown to themselves 
and in spite of themselves, they support it upon the plane 
where its real life is passed, for those who arOitS enemies are 
generally ignorant of its true nature, and are frequently them
selves imbued with eminently Theosophic ideas and aspira
tions, which Qourish The Society on the ideal pl$ne and 
constantly tend to draw those in whom they exist, more and 
more ih the „direction of The Theosophical Society in its 
materialized form on earth. !

If then the real power of Theosophy, in the world is 
exercised in the realm of thought; and if the ejection in 
which that power ‘is exerted is a natural consequence of the
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growth of certain ideas in the minds of those who carry out 
the'objects of The Society, it stands to reason that the gigantic 
evils of oqr modern world must be attacked with immaterial 
weapons and in the intellectual and moral planes. How can 
this be ̂ accomplished ? Simply by perceiving the fact, under
standing ,it and acknowledging it. Th'en the actual work will 
be accomplished quietly, almost silently, and apparently spon
taneously, just as the great reforming work of The Society is 
now’'being accomplished—by individuals—who, while contri
buting to the strength of The Society, draw from it in return a 
force that gives to their utterances an importance and a power 
which had they spoken as isolated individuals, and not as 
Fellows of The Society, their words would not have had..

There does not, and can not, exist the slightest doubt as 
to the direction in which the power of The Theosophical 
Society would be applied in practical ¿flings. If the tendency 
of Fellowship in The »Society is ter develop certain habits of 

philosophic thought, its tendency is even stronger to give 
rise to definite ethical views and moral principles. However 
much and’bitterly the Fellows may disagree as to the duration 
of Devachan or the number and viability of the Principles in 
man, or- any other point of occult doctrine, it would be hard 
to get up a ' dispute among the brethren as to the evil of in
temperance, or the abomination of cruelty, or about any other 
of the crying sins of our times. Not only is that the case but 
they would all give the same reasons for their detestation‘oi 
these evils, reasons founded on their TTieosophijal ideas and 
principles. Still, of what avail or utility to the world are their 
ideas and wifehes in these matters at present ? Who cares to 

* have the good-word or influence of The Theosophical Society 
for any benevolent movement, any reform, or afiy atteVnpt to 
<Ia justice ?. l$o one. There is not a “ 'cause ” today that
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would not rather see the .minister of some microscopic Chris
tian sect on the platform at its Annual Meeting than the most 
prominent member of The Theosophical Society—for the good 
and sufficient reason that the Rev. Gentleman would carry 
\Vith him the un-seen but not unfelt influence and authority of 
the body to which he belongs, while the F. T. S. would 
represent nothing but himself. This condition of things should 
#not exist, and all that is needed to remedy it is for all of us 
to see and understand that the ethical is just as much a ‘part 
of thp Theosophical idea, and just as much the business of 
the Fellows of The Society as the philosophical.

But it is $nly as a united whole that.The Theosophical 
Society can ever be a power in the world for good, or a 
vehicle for the exercise of the altruistic efforts of its Fellows. 
The action of The Theosophical Society is on the plane of 
ideas, which is the plane of realities, in that material things 
are but pre-exist^g ideáis brought down into this earthly 
sphere. The Theosophical Society does not mean a number of 
little coteries, nor a few larger coteries composed of a collection 
of the smaller ones. It does not mean a few hundred Presi
dents of little Branches, or half a score of “ General Secre
taries,’’ it does not mean even the Fellows that compose The 
Society at any particular time, for these come rm i go and The; 
Society remains intact, as the cells of the body change, while 
the body remains the same person, animated by the same 

*sirtrit. The* real Theosophical Society is an indivisible unit, 
animated by an individual life ! Its soul is the love of truth, 
its vital principle is kindness, and it dwells in a world above 
the material, where no enemy can touch it. It depends for 
its manifestation on earth upon an appropriate vehicle, and
the firét condition necessary in that vehicle is that^t shall be %
a united whole. The Theosophical Society is an ideal power
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for good diffused over the whole world, but it requires material 
conditions, and*the most important of these is a material 
centre, frorm which and to whicht the efferent and afferent 
forces shall circulate. This is a condition of the life of 
all organizations, and of all organisms, „and The Theosoph- 
ical Society is both ; it is an organization on the material 
plane, an organism on the spiritual. A common centre, 
therefore, is as necessary for spiritual as for physical reasons.

'Adyar  is a principle and a symbol, as well as a locality. 
A dyar  is the name whicli means on the material plane the 
headquarters of an international, or, more properly speaking, 
world-wide Society of persons who have common aims and 
objects, and are» iml>ued with a common spirit. It means on 
the supra-physical plane a centre of life and energy, the point 
to and from which the currents run between the ideal and the

i.material. Every loyal Fellow has in jus heart a little Ad y a r , 
for he has in him a spark of the spiritual fire which the name 
typifies. Ad y a r  is the symbol of our unity as a Society, and 
so long as it exists in the hearts of its Fellows the powers of 
the enemy can never prevail against The Theosophical Society.

Applied Theosophy is surely a possibility ; it consists of 
the moral influence brought to bear upon the practical evils of 
fife by the exertions of individual Fellows who have behind 
them, severally and collectively, the spiritual power created 
by unity of purpose, of ideas, and of loyalty to the truth ; a 
power for good of which the terrestrial Adyar is the physical 
centre and H eadquarters; while the spiritual A dyai* is the 
channel by means of which powerful influences.from a higher 
sphere,. unseen but not unfelt, enter The Society through the 

• hearts of each and all of its Fellows, thence to be outpoured 
upon the ^fhole world.



SUMANORAMAÎ^îî

'A COMMENTARY ON THE MEGHAS ANDES'A BY PARAME§rVARA 

B y  D r . C . K u n h a n  R a j a

^M a n y  commentaries ,on thç Meghasandes'a are available in 
print. This commentary by Parames'vara.is known only from 
a brief description of it in the Catalogue of the Palace Library 
in Trivandrum»under No. 1875 in Vol. VIII (P. 3020-21). I 
give some account of it from a transcript erf it in my posses
sion. I have been able to examine only the commentary for 
the first Sarga. The^re are four verses in the beginning, and 
they are given in the catalogue. In the third verse the name 
is given as follow^ : •

The commentary contains criticisms of Pürnâsarasvati’s 
Vidyulïatâ. I give the following passages from the commen
tary on the first verse : ;• •

i. spwRfl of t — sfcr- 
q im ^ tq q if a q ra ^ q  s ^ r q ^ q q i f à s à  i fqspai— trçswfli-

i i .  $  3 qqiçq ?nqfàqq s w f: i

foSssn— afei fqqqçqiaqqà:  snqw  l
t  i n .  § * r c r c q a f t — m  g ^ q ^ q ^ q  ' q q t s i ^  q g h f à

^ F c f t s f q  =Kraftffri%Tq. s w  q ra à  i
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f a s pm— 3 i ^ q  - qciiqm sftgfq?fa% raw:,

iv. gqqiwaft— qfRfafltfWi aRfiRl^
•^igqqinifcfci I -qifWri gm i-q f^i m

qrcfaWqfcwqsq^qajfqqtqqRiqp^ îcqqfaiq sqqqfci |

The name of the author is contained in the concluding verse 
of the commentary which runs:

q fo n ftsra iw fq  qrar *jsqffq =q ?i$Jrq |
f ^ J T  ^ST tpfrsfol sqi^qifcfl ^3 fl?g  qJR: ||

*)
In the Payyur family in Malabar there have been three 

Paramesrvaras, well known now through their works. Para- 
mes'vara, son of Rsi and Gaurl and  ̂ disciple of S'ankara, 
wrote Svaditankarani on the Nydyakanikd. His grandson 
Parames'vara (also the 'son of a RsiJ wroteycommentaries on 
the Tattvabindu of Vacaspati Mis'ra (called Tattvavibhdvand), 
on the Nititattvdvirbhdva of Cidananda, and on the Vibhrama- 
viveka and Sphotasiddhi of Mandana Mis'ra (the latter is called 
the Gopdlikd). His grandson Par^mesvara (also son of R§i) 
wrote the Mlmdmsdsutrdrthasangraha and the TippanI on the 
Kds'ikd of SuCarita Mis'ra. The above colophon may be com
pared with the following colophons in Svaditankarani:

ffcT

sq cjdta: t o  i
H. + +  + +  +  + sqifaqT

II

Uddan^a speaks very highly of a Parames'vara,' perhaps the 
second of th.e above three. These Parames'varas must have
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lived in the fourteenth *and beginning of the fifteenth cen
turies. If the author of this commentar/ on the Megha- 
scindeva is identical with the author of the Svafytankarani, 
then the date of Purnasarasvati must be before the middle 
of the fourteenth, century. But Purnasarasvati hg& been 
generally understood tò refer to Mallinatha’s commentary and 
Mallinàtha belongs to early fifteenth century. In fact, Purna- 
sarasvati shows no evidence of having known the com
mentary of Mallinàtha. On the other hand, there is evidence r . ;
to ahow that he has not seen that commentary. Para- 
mes'vara, the commentator must be put to the middle of th.e 
fourteenth cenfcry and Purnasarasvati must be put to at least* 
as early as 1300 A.D. For the date of UcManda and of the 
Payyiir Bhattas, one may see the Introduction to my edition 
of Mayitrasandes'ci in ^the Poona Oriental Series. There is 
room for further investigation, regarding these commentaries.

VlRASIMHAGANAKA

By K. Ma d h a v a  Kr i s h n a  S a r m a , M.O.L.

Bikaner

JYOTISARAJA. Vlrasirhhaganaka, son of Kas'ir&ja, son of Bopa* 
deva, son of S'rikrsnadeva, was a great astronortier patronized 
by Maharaja Anupsinghji of Bikaner. His mother was' 
Bhagirathl and his elder brother Ramacandra. «»He was of 
VSsi^hagotra and belonged to Khe{a on the bank of the
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Godavari in Maharastra. He makes obeisance to Vitthala 
and Mores'vara in his works. In one of these, namely, the 
Camatkara$iddhi there is reference to Mahammadarajyesta- 
s'aka as 1549 (a . d . 1627). His father and an uncle named 
Ballala .were erudite astronomers under whom he appears to 
have studied. Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogomm , 
Part I, p. 595, notices only one of his works, namely, the 
Granthdlamkara which appears to be the last section of his 
Aryasiddhantatulyakarana. There is no reference to him inc 
S. B. Dikshit’s History o f Indian Astronomy.

Five of his works are now preserved in the Anup Sanskrit 
Library, viz., the Aryasiddhdntatulyakarana,*the Camatkdra- 
siddhi, the Annpamahodadhif the Khetaplava and the Stri- 
j  dtaha*

In the Aryasiddhantatulyakaraya he says1 that he 
composed it in thirteen days when J*e was sixteen years old. 
S'aka 1555 (A.D. 16337 is taken here as ¿Cakrabhrama. If 
this is the date of its composition, he was born in A.D. 1617. 
There are three MSS. of this in the Anup Sanskrit Library 
(Nos. 4321, 4324 and 4325).

Begins (No. 4321) :

aftflwflfaad siqfcl | afftantg ||

q: f w  'fanwrc* I

jfrawrraiwt *1% i •

si fate: i
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SSiqqfäffl:
s u r f i t  m fa  w w r ?\: s f o ì tq ^ q tó :  il 

q ^ r .  f è i q q ì :  ^  g q q q f ö s ^ i f q f s q  

g s  qq qc%fàq i
q r rö  fàqqtfèq'qtfjorqi q rfao çq T ^fè  

f t w q q  q j q %  f q q * f f i i  q f c g n * ? q  q ç :  ||

Ends :

3qifq:qiR:qfôiqï^fqq?nqK:
*?qrç: fêaèft g ^ R rò ro ra^ i: i 

« ftu q ^ i^ q ìw q i^ q : ni-
ntàtefog *ç q?q f s i fg ^ ra i^  h \ il 

q^l^?& ¡ s#3te>qfq\í?qq¡K% i 
rô ^ a ^ u fsH S fô ç ra ifà  >sfq§*>jife q fg t II X il 

q^iî^qi è ç f q ^ q i  ^  jsq q iq K tJF ^ q çg q : i 
sftqirH t i f a i  ggiTÎqîî^^O T]^qtS3!^ m :  Il \  \\ 

flcgè fqfqqrfRqKiìì qtq^q ffà ÇlMfqcg^l | 
qçq qw g ’TOTqqnqqTqifafq^ gq; ^ K g  II « ||

3Tfq qüf^iiqqqqîçfîirq^î 
gfè ^q T nqqf^qqT çq : i 

fqfaqq q¡3Tg f a t e g  £ f a :  
g g q iq d  $qfà qr^qirgfq: Il <x II 

^qìfqffqi q^gqqfq^fq qësraqwî
??qiq: qfoqî qqfq g^rft qfoTSnfqqrät I 

f^-qFqt q i o j * f i t a  q^-*
qîïsqifqif. S  wfo q4t ^q ifq fcq fjsq : || S, |l
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g?RÍíji qi i
qto**Krçifl%iW$cqrâtfà $\ m æ n 

• m  « l i r i c i  ^  t o i  « i f ä i f ^ R to  il vs il 

t fq g c iià  ^ r .  efiSTsnwwRrât tr a e w g  '«ítí: i
ï f f r i n w  g r ò  §?fte: || ¿  II. 

i i f ^ R R ^ s q i :  ^ t q f à j^ q i f à i i t o  I 

fa fo s  f a  f^fRé m f e m m  m i  gfc I K  II .

«nfl =qsfi*«TH?qt n q fq fè s to  q w ^ r n i s i  •'O
qgi^r-Rôq: f^ îfë ig ^ q iq q iS ïtS R I^ q  qiq: I

0 5  cn u # F q  q ^ q q R r ò « q i ta i ^ 3 ^  11 \<> n
f

çr^q^i qsfà srasqifàfrï- 

q: ^ B c q i i < q to % q w  i 
«fcrîg: $ é  e

^qra: =q il H  II

s fa  i f t q jm to f i :  qnfèrast
q i f ^ R T ^ f a t o á  i

sftf^rsfatfNssfc i Rqicsfçfrifèiqql: il ^  il
•r

s t o q f à  i iq ^ q T O i^ q îi t^ i^ K m tq fç i iR q ^ îf t i f -  
aTiqfRSi^çqqRÙt q V q i^ tr : çrme: it sfteg  il

From the colophon it is clear that it is only the last 
section .that is cabled Granthälamkära.

In thQfCamatkârasiddhi (MS. No. 4456) there is reference 
to Mahammadaräjyestas'äka ; and S'aka 1549 (a.d , 1627) has
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been adopted in the calculation of Dhruvakas and Ksepakas. 
This is mentioned as Granthas'aka on the top margin of-the 
reverse of fol. 8. According to his statement iij the firya- 
siddhantatulyakarana he would have been only ten years old 
ih this S'aka.

The MS. begins:

sftqotSTR t o  | II
3 $ qnfsKra sMRiqggt

f| fasqife.%2-
aw q fiN q iv q q ii qRfa?: 'ifoc II

The mo’st important of his works is the Aniipamahodadhi 
written, as the title iihows, under the patronage of Maharaja 
Artupsinghji. ’S i 5 is available in ^ix parts in the Anup 
Sanskrit Library. In the Rtunirpaya section there is this 

•statem ent:

^  gffe: \\ \ «¿1  anMisfewiat 1 to  
g fc  \ \ \ *  \ \ \  \  \ Z2‘ 1 t o . 51%

gft[: \ \ \  \ \  l Risq? ss: i*a?g 51%
¿jfc: \ \ \  \ o  1 ijitfq^ e% 335 i q;q 1 t o s Si 51%

\ 1 \  a n P m ^ s f ^ F i  11

From this it is ¿lear that.this was written between S'aka 
1595 (a .d - 16.73) and 1603 (a .d . 1681).

(1) Samjnataranga—MS. No. 4294. In 4he beginning 
there is given a genealogy of the rulers of Bikaner. .Fol. 4 b- 
givesj 1695 Ta . d . 1638) as the Samvat of Maharaja Anup 
singhji’s birth.
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(2) Sadvyaktaganitataranga—MSS. Nos. 4293 and,4302. 
The former is dated Samvat 1739 (a.d . 1682). The latter 
contains only two folia and is only a fragment.

(3) Avyaktagapitataranga—MSS. Nos. 4292 and 4295.
(4) Kalamanataranga— MSS. Nos. 4290 .and 4297. The 

latter is dated Samvat 1739 (a.d . 1882) and was copied by 
Gopala Gau<Ja.

(5) Rtunirnayataranga—Three MSS.—Nos. 4296, 4299 
an d 4301. The last is dated Samvat 1739 (a.d . 1682).

(6) Saptar§icarataranga—MS. No. 4291.
At the end of pach Taranga there is this colophon :

Of Khefaplava there are four MSS. in the Anup Sanskrit 
Library, Nos. 4384—87. The author says that he composed 
this in fifteen days when he was twelve years old. MS. No. 
4385 was copied by Kas'Iraja and presented to Maharaja 
Anupsinghji^ in. S'aka *1597 (a.d . 1675). It is not definitely 
known who this Kas'Iraja was. There are two astronomical 
instruments in the Library belonging to one Kas'Iraja and 
dated S'aka 1573 (A.D. 1651) and 1575 (a.d . 1053). In th£ 
last MS., viz. No. 4387 the scribe attributes the work to 
Kas'Iraja in the colophon, although thp last verse of the work 
clearly tnentipns Vlrasimha as the author.



INSCRIPTIONS OF UTTARAMEROR 

By A. N- Kr ish n a  Aiy a ng ar , M.A., L .T:

(Continued from p. 182 o f Voi. V ili, part 4)

XI

173 .‘of 1923' l
T h is  sixth inscription of Ràjaràja from* the same Sundara- 
varadaperumal «temple and engraved on the same north wall 
belongs to the seventeenth year of that monarch and records 
the gift of a perpetual lamp to the Paramasvàmi of the Kongà- 
raiyar S'rikovil by on(| Melakàla-udaiyàn Portalai Kàmàndi to 
bê  maintained from the endowment of 96 sheep with the 
Sabha of Aras^fcmarigalam.’ In thè usual language of the 
times the 96 sheep were to be considered as perpetual * and the 
endowment was to last as long as the sun and moon endured.3

The word Nulampapddi is incised twice—once before and 
once after the word Tadigaipàdi. The absence of the term 
RattapadPis self-explanatory as that part was conquered and 
annexed only after the 21st regnal year.

The inscription is incomplete as some letters seem tc 
be missing. It is, however, noteworthy that the later pro
visions for similar dedicatory lamps being supervised by the 
P.erilamaiyar4 or the S'raddhamantas“ or the S'rlvaisnavas'

1 Lom&eùpfÈiéù &6®uuJiJiT eu&tb a&ili-,
9 îrQjir {tpojirù Quinruira.

4 163 of 1923.
•6 164 of 1923.
# 165 of 1923.
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mentioned in the inscriptions of Rajaraja himself from the 
yeir Twenty-one onwards, do not find a place in this inscrip
tion. Further the fact that the Sabhd of Aras’animangalam
was in charge of the herd of sheep mentioned in the endow-r <•
ment fifay also partly account for the omission.
- There are two sets of estampages for this inscription. 
The first part consists of two lines and is 7 inches wide. The 
second part, sixteen inches wide, has four complete lines run
ning throughout and the fifth -running only to about twelve* 
inches from the lpft hand side. The second and the fourth 

' lines haVe a hole each at the right side end .which are repre
sented by blank spaces in the impression.

173 of 1923,

First Sheet

(1) ’Svasti S'ri [II] Tiru magal pola Peru2nilaic 
celviyunstanakke yurimai puiujta maimanakkola Kanda- 
lGrcalai
' (2) Kak maruttaruli Vengai4nadun Kangapatjiyun*
Nulampapagiyuip Tadigai padiyuip6 Kollamutp Kalin* 
gamu

‘ * grantha Svasti S'ri.
* .Read tGSeC&Q&eoeB.

* 1has grantha nta .
4 Reads far 
6 Reads'<4®r«x«n'd>u
* After this, Nulatppapadi is repeated in this inscription.
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Second Sheet

(1) m endisai pukal Tlamandalamuiif tiridiral 
verrit tandar korida tannelil vaia ruli ullella .ySndun 
toludakai vilangum yandei Celiyarai

(2) tes'u kol 1S,ri Kovi Ràjaraja Rajakesari 
•Varmmarkku yandu 17 a vatu3 Kaliyur kottattu tan kur- 
rattu Uttiramerur 3Catu(r)vedi

(3) mangalattu Korigariyar S'rl Koyil ninraruliya 
ParanVasuvamikku 5Nu“nda Vilakkju vaccana mel 
kàla udaiyan Portali Kàmandi

(4) Ivvilakku 7Candradittava(ra)’Aris'anmangalattil
sabhaiyar vas'am vitta àdu tonnurru arum *

(5) S'avamuvapyèradu . . . [II].

k (To be continued)

1 grantha Sri and Rajaraja Rajakesari varma.
! Beads in Tamil script
5 grantha Ca. .
* grantha su and reads G4<§.
4 Reads giifiir.
6 grantha^io.
7,grantha C a ; the impression reads as camtra with an anus- 

VSra in the middle and grantha tra at the end,



ED ITO R IA L

On accpunt of a slight relaxation in the restrictions about the 
size o fihe  Bulletin, it has been possible for us to add eighteen 
pages more to this issue, as compared with the last two issues 
of the previous volume. We are now entering on our ninth, 
volume and it is a matter on which we feel gratified and justly 
proud that in spite of all difficulties, it has been possible for 
us to issue the Bulletin according to our schedule.

In this issue we are completing the Acyutardyabhyudaya, 
and it is issued aŝ  a separate book now. Ih October of last 
year we had already issued a work called “ The Atman  ” by 
iir . H. G. Narahari, M.A., M.Litt., on which he was awarded 
the Degree of Master of Letters bj* the Madras University. 
The Rdgavibodha of Somanatha, edited by^tbe late Pandit 
S. Subrahmanya Sastri is ready for issue, £nd it appears now 
as a posthumous publication of that great scholar. He had 
left the press matter ready and he had also corrected the 
proofs of a small portion. There is a critical Introduc
tion added to it, prepared by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja. The 
English translation pf S'arngadeva’s Sangltaratndiara by 
*Dr. C.* Kunhan Raja will follow this publication without 
much delay. # *

*We are grateful to the powers that guide /rnr destinies 
for enabling us to carry on our literary activities unhampered 
in- these critical days. Although the ninth« year of this 
Bulletin opens under the same trying circumstances, we are 
hopeful that the tenth year will be inaugurated under happier
r*An/1ifmnc
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TWO RAI^E COMMENTARIES ON T H E ' 
K’AVYAPRAKAS'A

B y Vyakaranas'iromani V. Krishnamacharya

(iContinuec( from p, 190)
II

Kavyaprakfts'avivrtisafigraha is by NarayanabhatJ.a, son of 
Ratnakarabhatta and grandson of Nathabhatta.

The description of the MS. is thus: Shelf No. 35. C. 51. Paper. 
182 Foil. 10X41 inche|. 16 lines in a page. Devanagari script. 
About 100 years Old. Injured. Approximately 8000 Granthas. 

Complete in*X> Ullasas ; but wants a few leaves in the middle.

Beginning :

qimoi fic^i fnsn w m i  q c  n 

qflsqqqilSlfqffcI #2Slfa sffSreroi II

gqi^R: | ^  <3 aftppw gqq^q I f^ftisai p

faw j^fcIS iq  g?Il?lfoTf— qf^fcl I

E nd : •
f a  I I *

q i ^ H t f c !  < q ^  qfaqifon: ’ f a  « f t iW q i£  sq i^ m : |

^  *  . f a
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asm^-Frai i to5«t o  ^  w pi
^'■^MhpRTO: I

t

f lw m N iw rtN t sM wtw toh. ¡1 
q^nftcRiBlor vfif f̂r n p re f i te i :  I 

stonsircraonssRTicr H 
q?g^irt vw  i
ĝ:<TK =q#TO ^ > k :  II 

«Mtf^n^qgjWgd tfcsn qsfarow

aitaiRfrggfjT foifasT 
« n ^ R i O T ^  faagm m? m  t?ci: II

Colophon:

&  ^ T sflTrTOiifi?ii^gvi?iroqqfsr^ ^isqiffiisifaifo- 
w fc  3?$ra: I

Some Colophons mention the author’s grand-father as NStha 
or Bhattanatha without the word S'ri.

This Commentary is also called Uddipana in some of the colo- 
.phons found in this manuscript. There is a vague reference in the 
Catalogus Catalogorum to a commentary by Narayana without any 
distinctive information. It is not certain whether this author is 
meant thereby or a different one.

Naraya^abhatta herein quotes the foHowing authors :
1. Vardhamdna, the author of Gagatatnamahodadhi,

1140.A.D. ’ '•. i
2. Bhartfhari, the author of Vakyapadiya, 600 to 650 A.D.

(These two references mentioned above are not, useful in fixing
the date of the author, as VardhamSna and Hari belong to very* 
remote periods),
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3. Se$a Kr$t}a, the* author of the Prakriyakaumudiprakas'a
of the 16th Century A.D .1 ’ * *

4. Bhaskara, the commentator on the Kavyapqakas'a, 15th 
Century A.D.*

• 5. Cattdid&s'ir, the commentator on the Kavyaprakas'a, 13th
Century a .d .

6. . Govinda, the commentator on the KavyaprakSs'a, calleH 
•Pradipa, 1490 a.d .4

From the references 3 to 6jtnentioned above it is clear that our 
authtjr NarSyanabhafta was later than S'esa Krsna 16th century A.D.

The .second and last verses of the cpmmentary say that 
NSr&yagabhatta^was the pupil of Govinda and Raghunandana.5 * *

1 V id e  the verse quoted from P r .  K . P r a k a s 'a .

— wRforcgwfa qpjft sqrw»iif3fTciT i q
S3RR 11 (Pol- 36). #

V id e  also p. 51 of the Introduction to the Prakriyakaumudl. (Bombay 
Sahs. Series No. 7 0 ^

8 V i d e  the quotation :

etc. {foi. 13«).

V id e  also S. K. De’s H i s t o r y  o f  S a n s k r i t  P o e t i c s , Vol. I, p. 174.
3 V id e  the quotation :

q g  ai?cq sq f^q isf . . . gq (Fol. 14a),

V id e  also S. K. De’s H i s t o r y  o f  S a n s k r U  P o e t ic s ,  Vol. I, p. 173.
4 V id e  quotation *

. m  3q^t R5i?SIiqRTf^iITi0II; q c^f^T, atfei-
(Foi .76&).

V id e  also Si. K. De’s H i s to r y  o f  S a n s k r i t  P o e t i c s , Vol. I, p.,175.

8 «gfpqJRWtUT J ltfW W sW : t •

. faagai »fiq *rai |*g: 11
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Therefore our author Nârâyaçabhatta *was the pupil of Govinda 
(othfer than Govindathakkura 1490 a .d .) and  later than S'esa Kr§ija of 
the 16th Century A.D. ^

The author's grandfather Nâthabhatta or Bhattanâtha may
be identified with the author of Ânandasundarïvyâkhyâ, (de*-
scribed in No. 4682 of the Tanjore Des. Catalogue, Vol. VIII) who
should have belonged to a later period. Ghanas'yâma the author of
the text viz. Anandasundari, is said to have been the minister of4
King Tukkoji of Tanjore in 1728 to 1735 A.D. Bhattanâtha, the
commentator on the said work should have been still later i.e. he
should have belonged to at least the 2nd half of the 18th century «
,A:D. In conclusion our author may be assigned to the last quarter 
of the 18th century A.D.

A RARE COMMENTARY ON THE* NAISADHACARITA 
OF S'RI HAJRSA

B y H. G . N a r a h a r i, M .A ., M .L i t t .

On the famous Nai§adhacarita of S'ri Harsa to which Indian 
tradition accords quite a covetable place along with the writings 
of Kalidasa, Bharavi, and Magha, there are a number of commen
taries that are available,1 composed both before the time of Malli- 
natha and at a later date. I wish in this note to give a brief idea 
of the siddhaUjana of Narayagabhatja. It is a po$t-Ma!linatha 
commentary on the Nai§adhacarita and jias so far remained un
known. Aufrecht and Krishnamacharya seem to& know hothing 
about it. Nor does Mr. K. K. Handiqui'who published a transla
tion of the Nai$adhacarita in 1934 and who appended to it extracts 

‘ from eight unpublished commentaries on the work, show any

1 Aufrechf (CC. I. 306 f . ; II. 66 f., 208 a ; i J I  65) records over t w e n t y  
commentaries. A' more elaborate list is made by M. Krishnamacharya 
( C l a s s i c a l  S a n s k r i t  L i t e r a t u r e , pp. 182 ff.)
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knowledge of this gloss. The only known MS. of this commentary 
is, as far as I am aware, available in the Adyar Library, and*boars 
the shelf-number XXX. L. 17. It is mentioned on 7 6 of the 
Catalogue 1 of the Library published in 1926, and on p. 157 of the 
recent Alphabetical Index of MSS. in the Library. It is a fairly 
old palm-leaf manuscript, and is worm-eaten and heavilyTnjured. 
It is written in Telugu in a good medium hand. The code* 
contains 336 folia, and there are 6-7 lines, on an average, in each 
folio. Even this rare manuscript is incomplete, and the com
mentary breaks off at the end of Canto III. For the portion 
available, the manuscript is complete, and this is indeed a 
redeeming feature of it. It has, however, to be acknowledged that, 
even in this fragment that is available, reconstruction of passages 
is often almost impossible, partly owing to the damage wrought 
by worms and partly owing to the indifference of the scribe while 
copying. f

9 A transcript in Devanagari was recently made out of this 
palm-leaf m anusc^t, and this bears the shelf-number XXXVIII. 
F. 30. This extends to 1242 pages. Throughout this paper, my 

^reference will be only to this transcript while citing passages from 
the commentary.

As was mentioned already, the name of the commentary is 
siddhaTijana. The full name of the author is Indraikanti Nara- 
yanabhattopadhyaya. This follows from the colophons of the 
commentary which run : “

^qiqf t m :  e ri: Il
S5q$$fq$q • • . ’............ fècftq: Il

...................... Scita: sn : il
• ^

1 ¡The name of the commentator is wrongly given h ere^ s  S r lk a n t h a -  
n a r n y a n a b h a f t a .

r Pp. 493 f., 783 L, and 1242.
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The names of his parents are also known. Qautl is his 
mother and Lihgdc his father. He belongs to the Bahvrca&UkhU and 
to the KaS’qapa gotra. He seems to hail from the Telugu country: 1

irR^i
qi qRiqoft

q?gq: ^

qit^TiqqqiiT^Tr^ifirqsqi^rafqisqraqi:
'iiq^R?q: fag  q i V & s f a ^ q ^  fafafif*& II

The author seems to be a great scholar well versed in the 
various branches of learning. He has lively consciousness of 
his own worth and speaks with no seeming reserve of the gi;eat 
value of his own commentary, especially in confparison with others 
composed before him : *

¿ r »i if
qt trd  *nfq r jp jn*w rftn  I

a«n

qFRnfiHwfoiraii I
3qfeH5RI5W5RTWi sfaflffa ffiFili q Jflsq; HI

51ldt ? m m \  %fa q sqq^qqT^ifiisqqilsqq; ||

fa  ^> ^F3n  f a ^ r a ^ ^ q f a s q r q f r a i w f t  i
wmsjrorf&RHigitej ll

€'
1 P. 7; the verses are cited here as they are found-in the original MS.
* Pp. 3-4, 7. f .
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qjnft
SlS$ *Kfc*W ^  ^ s w n a r i tw i  I

f r |q  §faqt gfcrct *$%. ii

«n??F^gi^R5iqRfi5qin^ qt qq^q^fareqfafq: n?^'. I 
fâ qi qifaq?qqfqf|qi '̂ii

IWgpfSiftHgfiwi fl^SRtfq'l 
*rc ?r «qg q»fsi?q^$3ifq £tq: i 

=q Hlff^^qq^q:
fiigif^r qforer. wcnan^farcw if 

Steffi 5̂ 5*1 qq q<?fq sn*i: g frn fta :
§3RT: iftg  ct^t^qfq I 

*?q*qi*q xf ^ g ja f t^ |^ o ifa f f l5 T -
fN» ^qisq m sraraqopTrflaiqfcqfor ^ II

In grammar, Narayanabhatta seems to be well-versed, and his 
equipment here seems to be such as to enable him to compose a 
work called Pftfjintyasaratii. It seems to be a metrical commen
tary on the sutras of Panini. The author refers to this other work 
of his in his commentary, and even cites a few verses from i t : 1

5WI 3reqiqtoqrMq*R:<jft Sfq^lfufiT:—

iRpitqfa enqi i
q^qisqaT: g ^ q  faq?*3 i t :  qw?t n

S R ^ c q q i^ q  cj |

m % gcgqi^qiqqti itftnr- 11 
q*§ '«i^s?qqi% q^5«?qT^ qq§ | 
qffRFT f | qiiqisqj^ f j s n  | | '
3iq*nq?cqq^q $3  *n®i: qgscl |

1 Ibid,, p« 53 f,
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^  ^ 5 1 ^1  II
qgacl f teR T C ^ a rc  ^  |
s 4*! 3 ^  f |  \\% fo \

Argong the earlier commentators mentioned in this commen
tary are V i s ' v e s ' v a r a  and M a l l i n a t h a .  The latter is once referred 
to even by his popular name, P e d d i b h a t t a . 1

The following are the citations in question :

\ ..............................SRq^T&i? ffo q ^ T r lP ?

cgn  »jqp§-
ggsn afte*icl’ sfa q if rm  \ :1 era ii

3151 3R?q ' sqflBqpT-
II 9

1 Other citations, both^of authors and works,j&e quite abundant 
in the commentary ; but these are of no help in determining the 
date of the commentator. All these are either contemporaries of. 
Mallinatha or even senior to him in age. As regards the date of 
I n d r a k a n t i  N a r a y a n a b h a t t a , we can hence say no more than that 
he is later than Mallinatha whom he refers to and criticizes in his 
commentary. Since Mallinatha is known to have lived about the 
beginning of the 15th century A.D., this date will be the t e r m i n u s  

a  q u o  for the date of our commentator.

1 Accdrding to a popular story current among pandits in the South, this is 
an . a l i a s  of Mallinatha. According to M. Krishnamacharya (C la s s i c a l  
S a n s k r i t  L i t e r a t u r e , p. 120), Peddibhatta is tfye name of one of the sons of 
Mallinatha. But no Peddibhatta is known to have comrfiented on the 
N a is a d fy a .  Moreover, I have been able to trace the reference here to Peddi
bhatta in Mallinatha’s commentary on the N a i ^ a d h a .

.. * P. 417; cf. N j f i s a d h a c a r i t a  with Mallinatha’s commentary, Ed. by 
Jivananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 1875, p. 47. #

8 P. 722; Ci. I b i d . ,  p. 96.
4 P. 685; this commentator is earlier than Mallinatha who cites him 

(Anfrecht, op , c i t . % I. 307 a .)
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D h urtakhyctna  'of S'ri Haribhadrasuri, edited by .Sri Jina 
Vijaya Muni, Singhi Jain Series No. 19, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 
Bombay; 1944. Price Rs. 5-8-0.

The Series in which the present book is published has been
founded by Sriman Bahadur Si^ghji Singhi, a wealthy land-lord and
business frian, a devout Jain,’a great lover, servant and patron of
letters and a noble benefactor of humanity, in^nemory of his father
Sri Balchandji Shighi of Calcutta, who earned and conserved wealth*
through his labours and who himself wanted <o encourage researches
into and publication of Jain literatures. The editor is an eminent/
Jain scholar, now Director of the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan of 
Bombay, who has a wealth of research to his credit, and who has 
earned an international reputation through the width and depth of 
his scholarship and through the volume *and weight of contribution 
to scholarship. Sriman Bahadur Singhji Singhi, the patron of the 
Series has shown himself, through his life, the full realization of 
Kalidasa’s ideal of a great man ;

f a  m  ^  i
3<m ^  11

The author of the work, Haribhadrasuri, belonged to the 
ninth century. As the editor says, “ he is one of the most fertile 
authors in Jajn Literature as regards not only the number of the 
works- he wrote, but also the diversity of the subjects he treated.’* 
(p. XX). J4e is credited with being the author of 1400 works, 
according* to tradition which goes back to even two centuries after 
his time, as traceable. He wrote both in Prakrit and in Sanskrit; 
in prose and tn verse.

#The book opens with a small account of the founding of the 
Seriesf, a brief Preface, where the history of the edition, of the work
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is given, and a scholarly account of 'the life and works of Hari- 
bhadr&suri, all by the editor. This is followed by a critical study 
of the work*by Dr. A. N. Upadhye, the. well-known Prakrit scholar. 
Then the text is given in its original Prakrit form, followed by the 
Sanskrit rendering of Sanghatilaka and an old Gujarati rendering. 
The original text is in the form of verses and so is the Sanskrit 
rendering; the Gujarati version is in prose. There is also an index 
of Proper names appearing in the text.

As the Title of the work indicates, it is the story of a gang of 
five chieftains of rogues (dhurtas)l I give below the introduction 
to the main story. Adjacent to Ujjayini, there was a park. There 
arrived hundreds of confirmed* rogues who had acquired specific 

> proficiency in the triqk of their trade. They hacf five leaders, one 
of whom was a woman. Every one of them had five hundred 
chbats as their retinue. During the height of the rainy season, all 
the rogues, shivering and hungry, began* to deliberate as to who 
would give them a feast. The foremost chief among them suggested 
that every one should ' talk about what ofle had heard or 
experienced. He who proves it to be incredible should give the 
feast to all ; but he who confirms the same by quoting parallels 
from scriptures like the Puranas will be left free.

Then each of the five rogue-chieftains narrates a story 
recording his own experience, full of impossibilities, and the events 
are shown to be credible by quoting parallels from the Puranas.
I give a small portion of one such narrative : “As I was travelling 
with a gourd-kettle and umbrella in hand, a mad wild-elephant% 
rushed at me like a moving mountain. I saw no shelter and 
escape. So I lept into the gourd-kettle. %The elephant followed 
me into the gourd-kettle, where I deceived it by hide-and-seek for 
six months.’’ The parallel quoted to prove {hat this is credible is as 
follows : “ Visnd was practising penance on the bed of the ocean. 

•Th$ lotus-seated Bjrahman, with staff and gourd in hand, came out 
of the navel, Uit the lotus was caught and stuck there.> Many s4uch
incidents are cited from the Puranas, as parallels for the impossible*
events contained in the narrations of the rogue-chieftains.
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It is not necessary fbr me to specially state that the whole 
trend of the book is to show the incredibility of the Puranas; 
and in this way, the purpose is to draw people avmy from the 
orthodox Vedic religion and to attract them to the rational Jainism. 
To put it plainly and bluntly, the whole book is a vilification 
of Hindu religious thoughts and beliefs. The implication is 
that the only parallel for the Puranas are the narrations of the 

* rogues.
One wonders what would  ̂have happened if such a book had 

been written and published in the present age. What agitations 
woulcl have resulted ? How many protest meetings would have been*Theld ? What attempts would have been made to get the wa?k. 
proscribed and $ie copies forfeited to the State ? Will not attempts 
be made to get the penal laws of the State set in motion ?

Miss Mayo’s Mother I n d i a  twenty years ago and Beverley 
Nicholas’ Verdict o n  4 n d i a  at present have created a great 
uproar in the country. We have been reading about proscribing, 
by a Provincial Government, of portion^ of a book in recent times. 
Religious conflicts and the unpleasantness produced thereby are 

1 every day happenings in our modern age. If an English version 
of the present book could be put on the cheap market and brought 
to the notice of the public, there may be some sensation.

But the work was written under conditions that prevailed in 
ancient India, conditions quite different from what obtain at present. 
In those days people were made of sterner stuff; they could not be 

’'Shaken by such mild breezes. They kept steady even in storms. 
The stability and permanence of Hindu culture depended in those 
days, not by keeping i  ̂safe from wind and rain, not by putting up 
props, ’but through its own inherent strength. The leaders of* 
Hindu thQtrght, the defenders of Hindu faith, the followers of 
Hindu culture—all of them were absolutely confident of the inborn 
power of the civilization of the country. Sych exhibitions *of 
oppogi^Jon to the main Indian trend of thought gave^erhaps some 
amusement to the ‘Hindus ; some even took them as welcome 
oceasions for self-examination.
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The orthodox followers of Vedic ‘thought were always in a 
majority in India, both, numerically and in point of power and 
influence. But they did not resort to suppression of opposite views, 
however strongly expressed- and however unpleasant, for the 
maintenance of their position. They had inborn strength, complete 
confidence in that strength and an indomitable fearlessness about 
the attack of others. They could afford to be tolerant; they could 
afford to have a sense of humour also. It is this greatness in the 
national traits of ancient Indians^ that preserved such a wealth of 
iiterature designed and propagated against the main religion of 
the country.
*. There are some men in eminent positions in rpodern times who 

try to indulge in mucj-slinging against ancient Indian thought. If 
such works could be placed in their hands, they could at least say 
something that will be effective. Ancient Indian culture is judged 
by a few passages in the Manusmrti, ,which are interpreted to 
mean that the laws of ancient India, both civil and penal, were 
drawn from the borderlands of barbarianism. The preservation of 
books like the one under review is evidence tor another side in 
the picture.

The work shows how modern the thought of ancient India 
could be. It is a pity that such a refreshing literature is not 
accessible to the average Indian, since it is available only in 
Prakrit and Sanskrit. The attack is good humoured ; there is no 
deliberate attempt to distort or disfigure. Even the intended 
victim is provoked to laughter, through the innocence of the attack. 
There is no rancour ; there is no vituperation. It doe« not corrupt 
the caricaturist; nor does it hurt the victim. Even in ridiculing 

. there is a touch of gentlemanliness, a sort of good taste and 
decorum. Hindus of ancient India enjoyed i t ; there is no reason 
why it should tnake modern Indians lose their temper.

* As a matter of fact, the mutual attacks by different schools of 
Vedic thoughts among themselves are not of a milder nature? than 
what is contained in these Jain presentation of Hindu PurSqas, 
Neither Hindu religion nor Hindu culture suffered on accoun* of
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the opposition from the Jains. On the other hand, it gave variety 
within Indian civilization. Jainism enriched Sanskrit and Prakrit 
Literature. In the field of, poetry and drama, of grammar and 
literary criticism, and of Logic, India owes much to Jainism. 
Such literature as is. represented by the present book never led to 
religious feuds nor to civil wars. The book under review does not 
reveal any “ rotten state of affairs ” in ancient Indian cultural life’; 

•it simply reveals the greatness and nobility of the leaders of thought 
who tolerated opposition. ^

The book is well edited and brings credit both to the editor 
and 10 the Institute that has undertaken the publication. "The 
patronage of th^ founder of the Series is well justified by the# 
publication. *

E ditor

Pro/. K .  S u n d a r a w m a  A i y a r :  H i s  L i f e  a n d  W o r k s y by 
Dewan Bahadur K. S. Ramaswaini Sastri, B.A., B .L ., Vani 
Vilas Press, Srir&ngam, 1944. W ith a Foreword by Sachivot- 
tama Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar. Price Rs. 4.

Prof. Sundararaman, an erudite scholar of deep and varied 
learning, a notable teacher whose personality moulded the character 
of many an important South Indian that has played or is playing 
a prominent part in the life of the nation, besides giving a character- 
istic turn to their intellectual growth, a  powerful personality who 
impressed himself on all those he came across him, a well-known 

Hulhor and writer on mauy important subjects and problems, an 
orthodox Hindu who preached the principles of his religion through 
living it rather than talking about it, a modest and retired soul 
w hose“ presence was felt even where his person has never been.and. 
will be felt in as real*a way even after his physical existence has 
ceased— this great Prof. Sundararaman has found a worthy bio
grapher in his equally great son, Dewan Bahaduj K. S. Ramaswami** 
Sastjri.* * •

The biographer grew up not merely as a child of the home, but 
also as a disciple of the father-teacher. The trairfipg that he
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received both under his father and as a Judicial Officer, along with 
the close acquaintance he developed through natural rights as a son, 
has made ¿iim the most appropriate.biographer of the illustrious 
Professor. He has not missed a detail that takes away anything 
from the clarity of the picture drawn in the able-biography; at the 
same time the judicious selection has given the picture a clear cut 
individuality, without allowing a mass of details to bring down the 
picture into a commonplace, making the narration a monotonous 
and tedious chronicle. ^

The book opens with a Foreword by Sachivottama Sir C. P. 
Ramaswami Aiyar, Dewan of Travancore, who knew the Professor 
„\n3ry intim ately in his prescriptive rights. Ip this Foreword 
Sachivottama draws 3. very clear picture of the personality of the 
Professor and it forms a fitting introduction to the book itself and 
thfe detailed picture of the professor. The main book contains 
eight chapters. In the first chapter, the author dilates on the 
responsibilities of a biographer and on the difference between t;he 
fit and the unfit subject for a biography and^the right and the 
wrong methods of writing a biography, giving copious extracts 
(I must confess a little unnecessarily protracted) from Benson. 
However diffident Dewan Bahadur Sastriyar might have been 
when he started the great undertaking, the actual success of his 
performance should have persuaded him to drop that apologetic 
Introduction, at least to cut it shorter.

The life and career of the Professor are given in detail in the 
next chapter extending over about eighty pages and a general esti- 
mate of the “ man and the teacher ” is the content <of the next 
chapter, where, by the way, the views of m yiy  persons, as recorded 
in letters and in contributions to periodicals, are also given pro
fusely. After dealing with contemporary life and thought and the 
part played b y ’the professor in contemporary life, in the fourth 

•¿hapter, extracts fjom his letters are given in the fifth. A man is 
best revealed m  his letters, written with no thought of their furping 
out to be a permanent record ; and, as such, a writer is far less self- 
conscious in. his letters than in articles and books, which, the writer
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knows, are meant for a voider audience. The next chapter gives 
an account of four great works written by him and the seventh 
chapter deals with his miscellaneous writings. The ¿last chapter 
describes what the biographer considers to be the conspicuous features 
in the character of the Professor. (This last chapter, styled “ Con
clusion,” is unfortunately designated ‘‘ Miscellaneous Writings ” 
which is the heading of the previous chapter, on the tops of the 

•pages.)
Professor Sundararaman \^as born of a middle class Brahmin 

Family with very orthodox views and equally orthodox ways of life. 
H is grand-father was a Government Servant, starting as a clerk in 
the District Col(ectorate and rising to the position of .Tahsildai.. 
H is father too started as a clerk and rose to the position of a 
Peishkar and then of a revenue inspector. Prof. Sundararaman 
was not born into an environment of opulence. After becoming 
a graduate, he entered liie as a School Teacher. Later he became 
a professor in the Colleges. He spent most of his time as a 
teacher in the Kumbakonam College. 'F rom  the point of the 
amount of salary he drew or the pension he enjoyed, it must be 
*said that his financial position never changed in the whole of his 
life. But if wealth and opulence have other meanings «than Bank 
balance, he was ever very rich and he never knew what poverty was.

As a teacher, he knew service in various parts of South India. 
From Trivandrum to Tellichery on the W est Coast and from ’Raja- 
mundry to Tinnevelley on the Eastern side, he migrated from place 
t(T place. He left his mark at every place where he served. He 
was everywhere the central point of some intellectual circle that 
was formed under his inspiration. H e brought to the notice of 
others certain .new and higher values in life. H is students, his 
colleagues afld -the public of the place could not miss his presence 
and could never forget the impression made by him op their lives. He 
continued to stay in a place as firmly, even after^he left the place.

was never “ boosted ” by his contemporaries and admirers. 
H e never practised and never tolerated humbug and cant. H e was 
a light that did not require another light to show itself.. H e was
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never a mere reflecting medium that shone only when there were 
other’ lights falling on it and that would dwindle into obscurity 
when the lights are extinguished. I.have my own doubts regard
ing the number of present day students who know even the name 
of the great Professor who played such an important role in the 
education of South India ; there may even be many among those 
who are now supposed to lead national movements who have not 
heard about him. But greatness is not measured by the number 
of “ sure votes.”

H e lived at a time when the intellectual traditions in India 
were undergoing a tremendous change among the people. Although 

. he belonged to an orthodox family, he did not have an early educa
tion along the orthodox lines. H e was “ just initiated ” into the 
Vedas. In Tamil, his knowledge did not extend farther than 
ability to talk in that language. He did not even know the Deva- 
nagari alphabet. But environments could not conceal his inherent 
talents. H e made up for these defects of his early education, in 
course of time. H e developed a great love for Tamil literature ; 
after his fiftieth year, he started the study of Sanskrit and became 
a great authority in Vedanta,- Yoga and Dharma. H e lived up 
to the advanced age of eighty-four : he kept up good health right 
through his long life. He worked incessantly ; perhaps his turn-out 
every week was greater than the total turn-out of an average man 
in h is ‘whole life time. «■

H e differed when he could not agree ; he never compromised 
and deserted his principles. But he bore no malice against those 
from whom he differed. H e realized that the worid does not 
remain in a static state of inertia ; but he knew that the world 

•moved, and that movement meknt change. He never pteached 
orthodoxy which he himself violated in "his own -private life as 
cases of apacfdharma. "it is the harmony between the private 

'life and the publip life, the unity between the in and the out of the 
man, that kept him aloft far above his contemporaries.

I am not' one of those fortunate persons who knew the 
Professor or who was known to him, I have only heard about lym,
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He took up residence in Madras at a time when I had finished my 
Honours courses in the University and before * I settled down in 
Madras as a teacher in the University. But I happen to be a 
personal friend of his son, the biographer. W e have sometimes 
appeared on the. same platform, always to differ on a*ll points. 
H e has been an active* member, along with me, of the various 
University bodies for many years now, and I fear that we have not 

•either spoken or voted on any issue on the same side. I enjoy the 
privilege of differing from the^on and the biographer when I lost 
the privilege of knowing, and differing from, the great father.

At the present time, what is termed national movement is 
more of the nature of a whirl-wind than a steady, continuous, 
progression. The dust and the dry leaver lifted up during the 
storm are later cast down on the earth as an obstacle in the path. 
Often the dry leaves catch fire and there is a conflagration ; but 
everything subsides as ashes. There is no steady glow and even 
distribution of heat. Dewan Bahadur Ramaswami Sastriyar has 
presented to the modern age the picture of a great soul who is a 
corrective to the evils of modern age. The book is a welcome 

‘addition to the rare biographies of persons who live and deserve to 
live even after their physical life has ended.

E d it o r

Panineeya Pradyotham , by I. C. Chakko, B.Sc. (London),
B.A., A.R.S.M., A.R.C.S. (London), Volume I, with an Intro
duction by^Dr. C. Kunhan Raja. Edited by Joseph Mundasseri, 
The Mangalodayam Ltc^, Trichur, 1944. Price Rs. 6.

The number of loan-words ‘from Sanskrit in the Malayalam 
language j,s*so great that a general knowledge of Sanskrit is quite 
necessary for those who want to write *5brrect Malayalam. As a 
result of this close connection between the Uvo languages the' 
Malayalam literature had, for a long time, been considered 
as the monopoly of Sanskrit scholars. But with the spread of 
English education there grew up a large number of . men with 

* 5‘ *
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new ideas and with the urge to express them in their own 
language. Due to their ignorance of Sanskrit they had to coin 
new w ords‘on the analogy of loan-words already existing in the 
language, without considering whether those new forms would 
be acceptable to the Sanskrit scholars also. This flood of incorrect 
Sanskrit words into the language opened the eyes of scholars to 
the necessity of explaining the essentials of Sanskrit grammar in 
the Malayalam language itself. Many unsuccessful attempts have * 
been ma^e in this direction during the last fifty years. The book 
under review is an attempt to meet this necessity by a new 
approach to the probjem.
• *• This is only the first volume. It begins^ with a detailed 
explanation of the different devices adopted by Papini to achieve 
brevity in his work. The definitions of technical terms, the rules 
of interpretation and the use of are explained in detail. Then 
follow the rules of sandhi and other allied^subjects like cerebraliza- 
tion and reduplication. The second half of the volume deals w,«th 
the. /¿>f-terminations, and it ends with a section on Participles. 
The second volume is to contain mainly the Ta<&f/u7tf-terminations, 
the feminine suffixes and the compounds. The Sutvapatha, the 
Dhdtupathn and the various Indexes will appear in the third 
volume. The detailed study of the K rt and Taddhita terminations 
and the compounds, and the omission of chapters on declension 
and conjugation show that the author knows the real requirements 
of the Malayalam writers.

The Sutras of Pacini are here arranged on a subject basis', 
keeping at the same time the original context of th^'sutras clear 
so as ter minimize the effort of understanding them. The credit 

*of this new arrangement goes entirely to the author, though it is
9

clear that he has been influenced by the Laghupaqmlya of the 
late A. R. Rajaraiavarm4. A knowledge of Comparative Philology 
has given him .sufficient width of outlook, and at times he explains 
the philological, views along with those of Paijini. Bold and 
critical, he does not belong to the orthodox school of N igo ji ,Bhatta 
to  whom whatever is not found in the MahBbhUgya is necessarily
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wrong. H e takes the nefcter $ in (VIII-3-1)
as different from the masculine $ in 3S5jqt (V III-2-66) following 
the Laghupdninlya> though this is against the view of Patan- 
jali. Again the word is explained as “ beginning with
(Page 17) and it is used throughout in the sense of Though
this kind of sandhi is ’ quite common in the Malayalam language» 
it is not possible in Sanskrit, and hence we find Patanjali trying 
to explain the word *J5T<pr: (in 1-3-1) with the help of two roots ^  
and 3T after a long discussion» Perhaps Mtt Chakko’J authority 
for this is the Prakriydsarvdsva where Narayaiia Bhatta, when 
explaining the sutra (1-3-1), jays,

1 ** . .C
In the Preface (Page IX) the authdV says that he has not' 

seen any answer to the question how the declensional terminations 
can come to those stems which get the feminine suffix by the 
sutra (iV-l-bb') at? they do not belong to the P r a t i p a d i h a s

and as they are neither nor STJeT̂ . But this question has 
been raised even by earlier writers and more than one answer 
has been given. The answer given in the Mahabhasya and 
accepted by Nagojibhatta is— “ 33«lfoiT^ l clsNl^l: )

srrfaif^Str (IV-1-1). In Praudha-
nianorama the question is answered, after a discussion, with the 
help of the axi om— i. This ans
wer is given even in the SiddhantaUaumudl (under the Sutra 
qjNr-IV-1-68).

Many intelligent questions are raised in the course of the
explanation, though the scope of the work does not aliow the
author to discuss them all in detail.' As a result of patient study • •
and critical investigation he has mastered the subject very clearly, 
and presents*if; in an extremely lucid and simple style. There is 
no attempt at brevity. The large number of cross references^ 
given #in thg work will be of great help to the-^udent. The bObk 
w ill be useful in making students capable of judging for themselves 
the correctness of Sanskrit words and will serve as an excellent 
introduction for those who want to specialize in Sanskrit grammar.
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There is a long and scholarly Introduction by Dr. Kunhan 
Raja, in which, afler tracing the development of Sanskrit grammar, 
he stresses on ,th e importance of an intelligent study of Pánini 
not only as giving a proper understanding of the language, but 
also as making the mind keen and well disciplined,.

Joseph Mundasseri, in his editorial Preface, points out the 
necessity of such a clearly written Sanskrit grammar in the Mala- 
yalam language.

The ^printing and get up of  ̂ the book are excellent. The 
publishers are to be congratulated on having undertaken the 
publication of such ‘ an important work in these difficult times, 
J3$ing a wartime publication the price is only moderate. W e wait 
for the early publication of the other two volumes of the work.

K. K u n j u n n i  R aja

The Glory That Was Gurjarades’a , Fart III, The Imperial 
Gurjaras, by K. M. Munshi, B.A., L L .B ., President, Bharatiya 
Vidya Bbavan, Bombay, pp. xii, 284, 1944. Price Rs. 15.

The third volume of the series has now come as promised in 
the Introduction to the first volume of the above work published in 
1943. The volume is advisedly termed as Imperial Gurjaras for 
the reason that though the rulers dealt with belonged to different 
dynasties with different «capitals they had certain common cha
racteristics which justified their being grouped together. They 
were closely allied in blood and the spirit of adventure; they carflfc 
from the same region of warlike c lan s; and the source oti.heir power 
and inspiration as well as cultural foundations can be traced to the 
.upsurgence of Gurjarades'a or modern Marwar under Harfcandra 
in A.D. 55D, etc. The common bond of the social ^organization 
together with the.sm f/is/ianctioning the varnas'ramadharma should 
'bfiu viewed in the light of the expression of the collective will of the 
people througk the ages. Modern criticism of the vargas'rama system  
overlooks this important factor and fails to appreciate this vast 
social synthesis as a soulless bundle of dry twigs (p. v).
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The history of thlT* Gurjara country as developed in the 
volume under review is traced under four distinct stages : (l) 550 
to 750 A.D. (2) a .d . 750 to 940 ; (3) 8c (4) 940 to 1300 A.D. the 
last stage witnessing the dissolution of the local dynasties before 
the onslaught of the Muhummadan armies led by Aibek and his 
successors. All that the wise statesmen of the thirteenth century 
could do was to postpone the evil day. The final fall came with 

' the flight of the last ruler of Gujarat to the forests of the Deccan.
The foundation of the power of the Gurjaras is to be found 

in the attempt of the indigenous people of Gurjara 'organizing 
themselves about 500 a .d . By 550 a .d . the first king of Gurjara 
merges from obscurity named Haricandra, a firahmin. The varying 
fortunes of the dynasties of the legion and the supremacy of 
Harsa in the north and of Pulakesin II in the south should have 
brought the region of Gujarat as one of the bones of contention. 
In 642 A.D. Dadda IJ is seen as a feudatory of the Calukya 
Emperor. The account of the Chinese traveller Yuan Chwang 
is a valuable record of the period. »The first Empire saw its 
foundations truly laid from the time of Nagabhata who consoli
dated his position (a .d . 792) and.defeated the Emperor of Kanouj, 
An engagement with the Rastrakuta Emperor was not as successful 
though it did not subdue Gurjara power fully. But luck was 
with Nagabhata in the later years and the Emperors of the south 
declined in both vigour* and power. „When Nagabhata-died in 
834 a .d . his kingdom was the biggest in India. The greatest 

*^iler of this dynasty was Mihira Iihoja called The Great (835 
to 888 jyo.). l i e  started his career by asserting his authority 
on provinces* which had become independent. He is to be viewed 
as drtierent .from Bhoja of Dhara to whom the author giyes the 
title Tkg Magnificent, The tabular statement of the feudatories 
of the first empire would show that th^erritories* of Mihifa Bhoja 
extended beyond the Indus in Sindh. Tile political unity of Incjia. 
lost since tffe days of Harsa was for a time reas^ i^ d  and steadied. 
Bhoja was known by the title of Adivaraha as well. The 
Ofea.t commentator on Manu, Medhatithi seems* to have lived
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during this period. Mr. Munshi holds that the dynamic ele
ments *in the commentary of Medhatithi and his other writings 
point to certain definite conclusions: “ Dharma as reflected in 
Medhatithi is ambitious and challenging. The society for which 
he legislated was not only progressive but conscious of its 
strength and inspired by high political» motive. These would 
point to Medatithi’s close association with Mihira Bhoja M (p. 92). 
H e further adds “ The political tradition of the age of Mihira 
Bhoja wa^ both progressive and aggressive on certain fundamental 
politico-socio-conceptions surprisingly modern in form, which shows 
the advanced stage Of political theory and action of those times ” 
(pv 93). The patronage to poets was a kingly privilege and 

, Rajas'ekhara typifies tjie royal patronage by his description of the 
king-poet of the Imperial Gurjaras. Mihira Bhoja represented the 
united imperial diadem of India saturated with living puranic tradi
tions, and took the title of Adivaraha a form of Visnu the protector 
and as closely associated with the resuscitation of the earth.

The decline of the first» empire of the Pratiharas was due to the 
revival of the Rastraklita power and the overmighty power of 
the feudatories. But a new era was opened with the accession of 
Vakpati Munja. H is wars all around his dominions extended his 
empire in all directions till his defeat by Tailappa II of the later 
Calukyas. Munja was a great conqueror, builder and patron of 
letters.’ Mularaja of Gujarat though vanquished by Mufija assumed 
imperial titles on the death of the latter. He is characterized as 
generous beyond measure, brave, wise, who by timely submissiblt 
and opportune aggression consolidated his small principality. 
H e truly., and well laid the foundations of modern Gujarat (p. 123). 
f «.The second empire had already started its careeyr with .Muilja 
but its acme was reached under Bhoja the'Magnificent!) ipr Munja 
met with an untimely encj/though he had the genius to stabilize the 

^ iw e r  of the empire.  ̂ Bhoja of Dh&ra came to the throne in 
1010 a .d . ancHIvas one of the most versatile kings of Indian 
history. H e proved to be a great military leader and by  1019 A.D. 
had performed prodigies of valour and statesmanship. By then,
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he had become the unquestioned master of an empire including
modern Gujarat (p. 132). As the most powerful contemporary of
of Mahmud of Ghazni successfully organized the effort to drive
him away. The death of Mahmud in 1030 and the absence of
further invasion gav& the needed rest for organizing the^adminis-
tration. Bhoja had always to keep an eye on rebels and won the
submission of the Gangeya chief. His occupation of Kanouj
^established his claim to be the s a m r a t  of India. The highest point
of the ' military career of Bhoj^ is to be seen as the leader of the
Confederacy in 1043 A.D. against the Muhammadans. As a patron
of letters his name is a by-word. His magnificent works knew no
geographical bounds. There was a temple of Sarasvati^at Dharj^
which was probaSly a University. He has hijnself written books on
a variety of subjects (p. 150). But the rise of Karna of Cedi and
his alliance with Calukyas under Somes'vara Ahavamalla cracked
the power of Bhoja and the second empire of Gurjara tottered
to ruin.

•

But Karna could not consolidate his position and was killed 
by Dussala. The third empire was therefore the result of the 
labours of Jayasimha (1096 to 1143 A.D.). The achievements of 
Jayasimha are summarized in pp. 160-161. Besides his.great con
quests he was an equally great builder and promoter of learning. 
Ihe Jain scholar Hemacandra came under his patronage and later 
on promoted the accession of Kumarapala (1144-1174 a.d*.) the 
last of the great and imperial Gurjaras. By 1178 A.D.*Muhammad 
o^Ghuri had begun his incursions into India starting the course 
of the congest of India by the forces of Islam. The analysis of 
Mr. Munshi as. to the utter inability of the Indian rulers of the 
time tot envisage the potential danger and to take propei^jje- 
cautionan^ measures for- the preservation of the state endangered 
by the presence of the Turkish power f5^trikin§. The presence 
of such a common danger should have unite^ the country and ev^^ 
a divided household ought to have joined togetft®** The reason 
cannot be lack of heroism. In the first instance, the sense of the 
unjjy S.nd the sense to fight for a common cause a^d against
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a common danger were absent. The feeling that Âryâvarta was a 
political unit was forgotten in the wars of accession and the 
creation of a nobility by the appointment of younger princes to 
independent power in local dependencies and the impossibility of 
ignoring,*the power of the nobles by any aspirant king who could 
not create a new nobility. The Gürjara-power lost its hold on the 
Madhyades'a and its inability to meet the demands of the times was 
again due to three causes e.g. (l) the disintegration of the country* 
by the ç/arrior clans ; (2) the ppwer of the Western Câlukyas as 
a perpetual menace against the »Madhyades'a and (3) the over
whelming and ince’ssant nature of the raids of the Muhammadans. 

r(pp. 1634). These are again recapitulated in pagje 233 :
“ The collapse Qf North India therefore before Ghuri and 

Aibek was due to the irresistible energy which the invaders 
released; to the progressive localisation of sentiments in Gürjara- 
des'a which had grown apace after the break up of the First 
Empire ; to the hopeless disintegration of the royal power4 by 
polygamy and the distribution of lands among members of the 
family reducing kingship to a nominal headship of interrelated 
overlords ; to the unawareness of the Indian statesmen of the 
day to the condition prevailing and forces operating outside the 
boundaries of India ; to the failure of the Indians to adjust their re
fined and humane culture to the needs of a sudden crisis in which un
relenting sternness was needed to match the savagery of the inrush-

ring enemy, and most of all to the educative and cultural organisation 
of life being divorced from a national centre of political poWfcr.” 

Surely, Indian culture has withstood the test of tijne and inva
sions. Its vitality has not depended on political power alone. 
P^I^ical freedom disappeared but the life and cultuije of th# country 
could still continue with fresh vitality. * The author« hj*c modestly 
disclaimed to ar^ prêterions. But his work, thought-provoking as 

is, will give him fan abiding place as a historian if he has not
already gain#w&**it. We await with interest the othfer two*volumes1;
of the series.

A. N. KrÎSHJJAN
I^qntedand published by C. Subbarayudu, at the Vasanta Press, Adyàr, Madras.



CHELAS AND LAY-CHELAS

B y H .  P.  B l a v a t s k y

[With acknowledgments to the Editor of The Theosophist.]

A “ C h e l a  ” is a person who has offered himself to a master 
as a pupil to learn practically the “ hidden mysteries of nature 
and *the psychical powers latent in man. ^ The master who 
accepts him is ¡balled in India a Guru ; and the real Guru is al
ways an Adept in the Occult Science. A man of profound know
ledge, exoteric and esoteric, especially the latter ; and one who 
has brought his carnal nature under the subjection of the will; 
who has developed in himself both the power (Siddhi) to control 
tlje forces of Nature, and the capacity to probe her secrets by 
the help of the formerly latent but ifow active powers of his 
being—this is the real Guru. To offer oneself as a candidate 

’ for Chelaship is easy enough,» to develop into an Adept 
the most difficult task any man could possibly -undertake. 
There are scores of “ natural-born ” poets, mathematicians, 
mechanics, statesmen, etc., but a natural-born Adept is some
thing practically impossible. For, though we do hear at very 
rare intervals of one who has an extraordinary innate capacity 
itSr the acquisition of Occult knowledge and power, yet even he 
has to pa^s the self-same tests and probations, and go through 
the self-same* training^as any less endowed fellow aspitajit. In 
this matter it, is most true that* there is no royal road by v;\bich‘ 
favourites may travel.'

For centuries the selection of Cht[as—oqtside the heredi
tary group writhin the Gon-pa (temple) —jhas been made by^i*€ 
Himafeyan #Mahatmas themselves from amongMhe class—in 
Tibet, a considerable one as to number—of natural mystics. 
Xhe only exceptions have been in the cases of western men
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like Fludd, Thomas Vaughan, Paracelsus, Pico di Mirandolo, 
Count* St. Germain, etc., whose temperamental affinity to this 
celestial science, more or less forced the distant Adepts to come 
into personal relations with them, and enabled them to get such 
small (of.* large) proportion of the whole tFuthas was possible 
under their social surroundings. From Book IV of Kui-te, 
Chapter on “ The Laws of Upasanas,” we learn that the quali
fications expected in a Chela were :

1. Perfect physical health ;
2. Absolute mental and physical purity ;
3. Unselfishness of purpose; universal charity; pity for

ajj.animate beings; *
. 4. Truthfulness*and unswerving faith in the law of Karma,
independent of the intervention of any power in Nature—a law 
whose course is not to be obstructed by any agency, not to be 
caused to deviate by prayer or propitiatofy exoteric ceremonies ;

5. A courage undaunted in every emergency, even by
peril to life ; *

6. An intuitional perception of one’s being the vehicle of 
the manifested Avalokiteshvara or Divine Atma (Spirit) ;

7. Calm indifference for, but a just appreciation of, every
thing that constitutes the objective and transitory world, in its 
relation with, and to, the invisible regions.

Such, a$ the least, must have been the recommendations 
of one aspiring to perfect Chelaship. With the sole exception 
of the first, which in rare and exceptional cases might have been 
modified, each one of these points .has been invariably insisted 
upon, ayd all must have been more or less developed in the inner 
ĵ)iattt#e by the Chela’s unhelped exertions, before*he C(j61d be 
actually “ put to the t e s t / ’

When the seU-evolying ascetic—whether in, or outside, the 
mSHwe world—hasjdacpd himself, according to his natural capa
city, above, hefTcemade himself master of, his (1) Sharira, body ;
(2) Indriya, senses; (3) Dosha, faults ; (4) Dukha, pain ; a$id is
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ready to become one with his Manas, mind, JBuddhi, intellec
tion or spiritual intelligence, and Atma, highest soul, i.e ., 
sp ir it; when he is ready for this, and, further, to recognise in 
Atma the highest ruler in the world of perceptions, and in the 
will, the highest* executive energy (power)— then may he, under 
the time-honoured rulés, be taken in hand by one of the Ini
tiates. He may then be shown the mysterious path at whose 
further end is obtained the unerring discernment of Phala, or 
the fruits of causes produced,*and given the means o f‘reaching 
Apa\arga:—emancipation from the misery of repeated births, 
Pretya-bh^va, in whose determination the ignorant has no hand.

A Lay-Chela is but a man of the world who affirms his 
desire to become wise in spiritual things. Virtually every 
member of the Theosophical Society who subscribes to the 
second of our three <fDeclared Objects” is such ; for though 
net of the number of true Chelas, he has yet the possibility of 
becoming one, for he has stepped across the boundary-line 

#which separated him from the Mahatmas, and has brought 
himself, as it were, under their notice. In joining the Society 
and binding himself to help along its work, he has pledged 
himself to act in some degree in concert with those Mahatmas, 
at whose behest the Society was organized, and under whose 
conditional protection it remains. The joining .is, then, the 
introduction ; all the rest depends entirely upon the member 
himself, and he need never expect the most distant approach 
to the “favour” of one of our. Mahatmas or any other Mahatmas 
in the world*—should the latter consent to become kiiown—  
that hás not been fully earned by personal merit. T h e M oftat-' 
m a s  a re  th e  s e r v a n ts , n ot th e  a r b i t e r o f  th e  L a w  o f  K a r m a . 
Lay-Chelaship confers no privilege upon anyone except that 
of working Jor merit under the observation of a Master. Arid 
whether that Master be or be not seen by the Chela makes no 
difference whatever as to the resu lt; his good thoughts, words
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and deeds will bear their fruits, his evil ones, theirs. To boast 
of Lay-Chelaship or make a parade of it, is the surest way to 
reduce the relationship with the Guru to a mere empty name, 
for it would be prima facie evidence of vanity and unfitness 
for further progress. And for years we-have been teaching 
everywhere the maxim, “First deserve; then desire” intimacy 
with the Mahatmas.

Now there is a terrible law operative in Nature, one 
which cannot be altered, and whose operation clears up the 
apparent mystery of the selection of certain “Chelas” who 
have turned out sprry specimens of morality, these few years 
past. Does the reader recall the old prover^. “Let sleeping 
dogs lie ” ? There is a world of occult meaning in it. No 
man or woman knows his or her moral strength until it is 
tried. Thousands go through life very respectably, because 
they have never been put to the test. This is a truism doubt
less, but it is most pertinent to the present case. One who 
undertakes to try for Chelaship by that very act rouses and 
lashes to desperation every sleeping passion of his animal 
nature. For this is the commencement of a struggle for mas
ter)7 in which quarter is neither to be given nor taken. It is, 
once for all, “ To be, or not to be”; to conquer means adept- 
ship ; to fail, an ignoble martyrdom ; for to fall victim to lust, 
pride, avaritje, vanity, selfishness, cowardice, or any other of 
the lower propensities, is indeed ignoble, if measured by the 
standard of true manhood. The Chela is not only called to 
face all the latent evil propensities of nature, bifir, in addi
tion, tjjie' momentum of maleficent forces accumulated by the 

^community and nation to which he belongs. For he is an 
integral part of those aggregates, and what affects either the 
individual man or the group (town or nation) reacts the one 

the other., ^nd in this instance his struggle ipr goodness 
jars upon the" whole body of badness in his environment, and 
draws its fury upon him. If he is content to go along,.with
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his neighbours and be almost as they are—perhaps a little 
better or somewhat worse than the average—no one may give 
him a thought. But let it be known that he lias been able to 
detect the hollow mockery of social life, its hypocrisy, selfish
ness, sensuality,’ cupidity, and other bad features, and has 
determined to lift himself up to a higher level, at once he is 
hated, and every bad, bigoted or malicious nature sends at him 
a current of opposing will-power. If he is innately strong he 
shakes it off, as the powerful swimmer dashes through the 
current that would bear a weaker one away. But in this moral 
battle, if the Chela has one single hidden .blemish—do what 
he may, it shall^ud will be brought to light. The varnish cA 
conventionalities with which civilisation overlays us all, must 
come off to the last coat, and the Inner Self, naked and with
out the slightest veil to conceal its reality, is exposed. The 
habits of society whicft hold men to a certain degree under 
moral restraint, and compel them to pay tribute to virtue by 
seeming to be good whether they are so or not—these habits 
are apt to be all forgotten, these restraints to be all broken 
through under the strain of Chelaship. He is now in an 
atmosphere of illusions—Maya. Vice puts on its most alluring 
face, and the tempting passions attract the inexperienced 
aspirant to the depths of psychic debasement. This is not 
a case like that depicted by a great artist, where Satan 
is seen playing a game of chess with a man upon the stake of 
his soul, while the latter’s good Angel stands beside him 
to .counsels and assist. For. the strife is in this instance 
between the ' Chela’s . will and his carnal nature, and 
Karma forbids that any Angel*or Guru should interfere until 
the result is known. With the vividness of poetic fancy 
Bulwer Lytton has idealised it for us in his Zanotti, a work 
which will gver be prized by the occu ltistw h ile  in bis 
Strange Story he has with equal power shown the black side 
of occult research and its deadly perils. Chplaship was
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defined, the other day, by a Mahatma as a “ psychic resolvent, 
which eats away all dross and leaves only the pure gold 
behind.” If the candidate has the latent lust for money, or 
political chicanery, or materialistic scepticism, or vain display, 
or fake speaking, or cruelty, or sensual gratification of any 
kind, the germ is almost sure to sprout; and so, on the other 
hand, as regards the noble qualities of human nature. The 
real man comes out. Is it not the height of folly, then, for 
anyone to leave the smooth »path of commonplace life to 
scale the crags of Chelaship Without some reasonable feeling 
of certainty that die has the right stuff in him ? W ell says 
the B ib le : “ Let him that standeth take heedflest he fall ”— a 
text that would-be Ghelas should consider well before they rush 
headlong into the fray ! It would have been well for some of 
our Lay-Chelas if they had thought twice before defying the 
tests. W e  ca ll to  m in d  severa l sa d  fa ilu r e s  w ith in  a  tw elve-  
m onth . One went wrong in the head, recanted noble sefiti- 
ments uttered but a Tew weeks previously, and became a 
member of a religion he had just scornfully and unanswerably 
proven false. A second became a defaulter and absconded 
with his employer’s money— the latter also a Theosophist. 
A third gave hirnself up to gross debauchery, and confessed it, 
with ineffectual sobs and tears, to his chosen Guru. A fourth 
got entangled with a person of the other sex and fell out with 
his dearest and truest friends. A fifth showed signs of 
mental aberration and was brought into court upon charges 
of discreditable conduct. A sixth shot himself tcfescape the 
consequences of criminality, on the verge of detection ! And 

' so* "we might go on and on. All these were apparently sincere 
searchers after truth, and passed in the world for respectable 
persons. Externally, they were fairly eligible as candidates 

%fof Chelaship,.as appearances go ; but “ within a|l was rotten
ness and dead men’s bones.” The world’s varnish was so 
thick as to hide the absence of the true gold underneath ; and
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the “ resolvent ” doing its work, the candidate proved in each 
instance but a gilded figure of moral dross, from circumference 
to core.

In what precedes we have, of course, dealt but with the 
failures among Lay-Chelas ; there have been partial successes, 
too, and these are passing gradually through the first stages 
of their probation. Some are making themselves useful to 
the Society and to the world in general by good example and 
precept. If they persist, well for them, well for us a ll; the 
odds # are fearfully against ‘them, but still “ there is no 
impossibility to him who wills." The difficulties in Chelaship 
will never be ^ess until human nature changes and a new 
order is evolved. St. Paul (Rom., vii, 18* 19) might have had 
a Chela in mind when he said : “ To will is present with me ; 
but how to perform that which is good I find not. For the 
good I would I do not : but the evil which I would not, that 
I «do.” And in the wise Kiratarjuniyam of Bharavi it is 
written :
• The enem ies which rise within the body.

Hard to be overcome—the evil passions—
Should manfully be fought; who conquers these 
Is equal to the conqueror of worlds (xi. 32).1

1 The Sanskrit original of this verse is as follows :

H. 1\ B. herself did ifot know Sanskrit. It is therefore intriguing to see 
that she has, nevertheless, given a metrical translation of the verse, though * 
there does not^e^m to have been any translation in English o  ̂other European 
language which could have been available tojier. The only full translation 
of K ir a t a r j u n iy a  available in any European language is the Gerrffen translation 
of Carl Cappeller, published in the Harvard Oriental Series in 1912. ,This is too 
recent to have been available to H. P. B. whose passing was over twenty y^rs 
earlier (8th May, 1891). There is also an earlier German tanslation which we 
owe to Dr. C. Schütz §md which was published from Bielefeld in 1845; but 
this gives the translation only of the first two Cantos of the poem. The verse 
quoted Is from Canto XI, and so could not have been the basis’for the metrical 
tnftislation in English.—G. S. M.



S'RUTIS, SVARAS AND GRÀMAS

By Dr . C. K u n h a n  R a j a

In Indian music there are twenty two ' S ’ridtis, each higher 
than the previous. There are three such groups of twentytwo 
S ’r u t is , each group being higher thafi the previous. The group? 
are known by the terms M a n d ra  (deep) S th â y i, M a d h y a  
(middle), S a th â y i  and T a ra  (liigh) S th â y i . A S ’r u ti  is just a 
sound of a particular pitch. When this S ’r u ti  is continued 
and forms a series of sounds in the same pitch, it is called 
a S v a r a  ; it is of the form of a resonance (a n u ra n a n a ) of a 
S’ru ti. Although theoretically a S v a r a  can develop from any 
of the twentytwo S ’r u t i s , it is only on seven out of the twenty- 
two that a S v a r a  is developed which is made use of in music. 
These S v a r a s  are placed on the following S ’ru tis  : 4, 7, 9, 13,4 7, 
20 and 22. There are these seven S v a r a s  in each of the three 
S t h ay i s . They are noted by the symbols Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni, 

One has to find out the reasons for fixing the number of 
S ’r u tis  as' twentytwo and for developing the musical S v a r a s  
on these seven particular S ’ru tis . There are two such allo
cations of musical S v a r a s  among the twentytwo S ’ru tis . The 
one given âbove is w'hat is called the S a d ja  G ra m a . If the 
fifth S v a r a  is placed on the 16th instead of on the 17th S ’riTii, 
that is called M a d h y a m a  G râ m a . One has also^p find out 
the principle for these two kinds of allocations. -

If the three series of seven S v a r a s  are represented as 
allow s : / '

%
4 7 • 9 13 17 20 22

I. Sa Ri* Ga Ma Pa Dha ‘Ni Mandra
II. S a R i - G a M a P a D h a

*•
N i  Madhya

III. Sa Ri Gft Ma Pa Dha Ni Târa <
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then, Sa is double Sa, ahd Sa is double Sa in point of vibra
tion-frequency. If Sa has 256 vibrations per second, Sa has 
512 and Sa 1024 vibrations per second. The S'rutis are- 
divided into three groups of twenty two each in this way.

The reason is easy to understand. One can easily differenti
ate a 30 vibrations-per-second S'ruti from a 60 vibrations-per.- 

•second S'ruti ; but he cannot differentiate so easily a 3000 
vibrations-per-second S'ruti from a 3030 vibrations per second 
S'ruti, though the difference, is 30 vibrations per second in
bo th ‘the cases. What determines the differentiation is not ,  ̂ > 
the actual interval, but the relative interval, the ratio between
the two S'rutis. In the former it is 1 : .2, while in the latter 
it is 1 : r001. Taking 256 to be the vibration per second 
for Sa, the vibration of Sa must be 512 to get the ratio of 
1 : 2. To keep up tfte same ratio between Sa and Sa, the 
rise must be not by another 256, but by double 256, i.e.9 by 
512, and Sa has consequently the value of 1024 and not 768 
, What was done first is to select four points in the series, 
which I will designate as Sa (256), Sa (512), Sa (1024) and 
the corresponding highest point in the series starting with Sa, 
which will be slightly below 2048. For our practical pur

poses, we need take only one such interval. Let us call the 
starting point of the first series as O and the final as A. This 
interval has to be divided into seven parts, and the seven 
Svaras hŝ ve to be fixed on these points of division. If they 
are equally divided, tjien each Svara will be an exact repro
duction of the other, and there will be no difference between* 
one Svara *arid another. What determines the characteristic 
feature of a Svara is its interval from the lower Svara9 and if 
the inJervaU are the same, no Svara has a character of "its 
own* For melody, the intervals must be different, and as 
such,#the seven divisions of the interval between O and A
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should be unequal. For this purpose we must have a smaller 
unit to measure the intervals, and then divide the total interval 
O to A with unequal number of such units. It has already 
been found that the interval between Sa and Sa is double the 
interval between Sa and Sa, and that'the next higher series 
starting with Sa is twice the interval between Sp and Sa. It 
was decided to subdivide the interval O to A into four parte 
more or less on the same ratio. If the interval is divided intoi
four equal parts, the first must be divided again into a larger 
number of further subdivisions than the second, the Second 
•into a larger number than the third, and the fourth into 
a large number thap the third. Normally, the division would 
have been into four and each division into seven, thus the 
whole interval being divided into seven Svaras and each
Svara into four quarter-Swras. There would have been 28 
such units. This equal division is not suited for melody ; 
further the differentiation of the Svaras requires that the same 
interval at an earlier stage be divided into a larger number of 
divisions than a later interval. Thus instead o f :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I. Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni II. Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni

• 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 - 1  2 3 4 5 6 7*
III. Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni IV. Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni

what the ancient Indians did was to divide the four divisions 
of the interval from O to A a s :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  1 2 3 . 4 5 6
I. Sa Ri  Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni II.  Sa Ri  Ga Ma Pa Dha

' 1 2 3 4 5 '  1 2 3 4
III. Sa Ri Qa Ma Pa IV. Sa Ri Ga Ma«■ t

Here while the first division is subdivided into seven, the 
fourth is so subdivided only into four. Thus moré- or less
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the same ratio is kept dp here also, as between the three 
series starting with Sa, Sa and Sa. It will be noticed that 
the total division is into 22 and not 28. This is the principle 
of sub-dividing a series into twenty tŵ o p arts ; and we have 
correspondingly twenty two S'rutis. Having got 22 ftnits, 
they could have divided the w hole interval into seven parts as :•
• Part I [7 units) into 4 and 3, Part II (6 units) into 3 and 

3, part III (5 units) into 3 and 2 and kept the l^st part as a 
single one. . This would have given the seven Svaras. 'Instead 
of such an arbitrary allocation, which, they might have found, 
did not satisfy the needs of melody, they resorted to .another* 
device. It would be noticed that the e>iact middle point of 
the interval from O to A would coincide with division 13 (7 of 
first and 6 of second divisions). This they fixed as the 
invariable point and cailed it Madhyama or middle. They 
started from O and put 7 divisions together, then marked out 
another 6 divisions. Thus, the points 7 and 13 wTere fixed. 
T«hen, instead of proceeding with the remaining 5 and 4 in 
the same ascending order, they started from the end and put 
5 and 4 respectively downward from the top. Thus the 
point 17 (5 below the last) was also fixed. 4 points below' 
this, namely, 13 had already been fixed as Madhyama. • In 
this way they had the following points :

7 13 17 22.

•instead of 7, • 13 18 22 in the natural ascending<•
order. Then they started again upwards from the middle and 
fixed first 7 «nits and 'then 6 units as the second ha lf; and 
from the middle of the next higher series they fixed down
wards 5 and ^4 units respectively (i.e., from point 9 down
wards). This gave the division :

..9 13 (M) 16 22 4 5
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When these tjvo allocations were put together, they got 
the points :

4 7 9 13 16-17 22

There* was only one more point that was needed. There 
is one division of 5 units remaining, namely, 17 to 22. This 
was conveniently divided into 3 and 2. The result was the 
division of ^2 into 4, 3, 2, 4, 4, 3, 2. They gave the symbols 
Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni to these seven divisions. Ma is 
significant being,* the middle; Pa is the Pancama, the fifth. 
The difficulty of Pa being at 17 when the ^location started 
from Sa and Pa being at 16 when the allocation started from 
Ma, remained and they called these as two Gramas, Sadja 
Grama and Madhyama Grama. Really the division was 
complete only after both the allocations ; yet two separate 
allocations were necessary retaining Pa at the allocation start
ing from Sa (17) and at the allocation starting from Ma (16).

If we start with Ga, i.e., the end of the first division, and 
make two moves upwards with 7 and 6 S’rutis and then two 
moves downwards with 5 and 4 S'rutis, we get what is called 
the Gdndhdra Grama. Thus in the Gramas. what we do is 
not to start and proceed upwards from a particular Svara, Sa, 
Ga or Ma. We take the Saptasvara interval either from Sa 
to Ni, or from Ga to Ri or from Ma to Ga and then measure 7 
and 6 S’rutis from the bottom upwards and 5 afid 4 S’rutis 
from the top downwards and we have the skeleton of the Sa, 
Ga, or Ma Grama. The numbers 7, 6, 5 and 4 1 have already 
explained. This must have been the principle on which the 
22 S’rutis were* fixed and the 7 Svaras distributed among them, 
under three 'Gramas. It is purely a process* of logic and 
abstract mathematics. The ratios of 1 : 2 : 4 between i?a, Sa 
and Sa can be only approximate and not accurate. In*ancvent
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times the subjective training had advanced far beyond what 
we can even dream of in modern times and many things 
which only instruments can accomplish now, were accompli
shed by the aid of the bare sense-organs and the mind in those 
days. But the process of fixing the number of the S'rutis and 
the position of the Svaras and the division of the Gramas weFe 

* based on abstract calculations.

Note : The above Paper ?s based on a dream I had on the 
night of March 19th, Monday. That afternoon 1 started writing 
a PAper on the same subject in the University. They say that 
they now - sing in the Sadja Grama and that there are only three* 
Rdgas that caij be sung in the Madhyama Grama. I. wanted «to 
show in the Paper that the present Sadjq Grama with its ratios 
of 1, S, ii and 2 for Sa, Ga, Pa and Sa does not correctly represent 
the Sadja Grama of Bharata and that the Sadja Grama of the 
present day is nearer to Bharata’s Madhyama Grama with Sa 
and Ga as Vikrtas. f left off in the middle to make certain 
calculations regarding the ratios and decided to finish it the next 
day. The various modern interpretations,©! ancient Srutis , Svaras 
and Gramas, the Pythagorean computations and the actual measure
ments of the ratios of the Svaras only confused me, and certain 
remarks in modern books even made me sad. I naturally went to 
sleep with a very disturbed and depressed mind. At ni^ht I saw in 
my dream certain pictures where the Srutis, the Svara allocations 
and the Gramas were represented. I woke up and made a note of it. 
Now on the morning of the 20th when I write out the Paper based 
on the notes, the pictures have become yery hazy. I do not know 
what my impression was when 1 made the notes. I have kept the 
notes and also all the papers on which I had to draw various 
charts to make the note intelligible. It worked out well, and I 
have the* above explanation. I still clearly remember the 22 
Srutis  as Sa to Ni, Sa to X)ha, Sa to Pa and Sa to Ma. I also 
remember the two seft of Svaras, one starting from Sa upwards 
and from Ni downwards in one set, and from Ma upwards and from 
Ga downwards in the* second, with the values of 7, 6, 5 and 4 
Srutis  respectively in each of the twb sets. I saw a picture and 
not letters and figures. Without that dream *1 would not have 
made the approach sketched in the above Paper. •



VlRAMITRODAYA

By K. Madhava Krishna Sarma, M.O.L.

Vlramitrodaya of Mitramis'ra is a well known encyclo
paedia of Dharmas'astra, being particularly of high authority 
in the Benahes school of Hin,du law. Prof. Kane says: 
“ Excepting the Caturvargacintamani of Hemadri, this work is 
probably the largest known on dharmas'astra ” (History of 
f>barmas'astra, I, 440). From the real extent of the work, 
described here for the first time, we may probably have to 
consider it the largest known work on Dharmas'astra.

A full account of this important digest has not so far 
appeared anywhere, and parts of it now remain unknown to 
scholars. Aufrecht in his C. C. I, 595 and II, 226, notice's 
only the sections of Dayabhaga, Aeara, Ahnika, Vyavahara, 
S'anti and Vrata. Prof. Kane {ibid., p. 440 et seq.) Mentions 
only Vyavahara, Paribhasa, Samskara, Rajanltl, Ahnika, 
Puja, Tirtha and Laksana.

As mentioned in the Paribhasa section, the work consists 
of twenty-two Prakas'as,. namely (1) Paribhasa, (2) SamskSra,
(3) Ahnika, (4) Puja, (5) Pratistha, (6) Rajadharma, (7) 
Vyavahara, (8) S'uddhi, (9) S'raddha, (10) Tirtha, (11) Dana, 
(12) Vrata, (13) Samaya, (14). Jyotis, (15) S'anti, (16) 
Karmavipaka, (17) Cikitsa, (18) Prayas'dtta, (19) Prakirnaka, 
(20)' Laksana, (21) Bhakti and (22) Moksa. There are no 
Prakas'as called Dayabhaga and Acara, and in Aufrecht’s 
notice, these have to be taken as parts of other Prakas'as. 
There are two MSS. of the Paribhasaprakas-a ¡r*.fhe Anup 
Sanskrit L ibrary (Nos. 2625-26). Here (verses 40 ff.) the 
contents of the work are given as follows :
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qq iwiiftra: sqq I 

fl«ra^rarc*n5«nfig»FT qqqsiFg il 

ssrawiiswrai itffem : I
«ftwrawwi m : q$T5i: qqwsiq-. w a : II

^S R i^tiw icqsF iT si qq qqnftiq: $fcRi | 

gfifrqsrcHWi t t :  q* gfaqi 11 

»J^qqiWfoWfilsrcii $\ ewiciNft I 
SH qqqqil^ q;fqq\ rrenirqr f q p i  ||

*mq: ,qqilf5i^IS^ra^T5qif?i:nqn?Tl^ii: | 

siifcq: qq.Tfsiriiqi qsqfqqjq;: qsRTfsfa: q ^ :  11 

q?g fgfocqi ^qirqiqf^riqqiisn^q: i 

qqfarqn<?q: q ^ i# s e :  11 

ana ^ o i q ^ i #  qwifflq«! r*wc. I 

qfaqqsraqiaiqqirerat i \  qq: qr q M  11 

sitfqqfqsjffcPir qqifqi efP:fq?*q |
Slf^ifrh q^lSli: qiTfqiqi II

The Anup Sanskrit Library has the following Prakas'as :
•

1. Paribhasa. Two MSS.—Nos. 2622 and 2626.
2. Samskara. Two MSS.— Nos. 2629-30.
3» Ahnika. MS. No. 2638. Dated Samvat 1686 

(A.D. 1629).’
4. Fuja. Two MSS.—Nos. 2618 and 2635.
5. *Pratis(ha. MS. No. 2633*
6. Rajadharma. Two MSS.— Nos. -2643, 44.

• . 7. »Vyavahara. Two MSS.— Nos. 2620 and 2634. 
Thte latter is dated Sarhvat 1686 (A.D. 1629). •

’ 8. S'uddhi. MS. No. 2628.
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9. S'rad.dha. Two M SS—Nos. 2617 and 2619. The 
former is dated Samvat 1689 (a.d. 1632) and the latter 
Sarhvat 1754 (a.d . 1697).

10. Tlrtha. Two M S S .-N os. 2621 and 2640. The 
former is dated Samvat 1687 (a.d . 1630).'

11. Dana. Two MSS.—Nos. 2616 and 2629.
12. Vrata. MS. No. 2631.
13. Samaya. Four MSS.(—Nos. 2617, 2624, 2625, 2645.
1>. S'anti. MS. No. 2632.
18. Prayas'citta. Two MSS.— Nos. 2623 and 2636.
20.. Laksana. Two MSS.—Nos. 2641, 42. The latter 

is dated Sarhvat 1742 (A.D. 1690).
21. Bhakti. Two MSS.— Nos. 2615 and 2637.

On a comparison with the account given by Prof. Kane 
we find that there are nine Prakas'as extra in the Anup Sans- 
krit Library, viz. Praiistha, S'uddhi, S'raddha, Dana, Vrata, 
Samaya, S'anti, Prayas'citta and Bhakti. The missing 
Prakas’as are (14) Jyotis, (16) Karmavipaka, (17) Cikitsa, (19)' 
Prakirnaka, and (20) Moksa.

Prof. Kane has assigned the literary activity of Mitra- 
mis’ra to A.D. 1610-40. (ibid., p. 446). The above MSS. 
dated a.d .. 1629, 1630 and 1632 are therefore important as 
contemporary copies of these Prakas’as and as proving that 
the work was composed earlier than A.D. 1629. The MS. 
of the Vyavahara Prakas’a dated a.d . 1629 was' copied at 
Kas»! by S'rlvastavyaghurahu., The work might have taken a 
few years to be known and copied after its compQsition. We 
may riot, therefore, be Tar wrong if we assign its composition 
t o , A.D. 1610-20. As Prof. Kane notes, his patron Virasimha 
ruled at Orccha from 1605 to 1627.



M A N U S C R I P T S  N O T E ;S  

MARKANDEYA SMRTI1 

B y A. N.  K r i s h n a  A i y a n g a r , M.A., L.T..

The rich collection of the Aayar Library contains a manuscript 
of the M arkan deya  S m r t i * classified under the section Mula smrtis 
or original texts of smrtis as distinct from the dh a rm a  n ibandh as  
of a later date beginning with the K r ty a k a lp a ta iu  of Laksmi- 
dharaa with its diversified sections and coming to our own day. 
The process of compiling digests of dharm^ s'astra should not be 
considered as over for there are still signs of modern t̂tempts^Of 
such compilations proving fruitful, to which the original smrtis 
supply the material in the form of quotations.

The M arkan deya  S m r t i  is a palm-leaf manuscript and bears 
Shelf No. 19. L. 20. *It contains 139 folia and the last two are 
vQry damaged. On the average there are six lines per page and 
about 80 letters per line. The script is in Telugu and the manu
script is complete with the last folio.

The manuscript begins:

II «n&forcsRn l 

to: II

faTOUre&Sqro’TOCTfa II 
aAsilffivqrai aJKOTW&T: I*

1 Paper contributed to the I n d ia n  H is to r y  C o n g r e s s , December, L944, 
Madras* #

M  C a ta lo g u e  o f  S a n s k r i t  MS S .  in  the  A d y a r  L i b r a r y , Part I, p. 102.
3 T he K f t y a k a l p a f a r u  is being edited for the Gaekward Oriental Series 

by Profbssor K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar.m •
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gq^râqcqfi: ftwffiçqfMtafêwi II 
^fqçiqgiioTf: çgfqqfqi^çqn: i 
3TTq^l^q¡#^qqqfqqm fqq II

qfù5#xii fq^t^ui g*?qTgi?qiföqcqfqq II

«*n#®q fqqfàq fa t a  ^  gq: gq: II 
g^gm: flqaqfa i
S#q<ïïfemffa fïT-.^tqgîTO^iq it 
airiÇrq ^qqi*RT§ qTqgfqiqrjqsfa I 
|r%q ÍT R̂ciq̂ l: ^qq;itl% fqfa: || 
qr4o%q*r q flïim : qq¡?3ÍÍ ^qu rT . | 

qft OT^qfafgqrqi faqq# qqtssrq'fa il 
asnqqîsfq fa ta r. fq ¡ta í q s ta ^  I 
qt g qq qfaqi w ra fe q r^ q iq . H

E n d s  :

. qpfcnqifqqi qq qsfa q ta ç q .t i 
qjqâq faqf*% Çqifcfa ifïrgsiT qqq  ||

qi#qfafalfa ..........................
. . . .  çqifèft^or jq^q q*q q itiw  il 

q tfrfcta  q|»q q  % 5gffaqqïïftqq. | 

qfaqq aqrséifaïg. qiçiStl . . . .  Il 
qftq^q'ivqi ai^aq çqita^ q^L i 
q ^ q sta  mq¡ w m m  §q isR*u  
m^q%%q q¡faq....................qr il
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The sages under the leadership of S'aunaka approached Markandeya 
with a request to expound the dharma in its various aspects to 
them as they considered him specially qualified to give such an 
exposition by reason of his familiarity with the founders of Dharma, 
his knowledge of the various kalpas through which he had liypd, his 
knowledge of the Vedas and their esoteric meaning and the like. 
This furnished the occasion for the Smrti to be written down.

There is only one manuscript of the work in the jCdyar Library 
and manuscripts of the work do not seem to be available elsewhere. 
Professor Kane’s History of Dharma S d s tra 1 mentions a Mar
kandeya smrti as a work quoted in the Mitaksgira 2 and the Snirti- 
candrika \  Ap^rarka quotes from Markandeya. The. Narada- 
smrti which records the tradition of the various recensions of the 
Mauusmrti, each succeeding redaction being an abridgment of 
the previous work, mentions a Markandeya as a writer on Dharm a4. 
According to this traditfon Manu wrote his Dharmas'Sstra in 1080 
chapters and containing one-hundred-thousand verses and gave it 
to Narada. Finding the work too big for study by mortals, 
Narada abridged it into 12,000 verses and taught it to the sage 
Markandeya. He also found the*size of the smrti to be too big 
in relation to the length of the life of men and further reduced it 
to 8,000 verses. This reduced version he gave to Sumati Bhar- 
gava who also out of a similar motive still further reduced the 
size of the work to 4,000 verses. The present Naradasmrti deals 
only with the vyavahara content and is considered to be the ninth 
section of the original Naradasmrti which is now considered to be 
lost. Thu* Markaqdeya as a. writer on Dharmas'astra is located 
between Narada and Sumati Bhargava whose recension of the 
Manusmrti is aiow available in print. ’ It is interesting to observe* 
that the NUPadasnifti quotes the first ^verse of the recension of

1 pp. 604 and 723.
* Xa^Savall^a, III, 19.
‘’ fa r t I. P- 26, Mysore edition.
4 N a r a d a s m r t i  t editfed J. Jolly, 1885, Calcutta, p. 2.

Jofly, L a w  a n d  C u s t o m , p. 49.
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Sumati Bhargav^ and this verse agrdfes, with variations, with the 
beginning of the present recension of the printed texts of Manu.

The text in the Narada Smrti reads :

fnfcrcft trem arte sifa: *g«n-

onftfiT ^3^: ílfé : I
SlcWfS | cWPWRi: «Tq¡: |

‘t
a f l i t e  * m tR c l.f^ íí | 

éri: II
Manu Smrti I,%5 and 6.

3TTfftf?$ 3 íto íaW ilT 5JíB $m  |

?ra: WqR5qtSt sqsiqfcRq, i
Jngüsfcn ftg?: ii

The portion in thick type of the quotation from Manu corres- 
ponds with the verse cited under Narada as being the first versé 
of the recension of Sumati Bhárgava.

There is a second manuscript in the Library with title 
Markandeyasmrti-vi$ayciniikramaftika in paper and containing 
15 pages of matter, written in Devanágari. It simply mentions 
the marginal headings of the titles found in the original smrti and 
agrees with the Telugu manuscript described above.

Aufrecht, (CC, 1, p. 453#) notices a writer Markaijdeya on 
dharmas'ástra as quoted by both Víjfíánes'vara and MadhavacSrya. 
But no work of the title Markan^eyasmrii is mentioned.

A detailed study of the smrti is reserved for a future occasion 
and wHl be published in this Bulletin.
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MANUSCRIPTS NOTES .

B y H. G. N a r a h a r i, M.A., M.Litt.

I. T H E  GOVINDACARITA OF VASUDEVA
• ^

T h e  Govindacarita is a* poem which in ten cantos describes the 
many incidents in the life of S'ri Krsna. There is a palm-leaf MS. 
of the work 1 in the Adyar Library, and this bears the/lhelf-number 
XXI. P. 31. It is fairly old, vrornout and injured, but is in good 
condition. It is written in a small hand in Malayalam and the 
writing is good. There are 6 to 7 lines in a page. Size, 7VX1.25”. 
The codex is corgplete and is inked.

To the colophons of the poem, especially of those of Cantos III 
and X, we owe the information that the author is Vasudeva :

Iti Vasudevakrtau govindacarite trtlyas sargah 12 
Iti Vasudevcikrte govindacarite dasfamas sargah IP

Vasudeva seems to have written the poem at the instance of a King 
Ravivarma who belonged to the Praka&a 4 family of Kerala, and 

•who was known in his days both for his wealth as well as learning ’:

ngtar®: *rai ggam gO  II
(q |

«ft« shcj fqqifojjpnsRi n 
twfow: Sft$ qqn |

5nig% cq g a d  ll

1 In the description of this Malayalam MS. I have been assisted by Mr.* 
K. Kunjunny Raja, M.A., Research Student in the Sanskrit Department of 
the Madras University ; there are two MSS. (R. 76 and D. 11838) of the poem 
also in the Govt. Oriental Library, Madras ; the latter is complete ; the former 
is complete for the first four Cantos and breaks off in the middle of Canto V. 

*Jol. 13 b^ * fo l. 50af.
* In*Malayalam this means the ruler of the V e\\a t kingdom.
* A dyar L ibrary M$. XXI. P. 31, Verses 4 to 6.

These letters are eaten away by worms in the Adyar MS. I fill them up 
wj^h trie help of the MS. (R. 76) in the Govt. Oriental MSS. Library, Madras.
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Written in a simple language it sf^ms to be primarily intended 
for tbe young student or the beginner who would aspire to get 
acquainted with the rudiments of the language. The two opening 
verses1 may well serve as a sample of the style of the poem :

sw at I .
qgu  am ¡Pitt n

^ I rW l ||

It appears thajt our author is identical with him who may pro
bably be. responsible in common for the Saiiksepfbhdrata and the 
Sahkseparamdyana. *Not only do both these poems mention ' a 
Vasudeva as their author, their introductory verses even resemble 
quite closely those of our poem. In fact, the former * of these has 
the following introductory verse in commAn with our poem 1 :

The second of the introductory verses of the Sank$eparamdyana 
runs :

q fta  gaq s f fy c q  hr i

It is really hard not to notice its resemblance to the following 
two verses from the Sanksepabharata and the Govindaqarita \

1 A d y a r  L i b r a r y  M S .  XXI. P. 31, verses 7 aifd 8.
. , - The penultimate verse of Canto V of the Sanksepabharata  (R. No. 2895
of the Govt. Oriental MSS. Library, Madras) reads. t

V a d  e t a d  v r t t a m  e te ^ f tm  p a n d a v C tn e tm  m a h a t m a n & m  1 
S e y a m  e t& d r s r i  k a p i  v d s u d e v a s y a  n i r m i t i h  II

And the colophons of the S a n k s e p a r a m a y a n a  (R. No. 2969 of the Govt. 
Oriental MSS. Library, Madras) ru n : I t i  v t i s u d c v a v i r a c A e  s a r t k s e p a r a -
m & y a t i e ............. s f t r g a h .

8 Verse 3 in the MS. mentioned above.
4 A d y a r  L i b r a r y  M S.t verse 2.
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gnsRi: l
ptf SRfftfoqS II1 

apr iftpi QiFl I
sn̂ faacq p n  ^ m : ll2

In another poem, the Kalydnanaisadha,;< also composed under 
«he patronage of King Ravivarma of Prakas'a by an jputhor whose 
name is not given, we read the verses : ‘

atffpri ^iraisqt I
srarsrcrat iforofaslsera: ll 
cififaq =qffti nfr[ i,
eraf̂ 'T: qfitePI sqraRn gpfi m ll

If the second of these verses can be admitted to be similar to the 
verses considered just above, and if the name of the patron of this 
poem which seems to be the same as that of the three poems noticed 
already can be an additional argument in support, it is possible to 
fnfer that the Kalydnanaisadha may. be another poem of our author.

And if common patronage is, by itself, sufficient evidence for 
common authorship, then the Svetdranyastuti ’ is a fifth claimant 
in this connection. This is a panegyric on £nva worshipped at the 
temple at Svetdranya ; and the second, verse at the beginning 
speaks of the work being written at the instance of a King Ravi
varma of Prakas’a who is very likely the same as the patron of our 
author: m

fsTirifci 3U!Bfi»rarafii*n sift: •
•

1 S a n k sep a b h a ra ta  (MS.  mentioned above), verse 7. t
* This verse has been cited supra.
8 There is ^  MS. (No. R. 2972) in the Govt. Oriental MSS. LibraVy, 

Madras.
4 Verses 2 and 4.
5 Se£ Govt. Oriental Library, Madras, MS. No. R. 3798 b.
• This is the same as T rip ra n g o t in Vettattunad (P rakas’a Kingdom).
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HiT^I^WTT il

Besides these i know of no other work which can have been com
posed *by our author. I cannot see the “ similarity of idea and ex
pression ” which Mr. C. Sankararama Sastri1 sees between the 
Ramakathâ. the Sanksepammaycina and the Sank$epabharata. 
The resemblance is to me too faint and uncertain. This position
of Mr. Sankararama Sastri is,% however, quite convincing3* to «
Mr. K. Rama Pisharoti in whose view 1 the same author composed 
two more works even, viz., the Bhriigasandes'a and the Vasudeva- 
v tja y a * *1 find that Mr. Pisharoti adduces no evidence whatsover 
in support of his statement. It is almost a dogmatic assertion that 
he makes, and, since obiter dicta are not arguments, too much im
portance need not be attached to it.

Concerning the date of our author, it seems to me to be 
determinable with any measure of certainty only after his patron, 
King Ravivarma of Prakâs'a, is identified.

II. ANOTHER ALLUSION TO THE GUNAPATÄKÄ

Supplementing the references to the Gunapataka recorded by 
Mr. P. K. Gode/ it was pointed out by Dr. V. Raghavan * thatm
both Daksinavartanatha and Purr^asarasvati must have been
aware of this work, for they cite the following verse from it :*

1 Introduction to the Rctmakath& of Vasudeva (Sri Balamanorama Series 
No. II, Mylapore, 1929), p. 10. . #

- B ulletin  o f the School o f O riental S tu d ies , London, V. 797.
3 Ib id ., p. 798..
4 The Verse K u n d a su n a  etc., found at the beginning of the Sahkqefra- 

bharata  and our* poem, is found also at the beginning of th^commenfary on 
this poem, composed by the author himself. It is thus possible* that the 
V asudevavijaya  and its commentary may also belong,to our author. 1

5IH Q ., 1941, XVII. 82 ff.
6 I b i d . ,  1942, XVIII. 166; also H.G. Narahari, I b i d . ,  1943, XIX. 187.4
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?rafti5n^i(*:) « q jra rò  s^qqfq i 
?iqf?2BRigq*Tcra?!i preRfòfà

Sl4fälC. q>IR5qfqaw«Ì $lsfq nfèçr. li1

Recently Mr. E. V. Viraraghavacharya of Cocanada has drawn’5* 
attention to the fact that Mallinatha cites the sam^/verse twice, 
once in his commentary on the Rqghuvaws'a and anower time while 
commenting on the Meghaduta. *

I* write this note only to point out another* writer who also re- 
cognizes this verse ' as found originally in the Gunapatdkd. I refer 
to Indrakaijti Narayanabhatta who is the author of the siddhalija- 
nay a commentary on the Naisadhacarita of S'ri Harsa. Towards 
the end of this commentary on verse 38 of Canto l,4 we read :

m i  ^  gojqaERraw —

f a q r ô .........................
Clrlfèiq . . . .

. q fàa :  il

Since the author of the siddhahjana is later h than Mallinatha, it is 
quite probable that he owes the citatiog to his illustrious prede
cessor. Even if this be the case, we have here one more reference to 
the Gunapatdkdy and an additional testimony in support of the state
ment that ijje verse viyoge etc. belongs to this lost treatise on Erotics.

1 This is the . citation in D akqinhvartanatha's commentary on the
Meghaduta. Purpasarasvati’s version of the verse given in his commentary on 
the M ttlattm adhava  has a slightly varied reading, ,

2 Prftcyavani (April 1944), I. 107 f.
* There are a few variant readings here.
4 Tjiere is a palm-leaf MS. (XXX. L. 17) of this commentary in the Adyar 

Library. *1 ha\* described this MS. in the last issue (February 1945) of this 
Bulletin.

5 Adyar Library MS. XXX. L. 17, fol. 49 b.
Jl H. u . Narahari, A dyar Library Bulletin  (February 1945); IX. 24,
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Mayurasandes'a, by Udaya, Edited by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja. 
Oriental Book Agency, Poona, 1944.

Xhe Sandes'a-kavyas may be regarded«as a unique product of 
Indian poetic genius. The delightful literary ‘ motif ’ of a messenger 
of love—mostly non-human— is found, albeit rarely, in several litera-  ̂
tures of th^vorld. But entire poems, developing this * motif ’ in 
various ways,'are peculiar only to'Indian poetry. Indeed one of the 
brightest gems of lyrical poetry in Sanskrit, namely, the MeghadTria 
of Kalidasa, belongs to this type of literature. The Meghaduta soon 
became a,standard work of its kind and came to bp largely imitated, 
in style as well as in substance, by several later Sanskrit and modern 
Indian writers. From the information about the Sandes'a-kavyas, 
which is at present available, it would appear that South Indian 
poets, particularly the poets of the Kerala country, were specially 
fascinated by this form of literature, and frequently used it as a 
vehicle of their literary expression. They have composed beautiful 
Sandes'a-kavyas in Sanskrit as well as in their own vernaculars. Thy 
model of all such kavyas is invariably the Meghaduta of Kalidasa. 
Of course many of these works, like the Mayurasandes'a, do display 
great ingenuity on the part of their authors in the selection of the 
messenger, as also originality of treatment and remarkable power of 
nature description. It mky further be pointed out, in this connection, 
that apart from the highly poetical imitations of the Meghaditta, 
there are to be found, in some modern Indian literatures, delightful 
parodies of that model Sandes'a-kavya.

The present edition of the MayuAxsandes>a is based on a 
* Devanagari transcript prepared from a palm leaf manuscript in 

Malayalam characters, Ayhich belonged to the Nareri or Kudallur 
mana in Malabar. The best efforts of the Editor have not made 
it * possible for him to trace the original manuscript itself. # In spite 
of this paucity of material, it must be said to the great credit of 
the Editor, Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, that he has succeeded in 
presenting a very accurate and readable text of the poem. He has
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strictly adhered to the principles of textual qriticism and the 
emendations suggested by him, which are not many, and which are 
mostly necessitated by original scribal errors, are quite satisfactory. 
Even a casual glance through some passages of the poem is 
sufficient to convince, the reader of the remarkable literary crafts
manship of the poet. The Editor has thoroughly studied the poem 
from this point of view and has included in his introduction 
(xlvi ff.) an excellent appreciatory note, wherein he V&s drawn the 
pointed attention of the reader* to the poet’s supef style and his 
sense of artistic unity in the whole poem. At the same time the 
editor has not been blind to the defects in thg poem, stylistic and 
otherwise. Such works, which are modelled on the MeghaduUt, 
are bound to be more or less conventional iy their character. We 
find the same thin story-background, the same manddkrdnta metre 
and the same sort of description of the route to be followed by the 
messenger. The poet shows but little originality in these matters. 
One also comes across a few cases of Ycitibhanga and the use of 
unsamkritic words. But on the whole the reader is very well 
impressed by the literary merits of the work, which are by no 
means few, and is inclined to agree with the Editor when he says 
that the Mayurasandes'ci is a very successful imitation of Kalidasa. 
In his Sanskrit commentary, the Editor has restricted himself only 
to making the meaning of the verses understandable to the reader 
without much trouble. He'has made no attempt at discussing'points 
regarding rhetoric and grammar. He has, however, explained 
many important details about the poem in the brief notes, in 
English, $*ven at the end.

But by faf the mostosignificant contribution that has been made 
by the Editor is the discussion abdut the personality and the date.of 
the author o£ the MayUrasattdes'a and the identification of several 
geographical localities which have been mentioned by the poet while 
describing the route of the messenger, mayura. kpart from their 
valup as fine specimens of literary craftsmanship, the Sandes'a-kav- 
yas arg a great and important source of information regarding con- 
tetflpqrary history and geography. So far as the Maytirasandes'a is
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concerned, it max be said with confidence that Dr. Raja is certainly 
the best qualified scholar to properly evaluate the historical and 
geographical material available in the poem. His personal acquain
tance with the Kerala country and his expert knowledge of all liter
ary and historical traditions connected with that region have been of 
immense help to him in explaining correctly the several geographical 
and allied references in the poem. His note on 4 The Route 1 there
fore is very \aluable. It would have been better if the Editor had 
included in the'^book a map of that*region.

Very little is known from other sources about the author 
of the Mayiir ascendeva. The Editor has taken, as his starting 
point, the information that one Udaya is the authorpf the Kaumudi, 
on the Locatici of Abhinavagupta, which is itself a commentary on 
the Dhvanydloka of Ànandavardhana. He has tried to prove that 
thè same Udaya is the author also of the Mayurasandeva. Another 
very common question in connection with a Sandes'a-kàvya is 
whether the poet himself is the hero of the kàvya. Dr. Raja takes 
for granted that the hero of the poem, SVikanthorvipati, is also the 
author of the poem and thus arrives at the equation that Udaya-# 
ksamàbhrt, who is suggested as the author of the Kaumudi, is 
identical with the SVikanthorvipati. According to the Editor, 
Udaya is his real name and S'rikaijfha is the hereditary family title. 
Further by a comparative study of the May nr a scindeva and the 
Malayàlam poems, Unnnnilisandeva and Candrotsava, Dr. Raja 
has concluded that the author of the Mayùr ascendeva, Udaya, belongs 
to the Manakkulam Family, in the Cochin State in the Malabar 
country, and that he lived round .about 1400 A.D. T£,e Editor, 
who happily belongs to the same Royal* Family has marshalled 
these few facts about the authorship and the date of the work in an 
expert rnanner and, on the strength of the evidence tbaf is now made 
available, one feels inclined to accept his conclusions in that regard.

• It is not always that a 4 Royal ’ poet gets a ‘ Royal * edi^pr to 
edit his works.. Such a happy chance has fallen to the lot of 
Udaya, to whose noble family Dr. Raja belongs. By this excellent 
edition of the Mayurasandeva, written by his illustrious forefather,
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Dr. Raja has at once redeemed himself of the# rsi-rna and the pitr-rna.
A word of sincere praise for the publishers, who have ventured 

to bring out this fine edition in these difficult times, will certainly 
not be out of place. . p r>

The Racial History of India by Chandra Chakra^erty, Vijaya- 
krishna Bros., 81 Vivekananda Rbad, Calcutta, Price* Rs. 5.

Mr. Chandra Chakraberty is already known as the author of 
several books one of which the Ancient Races*and Myths was re
viewed in this Tiulletin in Vol. VII, part 2, (pp. 135*6). -Within*a 
compass of 360 pages of closely printed matter the author has tried 
to analyse the integral components of the racial complex of India 
with their historical background. In such an attempt, he has 
brought out a wealth of material in the discussion of the problems, 
not only in relation to the history of our country but also in relation 
to the history of the neighbouring countries in Asia and Europe, 
finder the several heads of the twelve chapters comprising the work.

The times are indicative of the forces which they release in all 
walks of life. The last century saw the birth and establishment of 
nationalism and nationalistic ideas combined with the forces of Demo
cracy, Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. National states replaced 
older units and national economic policies* started the questions on Free Trade and Protection. But the development of science and the 
integration of society into a single unit considered not from national 
standpoints but from the wider international outlook, namely that of 
mankind, has replaced the former in the Twentieth century. The 
reconstruction of the new world will be ordered by a world organiza
tion and the International monetary organizations are already in 
sight. The slightest fluctuations in the markets of New York are al
ready #reflected by corresponding oscillations in the local markets 
throughout the world. No country can stand as an isolated unit under 
the present conditions. History which is a record of all the tran
sactions of the several peoples must naturally veer round the present
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tendencies and tlje new outlook on theicomponent parts of the racial 
elements in India must be influenced by historical and contemporary 
considerations. The expansion of India towards the east known as 
* Greater India ’ is being studied in detail. The other side of the 
question is the sum of influences that Indian culture has contacted
from outside in the west and the extent to which it has either given 
out to others or taken in from them. Mr. Chakraberty has tried to 
present a cb^nparative and at the same a synthetic view of the pro
blems arising'from the study ; and though it may be possible not to 
agree with all that he has stated, the book raises in the mind of 
the reader an interest in the problem and several ideas to pursue. 
Materials, anthropological, ethnic and historical Ijave been brought 
to bear on the problems to prove the thesis that in this country the 
different racial elements live together in differentiated orders with 
intermingled intruding bands. A N k r i sh n a n

Administration Report of the Archaeological Department, 
Government of Travancore, 1118, M.E. by R. Vasudeva Poduval, 
B.A., Director of Archaeology, Trivandrum, 1944.

The report under review comprises the Malayalam official year 
of 1118 corresponding to 1942-43 and appears to be a fruitful year 
both in the matter of collection and organization. In the field of 
E p ig ra p h y  sixteen new 'inscriptions wfere added and the earliest of 
them in Vatteleuttu characters was found engraved on a four-faced 
pillar set up in the Muslim street, Terigapatflam in Vilvankot taluk 
It is dated about the fourteenth century on paleographies! grounds. 
Others are of more recent origin and beginning from 1587 A.D. 

•come down to as late as 1885 A.b.
On the side of Art a unique discovery of the year*is an illustrat

ed manuscript of the Ramayana in palm-leaf. Such illustrated manu
scripts are not, uncommon and especially in this country th  ̂ most 
captivating of pictures and carvings have been found on the wpoden 
boards attached to manuscripts; and even carvings on ivory h^ve been 
attached to them. Miniature paintings found in Gujarat antf pmrts
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of Western India come unddr the same category oS illustrated manu
scripts and some of these have been described in the reports of the 
Department of Archaeology, Baroda. The date of the manuscript 
under discussion is taken as early as 1453 A.D., as found from the 
colophon. The palm-leaf manuscript consists of 98 folia depicting 
the entire story of the epic. Of these, Balakanda has nine, Ayo- 
dhyakanda7, Aranvakanda 18, Kiskindhakaijda 8, Sundarakanda 12 
and Yuddhakanda 42 panels, thus making a total of The figures 
in the manuscript are drawn in' simple outline and throb with life 
and delicate elegance and bear the impress of subtle workmanship. 
They have a quiet restraint and each scene is a?visible pageant of a 
whole story. ” »Picture 40 of the Yuddhakanda under the caption 
Rames’vara shows that the legend of Rama \vorshipping Mahadeva 
at Rames'varam must have had a traditional background at the time 
when this picture was being delineated i.e. 1457 a .d .

Another relic found is an image of Subrahmanya in standing 
pose and exhibiting several differences in style from the ordinary 
Subrahmanya images. Mr. Poduval assigns this to the eleventh 

„century a . d .

The Numistnatic section of the report gives a classified list of 
2100 coins in gold in the custody of the Government of Travancore 
which range from the coins of Augustus to those of the rulers of 
Vijayanagar in its decadent days under Ranga Raya. These were 
exhibited at the time of the Indian Historical Records-Commission 
which met at Trivandrum in December 1942 and form an important 
addition.

Discoveries of an epoch-making character are not made every 
year even in vast stretchfes of country and the observation must hold 
good in a greater degree to local areas like Travancore. Still, the 
record of work presented in the report under review shows that new 
finds are possible even in an old area like Travancore ; and it seems 
that a  thorough and systematic survey of the materials in the state 
is likely to yield results of a far reaching nature. W e hope that the 
future reports will continue to be equally interesting. •

A. N . K r is h n a n
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Catalogue of the Anup Sanskrit Library, Compiled by 
Dr. C. Kunhan Raja and K. Madhava Krishna Sarma,
Bikaner, 1944 ; Pp. v, 100.

For us to have a fuller account of Sanskrit literature than at 
present, it may still take a good many years, even a few centuries 
perhaps. The many books that have so far been published form 
only a tiny percentage of what can still be made available from the 
different collections of manuscripts spread out all over the world.' 
Even regarding manuscripts, wh&t is now available of them formsI
only a very minute fraction of what should have been once available. 
During the long and chequered history of this unfortunate country, 
many manuscripts have been burnt by invading hordqs, and many have 
been washed away or drowned in floods. Some have no doubt luckily 
survived all these kinds of misfortune, but many of these suffer on 
the other hand from obscurity. They are still either hidden by jealous 
guardians who are only blindly conscious of their value, or neglected 
by ignorant custodians who have no idea whatever of their worth

It is thus with no small amount of satisfaction that the world 
of scholars received the announcement of the Government of Bika
ner in April 1939, throwing open the Library of H is Highness the 
Maharaja fo “ Research Scholars all over the country. ” Arrange
ments were also made then to reorganize the Library, and in this the 
Government sought the assistance of Professor C. Kunhan Raja, 
M.A., D. Phil. (Oxon.), Head of the Department of Sanskrit in the 
University of Madras. Work of this kind requires considerable 
previous experience, and the choice could not have fallen on better 
shoulders than those of Professor Kunhan Raja who is Yhe Editor 
of the New Catalogas Catalogorum whrich is being prepared by 
the University of Madras, and to whom another ancient Library in 
India, .the Adyar Library, which is perhaps next in age only to the 
Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, owes much of what it is 
now. It is just five years since he undertook the task, and already 
muqh has been accomplished. The Library, now called the Anup 
Sanskrit Library after Maharaja Anup Singhji of Bikançr, has 
been completely reorganized. It has even begun its literary outpVrt.
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Two Series of publications liave been introduced, the Ganga Oriental 
Series for Sanskrit work$ and the Sadul Oriental Series for works 
in Rajasthani and Hindi. In the former of these two Series, two 
works have already come out, and a dozen more are in progress ; 
and almost the same number of publications are in progress in the 
latter also to which we alfeady owe the Gltmaiijart, a small volume 
of beautiful bardic songs in old Rajasthani. The literary pro
gramme of the lib rary  includes, besides these tw 6 Series, the 
publication of two Catalogues, on*e of the Sanskrit manuscripts in it 
and the other of the Rajasthani manuscripts. The Library can 
thus be said to have started its work in right earnest.

Full sixty ysars have passed and more since the late I^ajendpa- 
lal Mitra prepared his Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Library of His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner which was published 
by the Government of India from Calcutta in 1880.

Out of over 10,000 MSS. the Library is now found to contain, 
only .1547 MSS. are described in this Catalogue, while 247 more are 
noticed in a very brief manner. There are also a number of wrong 
pntries in it. The Catalogue is thus not only incomplete but even 
inaccurate. Rajendralal Mitra cannot be entirely blamed for this, 
seeing that his acquaintance with the Library was only sfecond-hand 
and that he had also to work from inadequate material. Some 
“stitched volumes and a mass of loose papers,” reported to be the 
earlier work of a Haris'candra Sastri, were*handed over to Rajendra
lal Mitra as the basis for his work ; and from the description which 
the latter gives of the contents of these, it is clear that the Sastri 
was most? unsuited to the task .entrusted to him. Not only was he 
unprincipled in method, his ability also was very poor. Many a work 
he attempted to describe, it is patent, was not at all understood by* 
him. Faced ‘with such a severe handicap, it is only to be expected 
that the late Rajendralal Mitra could not make his work as satis
factory as it ijiight have been were circumstances more favourable.* A 
reliable and complete Catalogue of the Library was thus long in need.

Tlie volume under review is the first fasciculus of the New  
Cclialcgue which is designed to give a complete and accurate 

5
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account of the Sanskrit MSS. in the Library. It will be seen that 
in its preparation the plan originally* suggested by Blihler to the 
Government of India has been followed with better results. There 
is no intention even now to give an elaborate description of each 
and every manuscript in the Library. Those that will have such a 
privilege are the few, the rare MSS. of the Library about which 
Indologists can get fuller information no where else. Such a 
Catalogue has been rightly postponed for the present when the aim 
is first to give an account of what the Library possesses. The 
Descriptive Catalogue is the subsequent step where individual MSS. 
will have to be vory closely evaluated. The present Catalogue is 
only a “Classified List.” In six columns whatever relevant inform
ation is available regarding a particular MS. is given. We thus 
know the names of the work and its author, and the number of folia 
that the codex contains. Where available, the date of the MS. 
and the name of the owner are also given.

The last column is intended to give any extra information that 
may have to be added in the case of some MSS. This “ List” 
will be issued in fasciculi of one hundred pages each. The first 
of these which is now before us gives us an idea of 1340 MSS. in 
the Librafy. These comprise the collections in the branches of 
Samhitas, Brahmanas, Upanisads, the Vedangas, the Itihasas 
the Purapas and a portion of the Bhagavadgita.

Beyond the fact that' in some cases like pp. 10 and 20, the date 
can be definitely given as S'aka 1568 and 1540 respectively, there 
is nothing that is left ro be desired in the make of the Catalogue. 
The editors deserve the warmest congratulations on so^plendid a 
piece of work. The printing and get up^are very good and reflect 
*grfeat credit on the Government Press, especially m consideration 
of the. fact that the Press had no such experience before. We 
anxiously await .the appearance of the remaining portions of the 
Catalogue of the Anup Sanskrit Library which no\y proves to be 
easily one of the richest and most valuable collections of MSS. in 
the World. *

H . G . NARAHifRI
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The Glory That Was Gurjarades'a, Edited by K. M. Munshi, 
President, Bharatiya Vj/iya Bhavan, Bombay, 1943, Part 1, 
pp. xvi, 138, iv. Price Rs. 6.

Under the wise guidance of Mr. Munshi a new plan for writing 
the history of Gujarat in four volumes has been drawn up and the 
volume under review is' the first of the series and relates to the 
prehistoric period. The second will cover the period of Aryan 
expansion and consolidation from B.c. 1000 to 550 a . D.  The third 
volume dealing with the period *of the Imperial Gurjaras from 550 
A.D. to 3300 A.D. is expected to follow the first volume shortly. 
The fourth volume dealing with the cultural And social side along 
with the second volume is expected to appear somewhat te êr. *

The incentive to rewrite the history t)f Gujarat arose in the 
mind of the Editor even as early as 1922 when his work Gujarat a 
and Its Literature was published. All standard works on the 
subject dated back to fifty years and the accumulation of freslr 
material in the interval changing several of the views that have 
been adhered to and combined with the absence of a comprehensive 
Jhistory of Gujarat should justify the venture.

A re-examination of the facts necessitated further study and 
rearrangement of the earlier conclusions in the light of fresh 
material. The scheme found in the work under review is a result 
of mature thinking based on the above considerations and well 
worth the trouble. The unfolding of the history of Gujarat is 
looked at from a new perspective and a new unity of purpose and 
achievement are found in the old Gurjarades'a ruled by a series of 
emperors^whose military and political achievements have few 
rivals in history and whose imperial sway was as extensive as that 
of S'ri Harsaor the imperial Guptas (p. iv).

The work*contains three sections— the first section containing 
three chapters written by three different.scholars and dealing with 
the Geology, Pre and Proto-History and the Early .Sub-divisions of 
Gujafaf*. T£e second section deals with the Aryans Pre-Vedic dnd 
Vedic in Gujarata and is already treated in an earlier work of the 
Editor# Early Aryans of Gujarataj The historical material in 

* 1 This was reviewed in this B ulle tin , in Vol. VI, pp. 325-327.
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the purânas is laid under contribution in greater measure than has 
hitherto been the practice, as till now 'Aey have been looked upon 
with some suspicion. Mr. Munshi concludes that “ The original 
race which threw up the Sumerians and the people of the Indus 
civilisation came from !the Indo-Persian tra?ct which must include 
the Indian west coast and the Indus Valley ” (p. 37).

The third section by Dr. A. D. Pusalkar dealing with the 
Post-Vedic Aryans treats at length about the Yàdavas and the 
historicity of S'ri Krsna and the’third chapter concludes with the 
Mahàbhàrata war and its repercussions on later Gujarati and 
Deccan history. On the whole, the work under review seeks to 
solve important problems with the aid of the materials available at 
the present time and * re-survey old conclusions with great credit 
and force. The success of the plan is also the measure of its 
real worth.
-  A. N.  K k i s h n a n

Lectures on \PataHjali s tMcihabliasya, Vol. I, by Vidyaratna 
P. S. Subrahmanya Sastri, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Sanskrit, 
Annamalai University, 1944. Price Rs. 4.

This is the ninth volume in the Annamalai University Sanskrit 
Series, which has already been well known in the world as having 
included in itself many very valuble works in Sanskrit, The author 
is a teacher of many years experience and a great authority both in 
Sanskrit and in Tamil. His contributions to scholarship through his 
many publications have established a name for hitn among 
Orientalists.

The present volume containing the first three Ahnikas of the 
first chapter of the great Mahabhaqya of Patanjaii is based on 
lectures delivered in classes for advanced students and is meant 
primarily for the use of advanced students of Universities. Yet it 
has a far wider- appeal. After a fairly elaborate Preface covering 
about fifty pages, the text portion of the book follows, and there 
are indices for the words of the Mahabhaqya and for importsfnt
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expressions. The elaborate*Preface is preceded by»a Tabular State
ment showing the number o^utras in each Pada of the Astadhyayi, 
the number of Sutras reviewed by Vartikakara or Vartikakaras, 
Bhasyakara etc. a map of ancient India, Bibliography and Abbre
viations, a Foreword by the late Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. 
S. Kuppuswami Sastriar, U homage to the Acaryas and a picture of 
Patanjali in the presence of Lord Nataraja.

The Preface enters into very minute details about a large 
number of problems regarding *(<r) Papini : his birthplace, his 
authorship of supplements to the Astadhyayi like the Dhdtupdtha, Ganapdtha and Utjadis, his knowledge of the Vedic texts, the plan 
and the principle ,of composition in the Astadhyayi, the otk^r works 
of Panini ; (b) Katyayana, the author of the* Vdrtikds ; (c) Patan
jali, the author of the Mahdbhasya.

In dealing with the problem of Panini, I take the liberty lo 
refer to a small point that has been raised in the Preface and of 
which 1 had some doubts even before. There is a passage in the 
Mahdbhasya which reads : dkumdram yas'ah pdnineh. It is
ysually intepreted as meaning that the fame of Panini spread even 
among children. This is how the passage is interpreted by Kaiyata 
also, who says : kumdrdn api yas'ah p rapt am ity arthah (under 
1-4-89). There is a possibility of the passage meaning that Panini 
acquired fame even from his childhood and the wording of Kaiyata 
may be kitmarcid api. 1 ’do not ignore* 1-tsing’s statement that
children of eight years of age begin to study Paiiini and the possible 
relation of this statement to the tradition of Panini’s fame having 
spread evfcn among children. .1 simply draw attention to a point 
that needs scrutiny. *

The text portion of the book'starts with a short Introduction.* 
Then a portion 6f the text of the Mahdbhasya is taken up, aqd it is 
explained in very lucid language. The explanation^ are very critical 
and t£e  ̂author goes minutely into the meaning oi the passages. 
Neither a technical knowledge of the subject of grammar nor any 
acquaiifctance with Sanskrit is needed by any educated reader with 
a Standard of mental culture to understand the explanations.
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The study of ancient Indian literature has been undertaken 
from the point of view of a rigid antiquarian by scholars, and it has 
been taken as an axiom that ancient Indian literature represents an 
earlier stage in the evolution of human civilization. Man’s life 
contains both a subject and an object aspect. Whatever be the 
growth of the object aspect in modern times, no one can deny the 
great advance made by ancient Indians in the growth of the subject 
aspect of man. The Mahdbhdsya shows to what heights human 
intellect can rise, it is also assumed as an axiom in modern times 
that critical examination of subjects started only in recent times 
and that the anciertts indulged in speculations devoid of rationalism. 
The Mqkabhasya will give the right reply to this .criticism.

Through this work, Prof. Subrahmanya Sastri has opened up 
the gates of a vast region to the modern world that has till now 
been denied access to it through the difficulty of the language. 
Even scholars in Sanskrit and specialists in grammar find it a 
difficult task to understand the Mahabhasya. When once a man is 
able to understand the work, he begins to consider it the greatest 
joy in life and the greatest privilege and triumph.

We heartily congratulate the professor on his accomplishing 
this great task ; we welcome this publication and we eagerly await 
the completion of the work.

E d i t o r

Bhagavadgita and Indian Philosophy by Mahamahopadhyaya 
Ananta Krishna Sastri, Calcutta • University ; Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhavan, Bombay, 1944.

This is the fourth in the Bharatiya Granthavalr. In this small 
volunue the author condenses the ten commentaries on the Bhagavad 
Gita published .by the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. The presentation 
of* the content!» of the various commentaries has beep done ip very 
simple Sanskrit.- In so far as the commentaries could be understood 
in their original form by the Sanskrit-knowing people, peuhaps it 
would have been a more useful undertaking if the contents Had
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been presented in English that a wider publictcould have made 
use of it.

Editor

Laghumanasa of Muiijcilaccirya with the commentary of 
Parames'vara, Anandasrama Sanskrit Series No 123, 1944.
’ This is a small work on Astronomy written in the ninth 
century. It contains six sections called Adhik^as : they are 
Madhyama^dhikara (10 stanzas), Sphutagatyadhikara (7 stanzas), 
Prakirnakadhikara (4 stanzas), Tripras'nadh^aya (9 stanzas), 
Grahanadhyaya (20 stanzas) and Sankirnadhyaya (10 stanzas)* 
The work shows certain discoveries which ancient India#» had 
made in Mathematics.

The full value and importance of such a work can be appre
ciated only in comparison with modern mathematics, and as such, 
presentations of such works in a modern language, preferably in a 
language like English that >s known throughout the world would be 
a great and useful undertaking. This is a welcome addition to the 
fnany important works that have already appeared in this Series.

. E ditor

Scinibandhaninjaya .0/  Gopdla Nyayapancaiuiiia, Poona 
Oriental Series No. 85, 1944. Price Re. 1-4-0.

This is a small work dealing with the problem of marriage, 
according to ancient S'astras. It treats of problems connected with 
the marriage like Gotra and Pravara (both for Brahmins and for 
others), relatives, the nature of .marriage, the various kinds .of. 
marriage, evi^s of Parivedana (marriage of a younger brother when 
the elder brother remains a bachelor) etc*. There is a small'Intro
duction and three appendices giving an index of the anonymous 
verse? cjuotefl in the work, the list of technical* terms and the 
authorities cited in the text.

E d it o r
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Râsalild by Dr. V. Raghavan. t
This is a very small drama dealing with the sports of S'rl 

Krsna with the Gopis. It was written for presentation from the 
Madras centre of the All-India Radio in this year. The author is 
a young scholar of talents in many directions and is a good student 
of literature and music. The Sanskrit is simple and correct and 
the style is lucid and elegant. In this small work he shows his 
command of the language and his capacity to write enjoyable poetry.

b: d it o k

OBITUARY NOTICE

PRINCIPAL V. K. RAJAW AD E

The passing away of Principal V. K. Rajawade on 17th 
December, 1944 at the age of 85 removes from the midst of Orient 
al Scholars one who has contributed not a little to Oriental studies 
and research both by his organizing capacities and his talents for 
original studies and research. Vedas, especially the Nirukta, was 
the particular field in which - he worked in his life. After a short 
service as Professor of English in the Dayaram Jethmal College at 
Karachi, he sacrificed this post carrying a high salary, and worked 
in the College maintained by the Deccan Educational Society at 
Poona. He retired in 1914 owing to weak eye sight. Later be 
worked as Principal of the M.T.B. College at Surat from 1921 
to 25. The last 30 years he spent in scholarly pursuits. His Words in Rigveda and his editions of the Nirukta reveal his scholarship 
and critical faculties. Elorn in 1859, he lived to the very advanced 
age of 85 and worked hard throughout his life in spite of.Jailing eye 
sight. He was one of India’s greatest scholars and ranks along 
with Bhandarkar and Ganganath Jha among the great scholars in 
th‘e world. His name is closely associated writb ‘the Bhandarkar 
Research Institute and the Vaidika Samsodhana Mandal, both at 
Poona. He was connected with the organizing work of these 
Institutions and'lalso with their literary work.

Printed and published by C. Subbarayudu, at the Vasanta Press, Adyar, Sdadras
5-5-1945—250 Copies
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Dk. GEORGE S. ARUNDALE
(Born on 1st December, 1878)

President o f the Theosophical Society •

21-6-1934— 11-8-1945
passed away early on Sunday the 12th instant 
(12-45 a.m.) at the Headquarters of The Theo
sophical Society, Adyar.

The members, of the Adyar Library place on 
record their sense of deeip sorrow and profound 
loss.

A full obituary notice toil! appear in the riext issue

THE ARUNDALE NUMBER



T H E  F U T U R E  OF INDIA

A PROPHECY

B y An n i e  B e s a n t

Tv/o views of India’s future have been put forward: one» 
that India is effete and is passing into decay» to vanish as 
Babylonia and Egypt have vanished; the other, that she has 
a future greater than her past, and is destined to rise to a 
peak of dazzling glory, the Heart of the greatest Empire that 
the world has yet seen. It is the second of these two views 
that I have been doing my best to popularise as an inspiring 
Ideal during the last seventeen years, and it was for the 
helping of the realisation of this Ideal that I joined hands 
with others to found our beloved C. H. C.

The evolution of Humanity is guided by a mighty 
Brotherhood of Sages—of Rshis, as They are called in India 
—who constantly watch over it, choosing Their agents; 
sending them hither and thither; mingling the blood of races 
to produce new combinations'; building up Empires—by 
sending into birth in the chosen centres egos of advanced 
evolution—spiritual, intellectual, moral; pulling them down 
again; when their use is over, by withdrawing these egos and 
sending into ^hem egos of low evolution; preparing for a 
foreseen end for hundreds of thousands of years; working out

1 First printed in the October issue, 1910, of The Central H indu College 
M agazine . Reproduced herefrom Conscience of 26 September 1940 t
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the details of ar m igh ty  plan com m itted  ¿o T heir charge. 
From ^tim e to tim e, w hen it su its T heir purpose, T h ey  divulge  
a fragm ent of T heir plan, that it m ay w in conscious" c o 
operation from the w illing  and the devoted. T h e present is 
such a tim e and a corner of the veil has been lifted .

T hrough m uch tribulation has India been guided for som e  
five thousand years, in order that by conquests, colon isations, 
wars, tum ults, and m anifold grindings of the* divine w heel, 
various riices and sub-races m ight be m ingled in the blood of 
her children, to enrich the current of her li5e. L ong long age  
a m ighty Atlantian civ ilisation  ruled in India, w hile,-in  a l^yge 
E m pire, w ith its centre at Sham balla, 'the Aryan Root Race  
grew and m ultiplied  under its Manu, and H is L ieutenants, the 
D iv ine K ings, w hile H e prepared and sent forth its sub-races 
to occupy and subdue the near and further W est. Over it 
H e w atched, im proving and refining, u n til— the dispersing  
work over— H e sent it southw ards gradually to occupy the  

Hand destined to be the cradle, of the future Aryan E m pire, 
carrying with it the tradition of a past G olden Age. Som e  
m ighty in tellects H e sent to India to take birth in it, to build  
its literature, and from tim e to tim e som e lofty ego to inspire 
its spiritual life. T h en ’ H e sent these intellectual giants to  
take birth elsew here, in other branches of H is Aryan R ace, to 
develop m any-sided capacities, to grow in different soils pre
pared to*evolve defin ite ch aracteristics; wherever they w ent, 
the nation in w hich they incarnated becam e the crest of the  
evolutionary wave.

D ifferentiation had done its work, and the tim e for re
integration  began to dawn. M essenger afterX^messenger w as 
s e n t ' t o  th £  W est, in order to perm eate its turbulent c iv il
isations w ith  the fiigh er spiritual id e a s ; splendid in tellects  
w f r e #sent th ither to lead it onwards to heights of scien tific
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knowledge and artistic achievement. In the nineteenth cen
tury the time had come for “ a niQre sympathetic mutual 
understanding between East and W est,” between the elder and 
younger Branches of the Aryan family, and for this the 
Theosophical Society was founded ; it was sent to bring to 
the West the forgotten spiritual knowledge of the East ; to 
lead it to drink at the long-sealed Aryan wells ; it was sent to 
recall to the v East the memory of its own treasures, to revive 
Aryan ideals, to bring to it the accumulated treasures of west
ern learning, to knit together its warring elements into a single 
nation, a,nd above all to blend into one the eldest and the 
youngest children of the Aryan Race, the Indians and the 
English. On this union, close, brotherly, indissoluble, the 
future Empire depends. And it is inevitable. Those who 
strive against it will be eliminated, for the will of the great 
Father must be wrought out. The rebellious, the haters, the 
inciters to strife, will be scattered among other nations, among 
nations backward in evolution, where their unpleasant peculi
arities may work less harm. When the union is accomplished, 
when the held is ready, then Vaivasvata Manu will send hither 
the master intellects of humanity, to raise the people composed 
of the best elements of, His race to a dazzling height of glory, 
and the great Aryan Empire will stand revealed.

A splendid ideal, .a glorious possibility; but let such 
possibility be the parent of duty . . . .  Those nations only are 
worthy of freedom whose citizens have conquered passion and 
have achieved self-control. Only among such citizehs," only 
in an India peopled by such men, could the centre of the 
Empire be established. — A n n i e  B ^ s ^ n t
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T h e  war is over. T w en ty  four issues of the B ulletin  appeared  
during the war. Four issues have appeared w ith  a reduced  
size. B ut the B ulletin  m anaged to make its appearance on the 
dates printed on the cover sheet, w ithout a single exception. 
T h e size of the B ulletin  is gradually increasing and it is hoped  
that it w ill have its full size restored at an early date. Man 
m ay have increased his know ledge of and com m and over the 
objective Nature. But man has a “ h im self,” and in com pa
rison with our ancients, it is doubtful if m f̂n has advanced in 
his know ledge of that “ h im self.” W e have been w orking to  
bring to the notice of modern man the great ach ievem ents of 
the ancients in the field of th is know ledge of 44 h im self.” W e  
are hopeful that by a com bination  of the scien ces that explore 
the objective N ature and R elig ions that investigate the su bjec
tive man, man will in future evolve a higher and nobler c iv ili
zation . T he great ach ievem ents of modern science m ust be 
an index of the possib ilities of a search into the powers w ithin  
man, and w ithout this search and the possib le fruits of such a 
search, the fruits of science may only bring further ’ com p lica
tions in m an’s life, as the destructive possib ilities of w eapons 
of war clearly show. L et us work tow ards the expansion of 
the man w ithin in proportion to the expansion of his know 
ledge of the objective m atter ojutside.

T h e E nglish  translation of the Sangitaratnahara for the 
first chapter w ith detailed  notes is being issued today. T h e  
subsequent parts will ‘appear in due course. T h e Prdkrta- 
prakds'a of Vararuci with the com m entary of R am apanivada  
is in the Press. T h e w hole book w ill be issued at an early 
date. O w ing to restrictions on publications, w e had to  
suspend m any activ ities. W e are hoping to resum e our 
literary a ctiv ities soon.



HOSINGA RAMA ALIAS MUDGALA

B y K . . M a d h a v a  K r i s h n a  S a r m a , M .O .L.

T h e  name Mudgala and the surname Hosiiiga are not in vogue 
in the North. In two of hi? works, viz. the Tlrthadarpana 
anckhe Santanakalpalatika, Hosihga Rama invokes Vyankates'a:

T lrthadarpana:

-o
«itftqraiq % sra: 11

Santanakalpalatika:

« w w r ir w  g ^ q a  11

The reference is undoubtedly to S'ri Venkates'a of Tiru-
pati.

A MS. of his Maharudrapaddhati was copied at Aduni in 
Sarhvat 1749 (six years before the death of his patron Maha
raja Anup Singhji). From these facts we may surmise that the 
Hosingas belonged to Deccan. T h is ‘is corroborated by the 
prominent mention of Godavari in his Tlrthadarpana.

Hosihga Rama was the son of Vis'vanatha and BhavanI 
and the grandson of Mudgala. His Gotra was Jamadagnya. 
Vis'vanatha arid BhavanI had six sons and one daughter,1 Of 
theke the eldest son was Padmapani. He was well versed in 
Vaidyaka* The second was Mudgala* Our author was ¿fie
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third. He gives this information in his Cikitsámálatlmálá. 
There is, however, no information given here regarding the 
younger brothers. One Devánanta was his Guru, to whom he 
pays homage in his Tirthadarpana :

Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogorum montions (I, 507) 
only one work of our author, viz. the Dánaratfia. Mitra 
wrongly notices it (p. 374) as a work writteVl under the patron
age of Bhüpasirhha. Bhüpasirhha is a mistake for Anupsinghji. 
The mistake lias been copied by Aufrecht. Mitra notices only 
this. MM. Kane (Hist, of Dharmas'ástra, p. 561) rightly 
mentions Anupsinghji as the patron of Dánaratnákara, but his 
description of Anupsinghji as a King of Jodhpur is a mistake.

The Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner, has ten works of 
Hosiiiga Rama. These are :
»

1. Tirthadarpana.
2. S'rívidyá Kamyaprayoga.
3. Cikitsámálatlmálá.
4. Amrtamañjarl,
5. Santána Kalpalatiká.
6. Dánaratnákara.
7. Anüpakautukárnava.
8? Váyustutyánusthánmprayoga.
9. Ayutahoma*Laksahoma Kotihomah.

10. M ahárudrapaddhati/

Of these Nos. 3— 10 were written under the patronage of 
Maharaja Anupsinghji.

"Twthdtiarpana. A work on TTrthas. The river Gautami 
(Godavari) figures ‘prominently here. There are two MS$fc in 
tlje ^nup Sanskrit Library—Nos. 2274—75.
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Begins :

qtffacrismfqit i  
s i t o s i ^ r a i q  sftftqm iq ^  ¡m: II 

^ f a f f w w r e q  fq?rc f a w n *  I
*WI a«OTW  ̂ ^i^o ig iPW L  II

On fol. 136 the author mentions his preceptor Devananta.

E n d s : ffa
SR^qqiJTi: II

V-This contains nearly 700 Granthas. From the colophon 
it would appear that Rjuprayoga is a separate work based on 
the Tlrthadarpana ; but in reality it is the last part of the 
latter. Compare the author’s statement at the beginning :
swiwct cfF-kqoTg^i! II

S'rividydkdtnyaprayoga. The MS. of this is numbered 
8235. The work contains about 450 Granthas.

Begins: ¡ffl: I

Ends :

«ronsftrcflRl ^ici ftfci i
Usft HWlrlcqr pRXWSH*! II

^ f t f t r n i^ a r :  sftfqsnq?: qnwjqqta: II

Cikitsdmdlatimdld.' MS. No. 3867. After salutation to 
Ganapati, Sarasvatl and Laksminarayana at the beginning 
there is given 'the genealogy of Bikaner rulers. "Hefe^is an 
extract relating to Maharaja Karansinghji and Maharaja 
Anupsinghji/
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K aransinghji.

qT§: qfteaw^fqifacl: iisq:
qrcsq: iPC§«i*il giitafliftalfc: I 

3I155iqfviGrci qW qtfW  qqlfcifq?! ^ q r  

qlfa q tfq q ii5P R ?q^0n?q  «  ^  11

A nupsinghji :

WiRFcl qqqftf iqfaq% ?Rllc*WT Ifqfa- y 
s&cl ^qirscg%fq cnt w  i

sfttl g % ^ : Ŝlcqqi ?Tlfeqi
q'fr: sftiR^fe^qfciqfal sftqqi^q: II

H ere the author gives som e inform ation about h im self. .

q?T^T3qiqcam iqTsq fq gq i q*: i

%A f q ^  q g q m iq  €1fnorm II
• * • • •

qcqrq fqqft ^pqiPrqiqlfq^qm ^ |
qiiciqf^ q gqq*! ll

qqtafai qFq%qq q;; gq? q̂qreqir. i
%  ?qi?j: qsjqTfifffifar. qi<% II
qqiqt q?r?q1 qfqq: gdtqqqiq^^qqqqq: l

qRqqj ajfasftq qfqi * SST fqfog qqi ||

J!toieign% qqi qfqs% PFqiftfaf̂ ffo
511% qqqi?% fiTftct. I^ s fq  qqt |

q ifR  q ^ iq q f ^  q u i t  q=qtr% ?tot

im : s^qfqfefofN rafq^  tq is s  qlfaq: ll
» *

T here *s no m ention  of younger brothers. ‘ On fol. 1106
there is quoted*a w6rk nam ed Kaum aratantra by R avanasui\u . 

. T?i e work co n sists  of th irteen G ucchas.
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Colophon

qi?i^iiifq,g^iqifR5fg^icn:qqiq5:T5iiiig5R:mrqi:r^cnqi fafiRsnw- 

3cftaT3Wi qi5jton5tiqft«qTiTiqT g ^ t  II

It is not known w hich of the tw o elder brothers was 
called also.

Amriamanjaru  A work on V aidyaka. T h e beginning  
g ives the geneafbgy of A nupsinghji and describes h is valour. 
It refers also to his defeat of Adallasaha and K utupasaha.

Santdnakalpalatikd . T here are three M SS. of th is in the  
A nup Sanskrit L ibrary— N os. 4 243— 45, N os. 4243  and 4244  
are incom p lete. T h is  is a lso  a work on V aidyaka. T h e first 
verse m akes obeisance to Vyankates'a. T h is  is follow ed by 
the genea logy . H ere also  there is reference to A nupsinghji’s 
defeat of A dallasaha and K utupasaha and the help rendered  
by him  to Dillis'vara (Aurangazeb).

Ddnaratndkara . M S. No. 1972. T h is  is the sixth work 
to be w ritten under the patronage of A nupsinghji. It is 
H osinga R am a’s Magnum opus con sistin g  of about 19 ,000  
G ranthas. T h e  beginning of the M S. is very m uch dam aged. 
It g ives the genealogy of the patron, follow ed by an account 
of the five works already w ritten under his patronage.

f̂icir qgq?qi rrafaqm à: |

, * *  # ■ *
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i R H ........................... SÎ I I
qc*ft?qqj II
*&m q ? q ^ q i s q  a r a w r i  flaw  q  i 

. . . gqTqR! II
s ra fa f t:  gg$«i « ftaisq  ^ g w .  i 

ftiBKii inrai ^ w ?q i^q i? iw » it n 
^g:«^w <?qiq;: w<\ q?q?g q aq : i

qq q s  $?n q?«n qrc isiranara  q  | v  
^{q i faqg  « ^ s i s r a i R R i t a  1 1 . 
qpranqit ijfc iR q ^ sq i^ s fq g id t i 

5 w a i« ifo if ii  q^cqfq q  n

At the e n d :

iftflWRrqqiSi fe<53ft f? q  q?q ffq : qgsi 
f q ^ q q g ^ K ^ i  m  qtqra; i 

qifeq qfq rq^i q qqfa q |q i  siu oiiri q%g:- 
qisftq?q?*r qqR  ffcfiiqfcrcNt is fq ^ :  q^qig  ||

?n r?q e q i^ R R q q ii5i;i^ q ^ ,5gcW iqifqrn^q5qos^iq^ieqi5inq?ci- 

f a # |q q m « S S S 3 if :q q sfto snq icqsm srw faN i siq{«nqi> *kfa-
qiitq;?iqifq ii

Anupakautukarrjtava. MS. No. 4,289. This is a Tantric
work following mostly the Nagarjunlyasamhita of which latter
thereji&a MS. in thje Library.

Vayustutyanuslhanaprayoga. MS. No. 7153. A sn^all
work in about 400 Granthas.• •
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Ayutahom&laksahomakotihoinah. MS. No. 7363. A com 
pilation from S'àntihemàdri in about 400 G ranthas.

Mahàrudrapaddhati. MS. No. 7104. T h is is described  
as a part of the Santànakalpalatikà. T he MS. written by 
S'rlmàlikacara at Adui?i is dated Sam vat 1749.

At the end : ^fd ïftqçrcTsnîïSfàçifRJ îqdiqqWEiiqfq- 

iN d iq j g d R q ^ q sd iq i il è .  ê .  qqn *uqqq-

81% ^ p q §  C q ta q w t foqd m m  I gtfiin aujuft t <1° 

q q ftm  II v

MM. Kane (Ibid., p. 558) notices a Dars'as'râddha by our 
author.

T hree H osingas are known to have been patronized by 
Maharaja Anup Singhji, H osinga Rama, Krsna and Tryambaka 
About H osinga K|*sna I have already given som e information  
in the Adyar Library B ulletin . Tryambaka was his son. H e 
wrote Sahasrârjunadïpadànaprayoga, of which there is a MS. 
in the Anup Sanskrit Library, Num bered 7003. T h is is w rit
ten on the lines of his father’s Pras'nasiddhàntam àlâ and con
tains mainly discussions of various S'àstraic topics, although  
the title  is Sahasrârjunadïpadànaprayoga.

B egins :

sftqàtsuq dq: | sfifwqcq i sm: l

sq fef& R m ra l ■
^  d qarciqqra il \ ii

m ssqFdfoircofoqgdT ^ T fd fà i ïg q i  i

5=qifôpfa 3  qflid *w gqçdcqiîqii *?% n ^ ii
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fqqigiq?! qq forarctfei q5i«in&'
«isf sq w i^q o i: q feM  swfs^g fq faw  i

qt%si sRTqfcfwftWW î sft?ira$OTnfi&
C l f a f F q q ^  II * ir

^ f t w ^ q  fa ^ n s^ ic t m  i
5 l% f> qR q;R 5^ iraq lq iq  q ^ :  || # ||

qq qlqn^g^qis^qf^i qqi—  

qirj qifR^H q»tifq fqfaqi qiqifa seq^qqi 
fqsHsrcfq f̂i qq fq^qi q  ̂ * w fw : i 

s^liqiqqifqq: qfqfqq Rĉ q??1|q*
*3§i 5*rfMi3img qgci jftaisFjqt gfq || \ 11

E n d s:

eqiSFcqfrl«[ iqiM fqq^iqj^rq^Riq^ q^qqMcqjfcfa | 
.q^ivnqrqqi^unq 5i®tqq^qi^qfqfq 1 ^ m w -

feSRqqi^iqi ?qg *ifqr>qfq I fq *q ^ %  qq-q?l i ?fq ||
^fq ^ q ^ K i^ ifq ^ iq y ^ ^ rq ^ q f tq iife ^ iq q iq q i^ w R jR -  

ggqi ^ q q ; q t^ q i^ R iq q tq q q in : m w .  11 sV
55̂ ii5nqiJTq?g II

Here the author speaks of further discussion of the topic 
at a later place; but the work stops here. Probably he w rote 
another work or the reference is to his father’s work Pras'na- 
siddhantamala.



IN SCR IPTIO N S OF CTTARAM EROR

By A, N. K r i s h n a  A i y a n g a k , M.A., L.T.

(Conhqued from p. 15 of Vol. IX, part 1)

XII

177 of 1923

T his seventh inscription of Rajaraja from the Sundaravarada- 
perumal temple and engraved on the same north wall belongs 
to the 25th year of Rajaraja and is an unfinished document. 
It records the gift of land by the Sabha of the Big Seal 
(Perunguri Sabha) to the extent of two thousand knits for 
tiruccennadai1 to the deva in the Purusottama of the local 
temple. The four boundaries of the land so granted are 
mentioned in lines fivo and six of the inscription. The trust 
so created was to endure as long as the sun and moon 
endured. It was to be supervised by the annual committees. 
The land is not mentioned as a tax free grant ‘and the 
expression irai-kattu in line 7 may be baken to mean as paying 
the taxes properly.

The present text is edited from the estampages kindly 
lent by the Department of South Indian Epigraphy. No. 177

Jf ' Tiruccenadai is explained as the provision of offering of 
mpS rice to the god in temples. The full term is to be read as 

fp^Q^mQmei man-. See Tamil Lexicon, Vol. I ll ,  p. 1902«.
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consists of one estampage and the two stones on which the 
inscription is spread are clearly marked. The writing is very 
clear and artistic. The size of the 'letters is uniform and is 
noteworthy in contrast with certain others where the letters 
are very indistinct. The seventh line ends abruptly in the 
portion on the first stone on the left side in the middle 
with the letters dndu and the further portion
cannot be surmised or reconstructed, as therp is no futher 
indication. *

The references contained in the inscription in describing 
the limits of the land granted, require careful examination. 
They refer to transactions of a contemporary nature such as 
imtnurai attina-immurai meaning this time. Of local interest 
is the mention of Arungampdkkam Urirukkai to the east of 
which lay the land that was granted to the deva in the temple. 
The two thousand kulis so mentioned were not to include 
certain portions which probably came within the limits men
tioned in the inscription but which were excluded under the 
term Nirapdya-nila.

177 of 1923
* _ •

(1) ‘ Svasti S'ri [II] Tirumagalpolap peru nilaccel- 
viyurn tanakke yuri maipunda mai manakkola Kan2talur- 
calai kalamaruttaruli Ve.ngai nadum Kanga padiyum 
Nulam

(2) papadiyum ,TadigaivaJ.iyum Kollamum KalifT- 
gamum encli s'ai-pukal tara Tlamandalamurn Irattapadi 
EJarai yilakkamurp tindiral

; Grantha Svasti Sri.
’ Reads nta with joint letter.
s,pif.a>£ ajffi for £9-«d* uirif..
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(3) venri*tandarkonda tannelil valaruli ella yapdun 
toluda kai vilafigum yandei celiyarai tes'ukol S'rl Ko 
'RSjakesari varm arana Sri Ra

(4) jaraja devarkku z25, 154 Kaliyurkkottattu
3tankurruttarameru4ccaturvedi mangalattu Perunguri 
Sabhaiyom eluttu. Emmur ‘S'ri Purusot

(5) tamattu eluntaruli ninra tevanukku tiruccenna- 
daikku kudu'ita r,bhumi7yavadu palantalaivarkku merku, 
immurai attirv-i. purrukkaikku vadakku. Arungampak- 
kattu

(6) urirukkaikku kilakku A. . . . kku terku. Oruva- 
ma dai vittu arrukke nirapaya nila nlkki ittcvarkku 
iranda yirahguli tiruccennadaikku paniccu 8bhoganku- 
duttu Cantira

(7) tittavara iraikattattuvomakavurp !,Sabhaiyar
bhogattal avvav andu. * * * * [II]

XIII

178 of 1923

This is an eighth inscription of-Rajaraja and comes from 
the same Sundaravarada-perumal temple and is engraved on the 
same north wall. The estampa’ges supplied by the Department 
of Epigraphy consist of two portions one big and one small.

Grantha Rajakesari varmta and Rajaraja.
2 25 and 154 in Tamil numerals.
3 Reads
4 Grantha meruccatarvvedi.

,, S'ri Puruso.
<f „ *bhu.
' Reads bhummi.
8 Grantha bho.
9 Grantha Sabhai and bhoga.
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The bigger one has nine lines and the extent c^Tthe inscription 
is over three stones of varying length. The smaller estamp
age has only one line and is indistinct for the first three 
letters.

The inscription records the grant of 90 sheep for a Nundâ- 
vilakku or perpetual lamp to the Vellaimürti Âlvàr of S'rT Veli 
Visnugrham by one S'rideviccàni the wife of Âitakkampurattu 
Vâmana Kramavittan of Trivikramacceri. The supervision of 
this charity was entrusted to the Perilamaiyâr and the charity 
was to endure under the usual conditions. Evr^y day one-fourth 
measure of ghee was to be supplied for the lamp in th£ temple. 
The charity was engraved on the walls of,the temple by Nâgan 
Kutteran at the command of the Mahàsabhâ. The inscription 
is dated the 29th year of Ràjaràja.

178 of 1923

(1) *Svasti S'ri [II] Tirumagal po2lap peruni3la 
ccelviyun4tanakke urimaipunda maimanakkolak 5Kan~ 
dalur

(2) ccalai kala maruttaruli Vengai 6naduni7 Kari- 
gapadiyum KNulampapadiyu

(3) m Tadigaipadiyum Kudamalainadum Kolla- 
muip Kalingamum endis'ai pukaltara Ijamanqlalamum

1 Svasti S'ri in Grantha.
* Between ® and  ̂ in Qutr there is a o for u .
3 Reads
4 „
b „ mirearpfepir.
6 * *„
7 The impression has for
* T&e actual letters incised are ^fi&rdubuutn^iLiu

3
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. (4) IlattStpadi Elarai illakkamum tindiral verritt- 
antlar konda t*an eiil va(la)r uli‘ u l,

(5) la ellayandum toludukaivilangum yandci Celiya- 
raittes'ukol Sri Ko

(6) Rajakesari va'Vmarana 8Sri Raja rajade- 
varkku yàndu 529 avadu Jayankonda colamandalattuk 
kaliyiirkkottattu taBnkurru

(7) , Ut£arameruccatu7rvvedi mangalattu S'riveli 
visnugrhattu V̂ Vella i murti Alvarkku ivvur Trivikra 
(ma)'ccen

(8) Attak kfimpurattu Vamana Kra(ma)vittan 
Brahmani S'ri Deviccàni ena vaitta tiru nanda vilakku 
dnrinal adu tonnurru

(9) Ittonnur (u adum) ivvur Perilamaiyare pun1 
aiyaka càvamu vSp peràdu 5(ka) Candraditya vara 
Nittaip ulakku nei atta vippara (ka)

(10) paris'u vaikka . vaittom. Maha Sabhaiyorti 
paniyall0Nakan kutteran elunttu [II].

(To be continued)

1 Reads ;** er/fieo.
* is repeated a second time.
* Granta rma.
\ „ Sri Râjarâjadeva.
4 ai)a. ¡̂¡,QJgi.
8 Reads j*® '
7 rvvedi in Grantha.
8 (ma) is omitted but supplied.
* The impression has *4 for <r//r.

111 Reads @>*® QilGupér. (
u There is some space left between P and s  in «tQĝ si



F U R T H E R  INFORMATION ON GAJENDRAMOKSAM

By A. N. K r i s h n a  A i y a n g a r , M.A.', L.T.

I READ a paper in the History section' of the All-India 
Oriental Conference, Hyderabad, on the identification of 
Gajendramoksam. The paper has since*been published in the 
Adyar Library Bulletin in two instalments.1 I had pointed 
out therein that the place Gajendramoksam mentioned in the 
Rdyavacakamu should be identified with Attazhanallur a 
village in the Ambasamudram Taluq of the Tinnevelly District 
and on the banks of the Tambraparni. Further evidence 

* corroborating the above conclusion has since been examined 
by me and is recorded in this short note.

S'ri Krsna Caitanya the Vaisnavite saint of Bengal was a 
contemporary of both Krsnadevaraya and Prataparudra 
Gajapati of Orissa. The latter wag a disciple of S'ri Krsna 
Caitanya who spent a large^ part of his life in the service of 
Lord Pursottama at Puii or Jagannathaksetra. He also 
undertook a. pilgrimage to the southern shrines and returned 
to Puri at the end of the pilgrimage. The details of this tour 
are recordecj in the Caitanyacandrodaya* and the Caitanya- 
caritdmrta—works dealing with th e# biography of the saint.

• . •
1 A dyar L ibrary Bulletin, Vol. VIII, part 3, pp. 146-152 and part 4 

p. 170-173,
5 Tliis is printed in the KavyamalS series. The fifth Act deals abouHtbe 

Tjrthg-yntra  activities of the saint.
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When the saifR came to the extreme south of the peninsula 
he visited the shrines of Visnu on the banks of the Tambra- 
parjii in the Srivaikuntam Taluq known by the title 4 Nine 
shrines’ or Nava Tirupati/  Anantasraynam  or Padma- 
nabhaksetra (modern Trivandrum) was also one of the 
shrines visited by S'ri C aitanya/ Gajendramoksam is also 
mentioned as one of the places visited/ The following entry 
in the Geographical Dictionary o f Ancient and Mediaeval 
India , p. '60  on Gajendramoksa deserves to be compared and 
utilized for the ^Resent purpose :

44 A place of pilgrimage on the bank of the Tambraparni 
twenty miles to the, west of Tinnevelly, visited by Caitanya 
(Caitanyacaritdmrta, II, 9).”

S'ri Krsna Caitanya a contemporary of Krsnadevaraya 
visiting Gajendramoksa in the same region watered by the 
Tambraparni and lying about twenty miles west of Tinnevelly 
must be taken as treating about the same shrine in that 
district. It should, therefore, be concluded that Gajendra-*. 
moksam mentioned by the Rdyavdcakamu is the same as 
Gajendramoksam mentioned in the biographies of S'ri 
Caitanya. It is further identical with A ttazhanallur— 
a village in the Ambqsumudram Taluq of the Tinnevelly 
District, the nearest Railway station to that village being 
Viravanallur on the Maniyachi-Tinnevelly-Tenkasi line of the 
South Indian Railway.

I Nuudo Lai bey, G e o g r a p h i c a l  D i c t i o n a r y  o f  A n c i e n t  a n d  M i d i a e v a l  
I n d i a , p. 247.

/ ¿ I b i d . ,  p. 7.
3 I b i d . ,  p. 60,



MANUSCRIPTS NOTES

T H E  P A D A R T H A D IP IK A  OF NARAYANA

B y H. G. N a r a h a h i , M.A., M.L itt .

A m o n g  the really useful commentaries on the Raghuvaths'a of 
Kalidasa, composed after the time of Mallinatha, is the Paddrtha- 
dipikd of Narayana, two palm-leaf MSS. of whicjj'are available in 
the Advar Library; the one (No. XIX. L. 53)’written in grantha 
characters is probably the older and the fuller of the two,, and con
tains the commentary for Cantos I, II, V apd VI ; the other MS. 
(No. XXI. P. 28) which is written in the Malayalam script, seems 
to supplement this when it gives the commentary for Cantos I-IV 
and for the first verse of Canto V, but is comparatively defective 
in view of the fact that it breaks off abruptly at the end of verse 29 
of Canto II. There is a MS. (R. No. 1854) of the commentary in 
the Govt. Oriental MSS. Library, Madras, but this also gives the 
commentary for Cantos I-V only. In the India Office Library, 
London, there is another MS. (Keith 6994) of the commentary ; 
but this is not only imperfect, but even more fragmentary than the 
others noticed above. I am not, as yet, aware of a complete MS. 
of this commentary. The Mangalodayam Co., Trichur, published 
some years ago the first «six Cantos o f, this commentary. The 
Editor’s promise, in the introduction to this publication, that he 
will publish the rest of the commentary at no distant date, suggests 
that he, at least, may have a complete MS. with him.

The commentary closely follows1 the gloss" of Arunagirinatha

1 A comparison of our* author’s commentary on the K u m arasam bh av", 
with that of Arunagirinatha  reveals the same state of affairs ; but in this case 
Narayana openly acknowledges his debt to Arunagirinatha thus ;

» up? a
{ K u m a r a s a m b h a v a x H v a r a n a , Trivandrum Skt. Series, No. XXVII, p. 3).

'■ Thifc was also published by the Mangaladayam Co., Ltd., Trichur, alor^ 
witjf N ajayapa’s P a d a r t h a d i p i k a .
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on the Raghuv&ms'a, and, as such, can often serve as an aid to the 
understanding of the latter which is terser in strain;

' (a) ^3 qtfftsnftsn i i ai$q*q<i
I «roi* Strict I

“ g^raRW*i »rof qfl^Tf^^jroiR |
^fsrai^raiirmq »rof ?i f§ro<l II” %fh

(Arunagirinatha on Raghuvams'a, I. 5-9)

(6) aiSTORifolfaiKIcI cIPigqRRiI I m
i
ggaHinq »rot q fM fsfW iip i I 
qiSarareaRRrcq »rot a it ffa

* (Narayana on Raghuvams’a , I. 5-9)

In this Narayana only follows the example of Mallinatha who 
also makes use of Aiupagirinatha while commenting on the Raghu- 
varhs’a. This phenomenon, however, detracts nothing from the 
merit of the commentary which is quite important, otherwise, as a 
simple yet copious explanation of the verses of the Raghuvaihs’a•

The colophons1 of Cantos III and IV of the commentary run : 
Iti s'rikrswas’isyasya narciyanasya krtau raghuvams'avyakhya- 
yam padarthadipikayam  . . . sargah. These clearly show that the 
name of N arayaga’s teacher was Krsnct.

The author of the vivarana , a commentary on the Kumara- 
samhhava, who is also called by the same name as our commen
tator, appears to be identical with him. The colophons of this 
commentary also run : Iti s’rikrsnapriyasnsyasya narayanasya 
t?tau kumarasamhhavavivara^ne . . . .  sargah. Not only do both 
thus call themselves pupils of Krsna , both also d a ;m to belong to 
the same village Brahthakhala/  The opening verse of both the 
commentaries is :

* 1 Adyar Library MS. (XXI, p. 28), foil. 3 6 a , 506.
2 See the introductory verses of both the commentaries ; this village is 

sjfruated a few miles to the south-east of the well-knowft Guruvaykr temple 
situated in thePonnani Taluk, British Malabar.
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q » I^  qROIcjas q?W 3qtqqgi;qasq ||

At the close of each of the eight Cantos 1 of this vivarana, the 
author mentions an earlier work of his :

( a )  qRiqoT—

?>q\ fh^?lfqft5!IvirTfiq?SI^ I

qqq: sqifaiRTqci Rut II

(b) iftRm T^RRitqqsqT?^^ q R m —

fawiRi R iq ]^  fldiq 3f%ci: Cfifi fq^qisq^: II

(c) ‘ sftq W T cflq^ g ’ q q s q i q q i ^ s q  qRiq&l—

f a ^ ia  w  ^diq qfa fada en t fjranfeqs: 11
(d) an^qi^IcIcRlf^qlli^qi^gtfPI qRiqor—

funnel w  = q g q .....................................II

(e) s lq im q q q q -q rq q i^ ^ q  qRiqq—

f t^ ir t  sra qsm sm m rai. fasqW srs: II

(/) g ;3 iq m ?fef ^ » ¡ ^ r k w w  qRiqtii—  
* • * • * • • • * • •  
fawiTJ^ sra qg qq fWTIri ............. ||

ig) q ^ t a q s s ^ s ^ i n ^ q  ^Riqtf—

• . ■ • .............................................................
f^on^ ngdsgi}]sqqqq?t flqf fim ftsa® : ||

1 Canto VII is to be excepted.
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It is thus possible to know that among our author’s other 
works are the GovindahgagunaughavarnanavidhiSrimasotsa- 
vacampu, Mdnameyodaya, As’lcsdsuitaka, Srimadbhcigavatapra- 
banditti, Nrsimhacampu and the VaidcIiinavasangacampTi.

Of these the Manameyodaya was published in I(J12 in the 
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series as No. XIX. The work was re-edited 
with an English translation by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja and S. S. Sur- 
yanarayana Sastri, and was published by the Theosophical Publi
shing House, Adyar, in 1933. An examination of this work shows ’ 
that our commentator, Narayafla, was responsible only in com plet
ing what was begVm by his namesake, the well-known author of the 
Narayaniyct and the Prakriyasarvasva .

A MS. of the As'lesas’ataka is understood to be lound in the 
Library of the Sanskrit College, Trippunittura. Mr. K. Narayana 
Pisharoti has cited a few verses from this work in the Scimasta- 
ke'ralasdhityaparisattraimdsika/  Some of the verses have really 
great poetic beauty. I cite the following two verses as a sample :

q§ qtfq
qqq a sraateq fk  fqqq ii

sftarei cl fqsqi
fq R  fa w q  faTCPTUSa mgqstq I 

Tirtoi STefiTrH:;
^  q§iqq*. II

Concerning the other works, I have no information at present.
Mr. Govinda Warrier* attributes to our author a Nyaya ŵ ork 

called Tamovada , and a commentary on the Uttararamacarita.

1 Mr. A. Govinda Warrifcr (IHQ.,  VI, 93) probably means this when he 
speaks of a Govindacarita.

3 The author himself acknowledges this in one of the concluding verses of 
the work ; see below, p. 106.

* Vol. VIII, part 2, p. 108. In the use of this Malayalam article, I have 
been assisted by Mr. K. Kunjunni Raja, M.A., Research Student in Sanskrit in 
thf: Madras University.

4 loc.cit.
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The Kumarasambhavavivavana and th e* Mananieyqdaya 
have some information^ to give concerning the author. From the 
concluding portion of the former it can be gathered that his moiher 
was Kali, that his brother was S’nkumiira, and that Nilakantha 
was his father. From his maternal grand-father, Pufusottama, 
a great scholar and a native of the village of Svetagramavana, he 
learnt the fundamentals of Mimamsa, as taught by the great 
Kumarilabhatta :

H^q J-pqrn s q u a r e  qrj qiq fq^qq; }| 
qwi qi!55t fqfll qi qqqqfqgqi q*q ,

«irai 3 sftfurc: fqfeewgftqq fqsRicre i
fqsFT fa q ^ q : tjafaffirerfiprc qn&qisr-

qi*f q: gqqitw: <?qra: q  ̂ I
gsqî req gq: wig3g?qi?jqtq€iqKfj-

wnfmfqqwigm q iw . il

To this can be supplemented what can be known from the 
beginning as well as the concluding portions of the Meya section of 
the Manameyodaya. W e are told here that he was patronized by 
a King Manaveda, that he prepared the Meya portion of the work 
at his instance, that Mimamsa*of the Kumarila school was taught 
to him also by his uncle Subrahmanya and a Ramacarya. These 
two teachers also instructed him in the Kas'ikd and Tarka. H is  
knowledge in Sahityam was derived from the instruction he had at 
the hands of Krsija whose most favoured disciple (priyas'isya) 1 
he claims to be :

ir̂ fcT

qtqTfi qoffi: factfacNi sqiujf nor. l
. » t 

1 §ee the colophons of the Kumurasambhavavivarana,
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iï ïsq  ïtfsffiH ftnsqftgoi: q i m q r a ^ i  

«Tîiiifef&i q H ^ q f a s M  gesfteè n 

g s t e f è r a i  q=qifcq-

q if .  w iq o iq l^ i i  fq *N d

m |ir[ iifqg  $6T uRiM q # ï? g  si: || 
q: *?qjq: gwrcrofesmRi qfiqïfqcqifë.fa:
■• g sq l^ lW  p ^ q < R q i g  |

gaçicrq ffà  f M f a f à f è ç n s n t o iw ç a :
^ i s i  s h i f t s  sraKui qrai ^  q i^ m :  n 

g a îp q R ïR m ï fêdfêifq$*qà: q i i f r iq n ^ m î  

iw i^ iq fef ^ q ^ q f^ q d  *N ita r c îF s in  i 

f i io n s  i ia n q jftq if l^ q ft lg g :  q5I5qqiqîqq?r!I 

ÀtSS qRiqoiRôqî ^Î^qf^èiqiiqçw râîfàg; ||
As regards the date of the author, it is stated by Mr. Narayana 

Pisharoti 1 that, at the conclusion of our author’s commentary on 
the Raghuvanis'a, there occurs the following verse ;

q t^ S r q îisq iïg ïfq ià  qifefëcrô àuw cgsiçfô-

qg gsiç it s fà  ffeqifir g  qfà \ 
q̂i=qiqsfq en tq^fa sgsiHi gf\

^ s % g q  qfq =q . t a a iw iw  «ira: qnrai ||

The phrase d h î d h r k s a t k c i v y a s r s t a v i t i  k a l i d i v a s c  gives the date 
of birth of the author in Kali days as \1\1199. It corresponds to 
the month of T u l a  in the . Koîlam year 761 (a .d . 1586).
Mr. P isharoti3 is also inclined to identify Mânaveda, the patron of 
our author, with him who is  the author of the K r s n a g ï t i  (a .d . 1654) 
and the P ü r v a b h â r a t a c a m p û  (a .d . 1644).

§ 1 op. c i t Vçl. VIII, part 2, p. 102. 
* I b id . , pp. 103f if.
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The Renaissance of Hinduism by Prof. D. S.^Sarma, Benares 

Hindu University, price Rs. 15 or 21 sh.
This is the first publication in the Pratap Singh Gaekwad 

Library of Indian Philosophy and Religion, of which Sii; S. Radha- 
krishnan is the editor. The author of tl\e book is well known to 
students of Hindu religion for about twenty years now, through his 
publications on the Gita and on Hinduism in general. He has 
published the Narada Sutras on Bhakti and he is also the author 
of Gandhi Sutras. The one aspect of ancient Indian civilization 
on which there has been profuse presentations in modern times is 
the aspect of religion and philosophy. The Orientalists of Europe 
were interested in religion and philosophy, besides history and 
philology. The European Missionaries were specially interested in 
the study of Hindu religion and philosophy. The present book is 
an addition to the many books available on the subjects.

Books on religion and philosophy in India available in modern 
languages are so very profuse and have practically eclipsed all other 
phases of ancient Indian life to*such an extent that now Hinduism 
has come to be regarded as a religion in the sense that it has a set 
of creeds and dogmas, and Hinduism is classed as a religion along 
with Buddhism, Christianity and Islam. But really Hinduism is 
not a religion»in this sense. There are no creeds in real Hinduism. 
There are no dogmas. Hinduism is only a civilization that obtained 
in India ; it was a mode of life. In this civilization, various religions 
with tlieir own creeds and dogmas found a place ; each religion re
vered ¿ts creeds which played their full part in the life of the followers 
of that religion ; but no particular religion within that civilization
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claimed for itself the right to be considered as the only expression 
of the real truth. Every religion recognized the other religions as 
valid aspects of truth, which though ultimately one, could have 
different forms of expression. Every religion that could show this 
broad-minded tolerance, which had a place within the scheme of 
Indian civilization, came under the term Hinduism. Thus Hinduism  
has never been a religion ; it was ever a civilization embracing and 
tolerating a number of religions.

This is the Vedic religion, if religion is understood to mean a 
civilization. T h ere is no record of the various religions comprised 
within this Vedic civilization. W e have only the poetry of the 
Vedic age, what is now called the Rgveda. One is not sure if 
everything within the 1 Yajnrveda belonged to the Vedic age, or 
whether only the Mantras within that Veda can be assigned to that 
age. The Yajurveda or the Mantras within that Veda alone formed 
what can be really called religious literature of that age. In the 
Rgveda there is .only high class poetry of the age in which the 
religious beliefs of the age are reflected just as in the Mahdhharata, 
the Rdmayana  and the Puranas and in the poetry of Kalidasa, 
Bhavabhuti and others there is the reflection of the religious beliefs 
of those ages. Thus one cannot say whether there was polytheism, 
henotheism and monotheism in succession in the Rgveda, which 
later developed into the monism of the Upanisads, with any more 
authenticity than one carf assert that there is an evolution of these 
phases of religion in the MahUbharata and the Rdmayana and the 
Puranas with a culmination of monism at a later stage.

Even the variety of religious beliefs that prevailed at the time 
when Buddha came into the field simply shows the tolerance of the 
nation on matters religious and <3oes not record any decayed condi
tion of. religion at that time. The conflict between ritualism and 
faith on one side and rationalism and inquiry on the other side 
noticed in the Vedic Samhitds and in the Upaniqads Respectively, 
is also a new doctrine enunciated by foreign scholars and is against 
Indian tradition. Knowledge is placed on the highest plan^ in the 
whole of the Rgveda, and Upanisads give due recognition to tfys
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value of ritualism in man’s spiritual progress. The author of the 
book had access only to the interpretations of foreign scholars and 
to the writings of Indians who had absolute faith in the infallibility 
of the conclusions of European scholars. The one book where the 
unity of thought between the Sanihitcis and the Upanisads has 
been systematically worked out (namely, the Atman in the Pre-. 
Upanisadic Vedic Literature published by the Adyar Library in 
1944,) was not available to him.

After this Vedic phase came Buddhism aryl Jaiijism, the
revival of Hinduism under the S'uriga kings after the period of
patronage extended to Buddhism by the Maury'a kings, the further
revival of Hinduism under the Guptas, the evolution of thg religions
of the three great Acaryas, the evolution *of the various sects of
S'aivism and Vaisnavistn, the attempts of synthesis between Tslam
(which had by this time established itself as a separate religion in
India) and the traditional religion of the land—all such stages in
the development of the religion of the country are fully dealt with
in the first chapter of the book. Except in the matter of Vedic
religion, where the so-called conflict of ritualism and rationalism
has been brought into great prominence, the whole narration of the
history of Hinduism through such a long period reveals the author’s
command of facts, his capacity for condensation retaining all
essentials and eliminating the trivialities, his mastery over language
which makes very interesting a narration that is likely to be a
tedious chronicle, and his impartial and judicious presentation of
facts. An occasional lapse like the mention of Rathods as distinct
from Rashtrakutas (p. 34) must be ignored in a work of this size,
as a mere speck. This* covers the Historical Introduction of • •
70 pages.

Then the main body of the Book is divided into elevemchap- 
ters, dealing with Ram Mohun Roy (Brahmo Samaj), Justice 
Ranadle [Pr^thanasam aj), Swami Dayanada (Arya Samaj), Annie 

•  Besant (Theosophical Society), Ramakrishna Movement (two chap
ters ion  Ramakrishna Paramahamsa and Swami Vivekananda), 
Sr* Aurobindo,  Rabindranath Tagore, Gandhi (two chapters for

5.
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Satyagraha in South Africa and Satyagraha in India) and Professor 
Radhakrishnan. The work opens with a Foreword from the pen of
S.&. and the work closes with a chapter on S. Radhakrishnan. The 
final position must have been asigned to Prof. Radhakrishnan on 
chronological grounds and not in imitation of Madhava’s Sarvadar- 
s'cinasangraha where Advaita is dealt with last for obvious reasons.

There has been one great renaissance in Hinduism and that 
is what can be called the Pitranic revival, where Yedavy&sa plays 
the chie( ro le\ in this Purdnic revival, S'ri Krsna the Ideal Man 
is depicted as having lived a full life following the customs of H is 
times, with a palace of luxury, with many consorts, enjoying all 
royal splendours. H e helps the Pandavas in defeating their enemy 
and in recovering their rightful throne. The Sctmnydsa which the 
Rsis * adopted were only for them selves; but they, one and all, 
taught the ordinary man to lead the life that befits a man of this 
world. They never encouraged the ordinary man in imitating their 
own Scimnydsa life in external appearances. Religious differences 
only enriched the religious experiences of the people and never 
formed a ground for rivalry and mutual filed. The s u m n n u u  

honuni came naturally as a direct fruit for man after leading a full 
life in this world.

But this revival was short lived. Religious Teachers and 
leaders of religious movements began to condemn creeds and beliefs 
not found in their own sects, and in the place of a “ federation ’* 
of religions, there came about in India a constant series of wars 
among religions. W hat has been revived in India during the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries (which is the theme of the book 
under review) is this partial outlook on man’s relation to the 
universe. Thus Ram Mohun Roy denounced everything except 
the U.panisads in Hindu,religious literature. Dayananda Saraswati 
denounced everything except the Samhitds. Both of them con
demned idol worship, which has been the most important asfoect of 
religious life in India. In the Ramakrishna Movement, the« 
Satimydsa aspect is over emphasized and even ordinarycmen are 
drawn into its fold as “ Sam nyasins,” though such people may «ot
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have been admitted into the “ Order/' There is*á strong Advaita  
bias also, and Swami ^Vivekananda was an out and out Advaitin  
who regarded the other forms as inferior phases of religious 
experience. The Prarthaná Samáj interested itself more in social 
reform— education of girls, prevention of early marriages for 
girls, widow remarriage etc. Aurobindo has retired into As'rspn 
and there is little of what may be called a movement towards 
revival, around him. Rabindranath Tagore is a poet and 
Gandhi is playing his part in the political fiel f̂. Prof. Radha- 
krishnan is emphasizing the value of religidus experience in 
man’s organized life. Thus none of these movements have 
ever attempted what the movement associated with* the name 
of Vedavyasa has attempted, namely, the improvement of man’s 
life as a whole, to recognize complexity as an integral fa’ctor in 
this world and to emphasize the unity of the parts in this com 
plexity. Man must live; man must do his duty in life. The future 
comes naturally as a result of the life that man leads in the present; 
the Paths are many, though the goal is the same ; and this goal 

•is for all. The Purelyic movement fought against the antithesis 
between Spirit and Matter and taught the harmony and unity of 
the universe divided up into Spirit and Matter. The Puránic 
movement took into consideration the whole of man’s life and 
recognized the needs of man according to his varied aptitudes and 
tendencies. Thus the votaries of S'aStraic intellectualism per
formed the Vedic Yagas and worshipped idols in the temples and 
they saw no contradiction among these various forms of religious 
practices. Compared to this great revival of Hinduism, there is 
nothing that deserves thd title of renaissance movement in Hinduism  
in modern times. Cutting and chisseling, remodeling, selection 
and filtering— these are the processes .that one finds in modern 
times. Each movement tries to take up a small portion of what 
was í/ed ic  ^civilization and calls it the essence of Hinduism, and 
discards the others apd even condemns the others.

lti is only in dealing with the Theosophical movement that 
Ike author has been able to present a picture of a wide movement
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that comprehended the various phases of man's life. From the 
various quotations given from the utterances of Annie Besant, one 
gets* an impression that in this movement, there has been an 
attempt to take Hinduism as a whole and to revive this whole. 
There is the aspect of adjusting the parts to the requirements of 
modern times ; but there was no attempt to discriminate between 
one phase and another and to condemn or discard any phase. The 
whole energy of the leaders of the Theosophical movement had been 
directed tQ brink up the whole of Hinduism (whicn comprehended the 
entire religion or India including Buddhism and Jainism) to the 
modern times instead of demolishing the edifice and exhibiting the 
broken parts as curiosities from an ancient period in a public 
museum.

ft would be unfair to the author if a reviewer starts criticizing 
any special statement or any particular aspect of the presentation 
of the theme. The author has a right to hold his own opinions and 
the reviewer may only differ from him. But there is no question of 
either being in the wrong for differing from the other. Statements 
like “ H is position as a world-poet is now universally recognized V 
(p. 341) and “ the greatest since Kalidasa ” along with a statement 
like “ has not given us any work which we can place by the side of 
the Divine Comedy or Paradise Lost " may puzzle some (among 
whom the present reviewer is one). The implication that after 
Kalidasa nothing has been written in India that can compare with 
the Divine Comedy and the Pqradisc Lost may not disturb the 
peace of mind of a Professor of English Literature ; but people 
who have spent their whole life in the study of Indian literatures 
have a right to hold different views.

To bring about a compromise between the conflicting positions 
of Keeab Chandra Sen’s views on social reform and his religious 
beliefs on one side and the marriage of his daughter (under age) 
with the Prince of Cooch Behar and the need to* conduct the 
marriage according to Hindu rites, the doctrine of divine inspiration 
(Ade$>a\ had to  be imported (p. lOf). Swami Vivekanand^used to 

^encourage his followers and the inmates of his As'ram in their faith
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regarding their Master being an incarnation (p. 2 9 b ); but the same
Swamiji mocked at the religious beliefs of other Movements as
recorded in the following : “ Swami, have you ever seen an»ele-
mental ? ” ; “ Oh yes, we have them in India for breakfast.”
Further it is reported in the book that he considered Theosophy
with its Masters and occultism and mysticism, a danger to India
(p. 295)* The author himself speaks of “ the Theosophical Society
with its Tibetan Masters, its occult phenomena, and its esoteric
teaching,” (p. 294) in a tone which does not refUfct an attitude of
tolerance towards other forms of religious beliefs ; and yet tfye author
speaks with approval and even with great veneration about the
occult experiences of other religious Teachers. If ong were keen
on "finding dark spots, one can find therrt even on the purest of
surfaces. One of the heroes of the present day renaissance is
described in the book as living just like the ordinary peasant in a
simple cottage, wearing just a loin cloth and travelling third class.
But a cynic may as well ask, “ Does a peasant get his third class
compartment vacated when he wants to travel ? Does he get a

•special carriage or a special train even, occasionally for his official
tours ? Does the train halt on wayside stations to enable him to
entrain or detrain? Does he get the luxury of palatial*buildings of
millioners in cities and luxurious cars ? ”

The description of the Vedic religion and its Puranic revival
given above is from the point of view of tlie reviewer. The author’s
views on the matter are different. The author seems to hold that
Hinduism is a religion into which people could be admitted or from
which people can desert, that steps should be taken to bring more
members into this religious organization and to stop the migration • •
from its fold. H e also gives an impression that religion carries 
with it some conflict of interest with the affairs of the world and 
that the As'ratna life is the proper religious life for all. In the 
matter # of Jdol worship, the author is a little apologetic. The re
viewer sees no reason why one should compromise on the matter. 
H in d is worshipped the*Idol# in a temple as the Dfeity. The idol 
has sentience, the idol gives boons, the idol protects. In the matter
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of temple entry for those who were not given admission to Hindu 
temples, real Hinduism prescribed the building of new temples for 
those who want to worship God in a particular way, instead of 
disturbing the practices obtaining in existing institutions. There 
is nothing called a Hindu temple. The Hindus had temples and 
any Hindu can have a temple. Such temples are for those who 
institute it and conduct the affairs of the temple. The last chapter 
in the book raises many problems regarding the future of Hinduism  
and their solutions. They require careful consideration. But a sa  
preliminary" step, one may recommend that more encouragement be 
given to a deep study of ancient Indian civilization and that the 
help of those who have studied anicient Indian civilization in the 
light of modern conditions be requisitioned in such matters.

The author’s outlook is different from that of others. The 
subject dealt with in the book is something that provides much 
scope for great differences of opinion. An absolutely impartial 
presentation of the complicated problems in the book is beyond the 
capacity of any author. The author’s personality is sure to appear 
in the book. Considering the difficulties that face an author having 
to deal with such a subject, it must be admitted that the per- 
formance gives credit to the author. There is a bias; but that is 
only the personality of the author. Nowhere is there an attempt 
to distort facts : there is no malice evinced, in dealing with the 
subject, against any person or against any event connected with 
a person.

E ditor

Studies itt the Rcvnaycttnt by Sainskrta-Sahiti-Vallabha, 
Sarasvata-Sarajna T. Sundarachariar, B.A., B .L ., published by 
P. Varadachary and Co., Madras, 1945. Price Rs. 2/8.

Mr. Sundarachariar is one of the few persons who havejtaken 
a delight in studying Sanskrit and in trying to understand and 
appreciate the literary values of the language. There is a «general 
'fiotion among the so-called educated people that the world has
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changed in recent times and that what is inherited from ancient 
times is not of any value to the modern world. But, as a matter 
of fact, the world does not change. Man and his problems regain  
essentially the same. There may be growth ; there may be expan
sion ; but there is never a complete break up and a new ‘start in the 
evolution of man. Thus the author, who has acquired the highest 
form of education which the present day arrangements provide, 
finds that the Ram ay ay a written more than two milleniums ago is 
still as fresh as when it was written and will continue to inspire 
the future humanity with its freshness and vitality. The author 
gave a few expositions of the great Epic before a cultured audience 
at Kumbakonam last year ; his spoke then in Tamil: Now the
lectures are presented in English so that a wader audience could 
read and understand them, than if the lectures were published in 
Tamil. The present instalment contains only his interpretation of 
the Rdlakatjda. It contains two parts, the first part dealing with 
the main problems and the second containing notes on certain points 
raised in the first part. The first part is divided into three sections 

.dealing respectively wdth the genesis of the Ramdyana , the theme 
of divine incarnation and the Balakdnda . Thus the first two sec
tions of the first part are introductory. The Rtimayana appeals to 
different persons for different reasons and in different degrees. The 
source of the Ram ay ana theme, the date of the composition of the 
Epic, the original form of the Epic ánd the evolution and later 
accretions are some of the problems that interest a historian. The 
Epic itself, its artistic beauties, its ethical values, its influence on 
man’s life and such problems appeal to other persons. The author 
definitely belongs to ttfe second class. The story of Rama does 
not find any reflection in earlier Sanskrit literature, as does the 
story of SYi Krsna and the Pandavas, Some stories about S'ri 
KrSna like the suppression of Káliya and the lifting of the 
Gov^rdhapfi can be directly traced to some of the stories in the 
Rgveda. But no such immediate relation is found between the 
Ramdbyaya and the Vedic literature. Those wiio explain all 
mythologies on astronomical basis may find in the story the ann&H
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phenomenon of t'ne Sun going to the south, losing his lustre and 
then regaining the lost lustre and returning to his northern abode. 
Others see in it the harvest phenomenon and still others the 
historical fact of the Aryan colonization of South India. Still 
others may find in the outline of the delineation of Rama’s 
character an antithesis of the character of Buddha, who gave up 
his kingdom, discarded his family and renounced his claim to the 
throne, while Rama fought for the recovery of his consort stolen 
by the Rajcsasa^md, returning to his kingdom along with her, was 
crowned and ruled over the country. The problem of the author 
ship of the Epic is another puzzle. According to the Rantoyaija 
itself, it is the first secular poem and the v er se :

■ qfggi m :  l
q f iw fe H  ||

is the first verse composed by a man. Before that there had been 
only the Vedic poetry that had manifested irself to the supernormal 
visions of R s is ; no man had composed a metrical passage. But 
the Ramayaya itself presupposes earlier metrical passages of a 
secular character. Then what is the relation of Valmiki to the 
Epic ? Valmiki is a contemporary of Rama and, strictly interpreted, 
the Epic is contemporaneous with the hero and the theme. There 
are many “ critical scholars” who take the hero of the Epic 
originally depicted as a man and by the tampering of later hands 
converted into a divine incarnation. It is to this last problem 
that the author has applied himself with enthusiasm and rightly 
so. The entire value of the Epic as a *great poetn depends on 
this point and the author rightly devotes the whole of the second 
section for this topic. On this point one has to note ihe following. 
If Ravaija had received a boon from the Divine that he would not 
be killed by any being other than a man and if Ravaija \yas satisfied 
with this limitation because of his contempt for man as an insigni
ficant being, the situation demands that God himself should appear 
tft this world as that small man and vanquish the same mighty
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Havana. The value of Tapas for a true poet, the need for a formal 
initiation even in the prt of poetry, the relation of the teacher and 
the disciple, the nature of a truly great poem, these topics are-ably 
dealt with in the first section under three headings. The third sec
tion is a running comment on the various events in the Balakanda. 
In this running comment he deals with the problem of the relation 
of good and evil, of virtue and vice, in this world. If Rama, the 
hero, is the incarnation of God as the son of the virtuous king 
Das'aratha, we must understand that Ravana is thfi son of the great 
sage Vis'ravas. H is brother happens to be .one of the greatest 
devotees of God, namely, Vibhisana. If Tataka happens to be a 
Raksasi, it was only an accident that made her such.* Ravana, 
again, was a great devotee of S'iva ; he had studied the Vedas and 
observed Vedic rites. Ravana, according to Hindu mythology, was 
formerly Java, one of the guards of Mahavisnu. Here too it is an 
accident, in which he is little to blame, that made him a Raksasa. 
Man’s real purity, the accidental occasions that bring about evil in 
his being and divine intervention to remove such evil from him— 
this is a great teaching of Hindu Epics which may have a great 
value to man in modern times, when nations consider themselves as 
God’s chosen and nations condemn others as incorrigibly wicked 
and fit only to be wiped out of the face of the earth. The 
brotherhood of man, ^nan’s innate good nature, the common 
destiny of all individuals — these are some of the great and noble 
doctrines which our ancient Teachers tried to convey to us in such 
Epics. I had to draw attention to this aspect because the author 
has himself said, and Sir S. 'Varadachari in his Foreword has 
drawn special attentiojn to the statement, that the Tamasic type 
represented by Tataka admits o? no salvation and that it has 
to be slain by thfe Lord. I can accept this term “ slain.” only 
if it means that the Lord removes from the individual that is 
c la ss$ e$  uider the Tamasic type, the stain that is brought about 
in the individual through some accident in which the individual 
himsel# has little responsibility. One may wond$P whether, in 
such events as the conversion of Tataka, Jaya and Vijaya (wh&*

6
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later became Hiranyaksa and Hirapyakas'ipu and still later Ravaija 
and Kumbhakarna), into Raksasa nature, the change of Ahalya 
inta a rock and the sufferings of S'akuntala through the curse of 
some sages, there is not some reflection on the want of proper 
understanding of human affairs in these sages who are supposed 
to have renounced the world, and also on the divine intervention 
for correcting the mistake of these sages. In none of such events 
do we see any sort of wrong committed by the victims themselves 
that merit such  ̂ punishments. Thus the sufferings of humanity 
are the results of the indiscretion of those on the top rather than 
through any sin of those who actually suffer. This is an aspect 
of moral problem in the world that needs scrutiny, with reference 
to Hindu Epics. Do' we not see in such events the errings of 
those \vho have risen so high in the spiritual plane as to lose sight of 
the world and the real needs of the world, and consequent suffer
ings of those who never deserved such suffering ?

The author has raised many problems and he has suggested 
solutions also. The work is really inspiring. Deep understanding 
combined with a capacity for clear exposition and fascinating 
treatment makes the reading of the book both a pleasure and an 
education. ‘ W e await the succeeding volumes dealing with the 
remaining Books of the great Epic.

E ditor

Dhvanyaloka with Locana <Uid Kaunmdi, edited with a gloss 
called Upalocana by the late Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. S. Kuppu- 
swann Sastriyar; Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras, 
1944. Price Rs. 8. * •

This edition contains the first of the four Vdyed as into which 
the Dhvanyalokci of Anandavardhana is divided. Abhinavagupta 
has written a commentary on the whole of Dhvanyaloka, which is 
published in the Kavyamala series. There are few commentaries 
available for*the Dhvanyaloka, the commentary called Locynia by 

^Abhinavagupta being the only one extent. On this Locana aliip,
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there are not many commentaries. The KautnUdl by Udaya is 
available only for the first Udyotal And that portion is now, for 
the first time, included in this edition.

In the field of Alankara Sastra, it is the Kâvyaprakâs’a 
that has taken the position of being the standard work, on 
which scholars wrote commentaries. The Slokavartika and the 
Vartikas for the subsequent portions by Kumàrila on the 
Mimüiiisa, the Kasnkii on Vyakarana and later the Siddhanta- 
kaunmdl, the Bh'dmati on Advaita , and the Tattvaçintdnianim
on Nydya  are the works in various branches, on which scholars 
wrote elaborate commentaries in later times. Although one 
would have expected the same place given to the Dhvahyaloka in 
Alankaray it is really Kcivyaprakds'a thift has taken the place. 
As such any information on this great classic is welcome to 
students of Sanskrit literature and even this incomplete portion of 
the commentary called Kaumudi is a great asset. A correct edition 
of Abhinavagupta’s Locatia also was a greatly felt need among 
students of Sanskrit and for the first Udyota, the need has been 
satisfied by this edition.

Little is known of the author of the Kaumudiy which has been 
printed in this edition for the first time. Some information has 
been given about him in the Introduction to the edition of his other 
work, the Mayurasandes'a in the Poona Oriental Series. Professor 
Kuppuswami Sastri who edited the Kdtimudï would have added 
his Introduction. But his sudden demise deprived the world of 
what he would have said on the point. All that can be said is that 
the name of the author is Udaya or Uttungodaya (the latter is the 
name printed in this edition), as is suggested in the two verses that 
appear in the commentary :

3lïj$ifèraT

sftfà çsig smai ||
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in the beginning and

SefHpquiir qat
5 q R ? iiw i^ C i^ ^ iiq i qyiqqi qlriir |

' ¿ W 3^« iT * ig«nw  
^ gsrifas  fq i^ c ira  aiwn *1 3 : n

in the end.
Even here there is no direct mention of the name of the author. 

The name is to be inferred. From the element k^amabhrtah in 
the name, vve may infer that he was a king. W hether the author 
meant the term uttuhgat as a part of this suggested name or not, 
we have no clue to decide. H e mentions his other work called 
Maynraduta on p. 201. He cites many other verses as his own 
(pp. 68, 202, 227, 234, 261). But none of them have been traced 
to any source. If the author is the same as the hero in the 
Mayurasandes'a, then that hero is found to be a member of the 
family of this reviewer, with the hereditary Title of S'rikantha. 
This is all that can be said now about the author. The date can 
be decided through the mention of Uddatjda, famous in Malabar, 
as a living poet in the Sandes'a : but the date of Uddapda itself 
is not finally settled. The available evidences support a hypothesis 
that the date may be round about 1400 A.u. Nothing more can be 
said at present.

The Kaumudi is a very scholarly exposition of the 
Dhvanydloka along with the Locana, There are many places 
where the exact meaning of the text of the Dhvanydloka is not 
quite clear. Prof. Kuppuswami Sastri* has given his gloss to 
elucidate certain points here. H is is not a ‘continuous and running 
commentary. It is only an occasional gloss. Thus the opening 
passage in the Dhvanydloka must be rendered into English as : 
W hat has been from generation to generation known amon^ wise 
men as Dhvani, which is the life of a poem, of that some people 
assert non-existence. But Abhinavagupta says that the passage 

l$ u s t  be construed to mean that wise men had been sptakigg
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about Dhvani being the life of poetry from gen^fation to genera
tion. According to the first interpretation what is ascribed to 
wise men is only the term Dhvani and not that this Dhvani is 
the life of poetry. According to the second interpretation, the 
wise men of old recognized Dhvani as the life of poetry. The 
Upalocana justifies this interpretation of Abbinavagupta. Further, 
there is much difficulty in construing the passage of Anandavar- 
dhana where he says that the sorrow of one of the Kraunca pair 
manifested as poetry. In the Ramayana it is the male# bird that 
is killed and the sorrow is in the femable bird. As fhe passage 
stands, Anandavardhana seems to say that the female bird was 
killed and the sorrow of the male bird manifested as poetry. The 
Upalocana gives an interpretation by whrch the passage agrees 
with the Ramayana wording. I give only two specimens. *

The theory of beauty in poetry as expounded in this DhvanyU- 
loka is something for which there has not been even a distant 
approach among literary critics in any language, including modern 
literatures. It is unique in the literatures of the world. What 
Sankara has done for Indian philosophy, Anandavardhana has 
done for Indian poetry. But the latter has not yet been under
stood and appreciated. This edition is only the first* step in a 
journey that has to be very loog. The goal is not less fascinating 
than where Sankara’s philosophy leads us. W e await subsequent 
instalments, though Kaumudi may not be#available.

E d i t o r

The Journal of the Travancore University Oriental Manus
cripts Library\ Triyandnwi Vol. I, No. 1. April, 1945. Annual 
subscription, Rs. 4. * •

The manuscripts Library in Trivandrum is one of the richest 
collections in the world, both in regard to the number of manuscripts 
available ayd the value of the works, being rare and not seen 
elsewhere. The Trivandrum Sanskrit Series has earned for itself a 
reputation unsurpassed by any other serial publications in Sanskrit 
literature. The Library and its publication activities-were direct^?
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under the Government till recent years, until the University of 
Travancore was inaugurated; and when the University started 
functioning, the Library and its publications were transferred to 
the University, a step which some other Governments may imitate. 
It is a very wise step which the University has taken in starting a 
Quarterly Journal for the publication of smaller works serially 
through it. The present volume, which is the first, contains Sri  
Padmanabha Sataka  of S'ri Svati Maharaja of Travancore who 
ruled over the country about a century ago and who was a profound 
scholar, poet and musician. This work in ten Dasuzkas appears 
completely. The next work is Kamapanivada’s Mukundas'ataka 
with a very elaborate and scholarly commentary. It is in ten 
Dasuzkas and only thfe first Da&aka appears here ; the first verse 
of the second is started. The Matsyavatiira Prahandhci (in the 
form of a Champa)% which is a very short poem and attributed to 
Narayarja Bhatta, is the third work and is completed. The 
Srngarasudhakara Bhana of As'vati Prince of Travancore, who 
lived a century and a half ago is completed as the fourth con
tribution and Godavarmayas'obJiusdna oi Arutjagiri Kavi is the 
last. This is an Alahkdra work where the illustrative verses are in 
honour of Godavarma, a king of Biinbili in Kerala, which is now a 
part of the Travancore State. W e welcome this new addition to 
the journals that cater for the Oriental scholars. This will be a 
very useful complement to the Serial publication. A short pre
fatory note about the authors and works would have been a very 
useful feature. W e will also suggest that brief notices of important 
manuscripts in the Library, whose publication cannot be immedi
ately taken up, will be a very valuable adjunct to these publica
tions, as a continuous and integral part of the Journal, instead of 
confining it to mere publication of texts. W e take the liberty to 
note that there is some scope for improving the printing and get 
up of the Journal and also of the whole series published fey the 
Library W e are sure that as soon as the present abnormal times 
are got over, some steps will be taken in this direction. #

Editor
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Telugu Literature (Andhra Literature) by Prof. P. T .R a ju , 
M.A., Ph.D ., Sastri, of {he Andhra University. The P .E .N . Books, 
India Literatures. The International Book House, Bombay, 1*944.

The Indian literatures are not known to the outside world in 
the way in which they deserve to be known. As a matter of fact 
even in India, the literatures are not known sufficiently well to the 
ordinary educated person. The Indian centre of the P .E .N . is 
doing a great service not only to India but also to the whole 
cultured humanity by undertaking the publication of a series of 
studies on the various Indian literatures. ' Sixteen volumes have 
been planned and four of them (including the present one) have' 
already been published. In spite of war conditions, the publication 
has not suffered thereby, in the matter of \he printing and get up. 
The book is of a very moderate size, and as such it is within the 
reach of the student of average means ; but having regard to its 
beautiful appearance, it does not look cheap, and even a fastidious 
person can keep it with him without blushing. There is a short 
Foreword by the general editor, Sreemathi Sophia Wadia and an 
introduction by Sir C. R. Reddi, the Yice-Chanceller of the Andhra 
University, who is known to be one of the best Telugu scholars 
of the modern times. The author himself adds a Foreword and 
then the book starts after these preliminary portions covering 
twenty four pages. The main body of the book is divided into 
three parts according to the general pfan of the series, the first 
part containing an account of .the ancient period in the literature 
and the second part being devoted to an account of the modern 
period. The third part contains an Anthology from the literature. 
The first part contains five chapters devoted respectively to the 
beginnings, the Mahabharata Poets, the Ramayana Poets, the 
Prabandha poets and the Satakas . From this, one gets «an idea 
that Telugu Literature is more or less only a rendering into Telugu 
lang^a^e erf Sanskrit works. Even in the chapter dealing with 
the beginnings of the Telugu Literature one fails to find anything 
that <f&n be called real Telugu Literature dealing with Telugu  
Uiemes. It deals more with the Andhras and the Telugu L anguage
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Both as a nation and as a language, the author seems to entertain 
what may be called a pro-Aryan bias, regarding their beginnings. 
In the chapter dealing with the Prabandhas, the author definitely 
says that the themes are taken from Sanskritic sources but in 
treatment they are genuinely Telugu. But in a literature, if it 
deserves that name, there must be some really original theme 
found in the country itself for the poets to present in the form of 
art; they-should not depend entirely on a foreign source, however 
local the * treatment of the foreign themes may be in the hands of 
eminent poets. There must^be folk-songs; there must be other 
forms of secular poetry like songs about national heroes and 
heroines, about kings and warriors who have made a mark in the 
development of the nation. There must be poems dealing with 
the temples, towns, rivers and mountains of the country. There 
must be fables of a purely local origin. Thus it is not merely in 
dealing with the origins of the Telugu nation and the Telugu 
literature that the author shows his pro-Aryan bias. It is seen in 
his treatment of the literature also. It is rather surprising that 
Sir C. R. Reddi too has not helped the readers in the matter by at 
least drawing attention to this fact. One also notices a slight 
want of proportion in the book. There are discussions on certain^ 
points which could well have been avoided in a short survey of the 
literature in such a small compass and more could have been 
added by way giving a rapid survey of the poems and poets in 
Telugu. If the space had been taken up for giving a mere list of 
authors and works with a two or three line comment, it would have 
added considerably to the value of the book. This is not saying 
anything desparaging to the book. It is pnly an expression of a 
different point of view.

In* the second part there is a survey of modern Telugu L iter
ature. In all the modern Indian literatures a great change has 
taken place in the nineteenth century on account of the irpp&ct of 
European literatures and European thoughts. The days of big 
subjects and %rand poetry have practically vanished and tHe days 
8T common-place subjects of a topical interest and of shorter
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poems have set in, in all Indian literatures. In a grand Epic, we 
see only the great theme; in a classical drama we see only the 
characters. We do not see the personality of the poet or o^the 
dramatist. But in modern times we do not see either the poetry 
or the theme ; we see more the poet in the poems. The poet is 
the theme and few poets can write on anything but himself. The 
author of the book under review calls this new spirit of poetry by 
the term Bhávakavitva. I hope that I have correctly interpreted 
the writer ; at least that is the opinion of the reviewer^about the 
point. Prose dramas with little of literary value and with no 
permanent interest, novels (with detective and historical themes), 
essays on various subjects of present day interest, works on 
scientific subjects—these are some of the» phenomena that have 
newly appeared in modern literatures and all these topics aré dealt 
with in the second part. Even here, we see more a general 
discussion of the subjects and rather too little of the actual facts 
of literature, in the book. One gets the impression, after leading 
the book, of a philosopher’s musings, rather than of a literary 
man’s presentation of facts. The third part is a very interesting 
anthology. Here one can expect only illustrations from literature 
of points raised in the body of the book, and to this extent the 
anthology is sufficiently comprehensive and varied. But here at 
least, the reader has a right, to expect some specimens of poems 
that could not be dealt with in the body of the book. The author’s 
dictum that between the poetry of the provincial language and that 
of Sanskrit the only difference must be that of language but not of 
theme and spirit (p. i in his Foreword) has been carried a little too 
far. One feels that one? is missing a good share of what may be 
called Telugu poetry, 'which meatos not merely poetry in Telugu 
language, but poetry on Telugu subjects.^

We have drawn attention to certain points where there is some 
'scope^ for addition in the presentation of facts. But so far as the 
facts presented are concerned, we have nothing but praise and 
appreciation. We do not also be little the difficulties*that lie in the 
w¡l\ qt a person who has to present a great subject in a sho>;
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compass. It is easy to present a small subject in a big book. But 
it is only a genius that can bring together into a single volume, 
brevity, comprehensivness, clarity, accuracy and last, but not least, 
charm. As far as the book goes, it is a great success.

There are no books from which one can get any idea of the 
rich literature that is available in the various Indian languages. 
There is no demand. The students who undergo education in the 
various Indian Universities receive their literary training in the 
English language. They read Indian literature only as an inevi 
table element in the curiculam. Provision for the proper teaching 
of Indian literatures, the number of persons who have really under 
stood the literary values of works available in Indian literatures 
and who have the trailing and aptitude to appreciate the beauties 
of Indian literatures, the number of students who take an interest 
in their own literatures in all such matters the position in India 
is something of which leaders must he ashamed. It may he an 
unpleasant remark to make that even in the University where Sir
C. R. Reddi, one of the most famous among modern Telugu men ot 
letters, is the Vice-Chancellor, the position of Telugu language and 
literature is far below what the language and literature of a European 
or any other modern country occupies in a University of that 
country. Our ancients have given a great wealth. If we cannot 
and will not protect and improv e it who else can and who else will ; 
The series undertaken by the Indian centre of the International 
organization of P. E. N. has started in the right direction on a 
pilgrimage on which it is the Universities in India that should have 
taken the leading part. The publishers and the author deserve 
not merely hearty congratulations on tVie excellent work; they 
deserve the gratitude of all thos£ who have any real feeling of Indian 
nationalism and true patriotism.

E ditor

Printed and Published by C Subbarayudu^at the Vasanta Press. Adyar ¿Madras 
P. 1. C No K5—18-9-45—250 Copies.
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D r . GEORGE S. ARUNDALE
(Born on 1st December, 1878)

President of the Theosophical Society 
2L6-I934—f 1-8-1945

passed away early on Sunday the 12th instant ( 12-45* a.m.) 
at the Headquarters of The Theosophical Society, Adyar.

The members of the Adyar Library place on record 
their pense of deep sorrow And profound loss. •



GLIMPSES OF GEORGE S. ARUNDALE

By J. L. D avidge

D r . G eorge  Sydney  Ar u n d a l e , a great and gifted friend 
of humanity, was nearing 67 when he passed away on August
12. ‘He was a man of many parts, all synthesized in a great
ness which is characteristic of those well advanced along the 
Path of Holiness. Great in Theosophy, in statecraft, in 
education, in administration, in the mysteries of religion, he 
would call himself a “ Jack-of-all-trades,” but that was only an 
unpretentious way of summing up many capacities in the arts 
and sciences embraced in the three objects of The Theosophi- 
cal Society which conjure a full picture of individual and 
cosmic evolution. His magnum opus, The Lotus Fire, evinces 
a depth of understanding of cosmic processes which is sufficient 
to place him in the ranks of true occultists.

George S. Arundale was* born 1st December 1878 in 
Surrey, England, son of a congregational clergyman, John 
Kay, but took his mother’s name Arundale, which has affilia
tions with two distinguished families of British painters. 
Through his family connections he became at 21* a member of 
the Worshipful Company of Pewterers and by virtue of that 
membership a Freeman of the City of London.

Educated privately in Italy and Germany, he entered 
St. John’s College, Cambridge, f895, graduating with hqnours
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in moral science 1898, and with honours inMaw 1899. He 
showed an early sympathy for Indians by taking part in the 
Indian Majlis at Cambridge. Then he spent some time in 
research on the French Revolution at the Archives Nationales, 
Paris, and in 1901 became a Fellow of the Royal Historical 
Society, London.

EDUCATIONIST
In 1903 at Dr. Besant’s invitation he came id India as 

Professor of English Literature at the Central Hindu College, 
Benares—a great national institution to which pupils came 
from all parts of India ; the members of the staff were devoted 
patriots, and most of them gave their wholetime services for 
a minimum allowance. The ideals of the College were to give 
Indian "youth a sound intellectual education, but adding Hindu 
religious instruction and encouraging a fervent practical love 
for the Motherland. Many of Dr. Arundale’s old students now 
•occupy high places in the public life of India and they in
variably assembled to greet him in the great cities on every tour 
he made of North India.

He was elected a Fellow of the University of Allahabad 
to which the C.H.C. wg.s affiliated, and became an examiner 
both to the University and to the Government. In 1909 he 
became Principal of the Collège, but in 1913 resigned to take 
up wider educational activity, and visited Europe. The Central 
Hindu College shortly» afterwards became the nucleus of the 
Benares Hindu University. »

In 1915 *Mr. Arundale joined the British Red Cross, Lpndon, 
and became commandant for some timè of the Endsleigh Palace 
Hospital for officers. He also served a short term as General 
Secretary of The Theosophical Society in England and was an 
inspiring and vivifying force in the English Section.
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Returning 'to India, he threw himself into Dr. Besant's 
educational and political work, and became organizing secre
tary of the All-India Home Rule League, which started the 
campaign for India’s freedom. In 1917 he was interned with 
her for political activities, but after three months the pressure 
of public opinion brought about their release. For several 
years he worked for the Society for the Promotion of National 
Education (S.P.N.E.), organized by Dr. Besant, travelling up 
and dowh* the country, establishing schools and stimulating 
education everywhere.

In 1918 the National University was inaugurated at 
Madras, with Rabindranath Tagore, the poet, as Chancellor, 
Dr. Besant Vice-Chancellor, and Mr. Arundale Registrar, with 
special charge of the teachers’ training college attached to the 
University. Six years later the University conferred on him 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters in recognition of his 
long service to education in India, Tagore signing his diploma. 
The University has since ceased to exist.

In 1922 Mr. Arundale accepted the post of Commissioner 
of Education under the Government of Indore, retaining it for 
a year and becoming Educational Adviser on leaving the ser
vice. In 1924 he was appointed by the Government of Madras 
a member of the Training of Teachers Committee appointed 
to reorganize the training and Revise the curriculum. He also 
reported on the educational system in Kashmir. His interest 
in education never flagged. In speeches, books and journals 
he consistently advocated Indian education for India based on 
her age-old traditions find not on foreign conceptions. The 
Besant Theosophical SChool, Adyar, is a fine example of his 
educational principles in practice. It incorporates the Aiantes-
sori method. He it was who invited Dr. Montessori to India * # 
jtnd encouraged her work heffe, frequently criticizing the
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Governments of India for their neglect of this “ great fore
runner of the new education throughout the world.”

In 1924-25 Dr. Arundale made an educational tour through 
Europe, studying educational, political and social conditions 
and lecturing. He was active in New Era education and two 
schools in England have been named after him.

A GREAT TRAVELLER
Going wherever his superiors needed his services*, in 1926 

he visited Australia for the first time and" accepted office as 
General Secretary of the Australian Section of The Theosophi- 
cal Society. With great energy he threw himself into various 
progressive activities, publishing Advance Australia ! and'other 
journals and helping to found the Theosophical Broadcasting 
Station, 2GB, of which he was chairman of directors, and 
which he used to spread Theosophy to many thousands of 
Australian people.
• In 1929 on a later visit to Australia he inspired a move
ment called the Who’s for Australia League, which reawak
ened a spirit of patriotism and civic service throughout the 
Commonwealth. It is not too much to say that with the aid of 
its weekly organ—Who’s for Australia ?—and the more than 
generous support of 2GB this movement, numbering 10,000 
members, developed into a United Australia campaign which 
helped to change the outlook of the Australian people. Dr. 
Arundale wis an ardent believer in the great future opening 
up before Australia and New Zealand and called them Lands 
of the Greater Hope.

He had great faith also in the fifture of the British Com- 
-morwvoalth and in the priceless service it lies in the power of 
a truly great Commonwealth, with a free Indi§ playing her 
full $hare, to render to the ftorld, He envisaged India as a*p
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integral part o f an Indo*British Commonwealth which should 
be the model for a World Commonwealth. And to this end 
he worked incessantly for forty years, on the platform and in 
the press, including his own weekly journal Conscience for the 
last six years, and for the same period as President of the New 
India League, a nucleus of patriotic activity in the service of 
the Motherland. He was proud to acknowledge India as his 
own spiritual Motherland.

Dr. Arundale was a great traveller and from 1931 to 1934 
made yearly visits to Europe and America. In the United 
States he would cover 10,000 miles in one tour, lecturing in 
the principal cities cn “ America : Her Power and Purpose 99 
and expressing a vision of her potential greatness. To what
ever country he went, he sounded its keynote and roused a 
special group of people to a higher conception of citizenship.

WORK FOR THEOSOPHY
Dr. Arundale’s main preoccupation has always been of 

course Theosophy. He had the good fortune to know inti
mately most of the Society’s leaders, including the Founders,
H.P. Blavatsky and H.S. Olcott, in his youth. His meeting with 
Dr. Besant at a great meeting in the Queen’s Hall, London, 
in 1900 put the seal on the relation of guru and chela, and from 
that day until she passed away he worked with her in intimate 
association for over thirty years. He joined the Society in 
1895, served as General Secretary of the English, Indian and 
Australian Sections and as & member of the General Council, 
and succeeded Dr. Besant as President in 1934, being elected 
by the world-wide membership by an overwhelming majority.

He at once published a Seven Year Plan for tfte improve
ment of Adyar and the strengthening of the international 
society as a 'whole. Almost every year in his dynamic \\ay he
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initiated a new impulse—a campaign for understanding, for 
justice, for Straight Theosophy, and in 1944 for the Theosophy 
of the Heart, concentrating all The Society’s forces of gom- 
passion on the healing of stricken people. As recently as June 
21st 1945, on entering his twelfth year as President,‘he affirm
ed his intention, whether President or not, to be an ardent' 
worker for the Theosophy of the Heart, affirming that ** the 
war is revealing a new Theosophy, the Theosophy of intimate 
Brotherhood of living creatures.”

The World Rehabilitation Fund and the War Distress 
Relief Fund, which he started in 1944 for helping devastated 
National Societies and individual members, are now organizing 
relief through The Theosophical Society in Europe, asd he 
was looking forward to a Round Table Conference for consoli
dating these Sections as the spiritual nexus of a United States 
of Europe on the political plane. He had visited every country 
in Europe, except perhaps Russia, and he had a tremendous 
•admiration for Poland, which was recently granted The Theo
sophical Society’s Certificate of Honour.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES
During six years of war much of his effort was concentrat

ed on the victory of the Forces of Light. Dr. Arundale 
delivered many eloquent war addresses throughout India; some 
were published in pamphlet form and some reprinted by 
Government: As a means of eliminating war he emphasized’
over and over againr the need *to eradicate cruelty in all its 
forms. Almost every year he and Rukmini Devi made, a tour 
of India, the President lecturing on frhe war or on Theosophy 
or adv<jcafcing Indian Education for India and Rukmini Devi 
stimulating the cultural renaissance through ancient Indian 
dances and handcrafts.
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Dr. Arundale in 1925 entered the Liberal Catholic Church 
—an offshoot of the Old Catholic Church—with valid orders 
and'-a Theosophical outlook ; it gave him great scope for linking 
the realities of the Christian faith with modern life ; he was 
consecrated a Bishop and represented this Church as Regionary 
Bishop in Australia and in India. Everywhere he worked for 
understanding and goodwill among the Religions, believing that 
all the splendours of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism 
and Zoroastrianism are roadways to God, and that all Faiths 
are consummated "in Theosophy.

Among his major activities were forty years’ association 
with the Scout movement which he helped Dr. Besant to found 
in 1916; he was for six years Chief Commissioner of the 
Hindustan Scout Association, Madras Presidency, and gave it 
both help and prestige, and he was Vice-President of the All- 
India Council. He also gave two years, 1924-26, as President 
of the Madras Labour Union, working in the office at Perambur 
and helping to better the condition of the workers.

In 1911 he helped Dr. Besant in founding the Order of the 
Star in the East, of which Krishnamurti became the head—in 
his opinion Krishnamurti is one of the greatest teachers the 
world has known, and he had deeply cherished memories of 
being with Krishnamurti during a portion of his earlier youth.

Dr. Arundale in 1920 married Rukmini Devi, now the 
head of Kalakshetra and leader of India’s cultural renaissance. 
The marriage aroused a storm of indignation in orthodox 
Hindu circles, and bitter persecution, but that storm was 
weathered. They travelled together on all subsequent tours* 

Dr. Arundale was alhard worker and a prolific writer. His 
publications include a dozen major works on TheOsophy* and 
education, bqgides scores of pamphlets, and political writing in 
ijfew India, Dr. Besant’s daily, *and in Conscience, his^own
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political weekly. His Theosophical plans were,unfolded in The 
Theosophist, the classic monthly now in its 67th volume, and in 
The Theosophical Worker, which he called the family journal. 
And he was intensely interested in the progress of the Adyar 
Library, in both Eastern and Western sections, and the recently 
acquired Swaminatha Aiyar Tamil section. He read widelyTO" 
keep abreast of world movements and relaxed into detective 
fiction—he had a fine library of crime stories and shared it with 
his colleagues.

So passes a great man, great by reason-of his communion 
with the great and insistence on greatness, his mountain vision, 
his love of truth, his inspired leadership^of a world movement 
for Brotherhood, his passionate devotion to India, his compas
sion for all God's creatures, and his deep-seated loyalty to his 
friends.



IDEALS OF EDUCATION 1

By G e o r g e  S. A r u n d a l e

T h e r e  are two gifts we could make, or help to make, to 
India which might to some extent militate against the karma 
of her share in the rejection of Dr. Besant’s gift of Freedom 
placed in her hands by India’s Guardians :

One is the gifttof a National Constitution, and the other 
is its twin, the gift of a National System of Education.

Each gift must be offered in two aspects—the ideal and 
the practicable, and each must be offered for nation-wide 
examination and such modification as may commend itself to 
the practical idealists in either field.

It must be clearly understood that a truly National 
Constitution cannot work save under the positive inspiration 
of National Education, while National Education imperatively 
needs a National Constitution for its due expression.

Neither a National Constitution nor National Education 
can be right unless each embodies national ideals in every 
stage and aspect of the national life.

S o m e  N o t e s .
<•

We must hitch our educational wagon to an Indian Star.
We must plan air ideal Indian education and then adapt 

it to the practicable.
1 Dr. Arundale made these notes on Education in January 1944 preparatory 

to a course of lectures in Madras. The orinciples hold good, but thé Ward ha 
, Scheme has undergone m o d if ic a t io n s L . Davidge
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But there can be no truly Indian education save as 
associated with a Swaraj Constitution.

The National Life must have embodiment in a National 
form, i.e., a Constitution.

But within such National Constitution must be working 
a system of National education designed to fit every citizen to 
become a conscious part of the Constitution in ever-increasing 
virility.

Hence, a National System of Education and .a’National 
Constitution are interdependent. Each is a valve of the National 
Heart.

The essence of the National Constitution is the power of 
the vote. *

The essence of National Education is the character that 
must direct the vote.

Therefore, each must subserve the other’s needs.
The two must be united in and animated by one Spirit— 

the age-old rhythm of India’s evolving life.
Whatever is manifest in India as inherent to her growth 

—her faiths, her industries, her occupations, her outlook— 
must be inherent in her Constitution and in her system of 
Education. . .

Nothing must be ignored in either which is an essential 
part of the daily life of the individual citizen.

The various units of self-government in the Constitution 
must be the various units in the National System of Education.

Side by side with village self-government must live 
village education. Side by side with .the Taluq, District and 
Municipal units of self-government ifiust live the appropriate 
Taluq, District, and Municipal units of National Education.

T£e Primary School must educate its village pupils for 
due cjtizenship of the village.*
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The Lower* Secondary School must educate its pupils for 
the larger citizenship of the Taluq.

•The Higher Secondary School must educate its pupils for 
the still larger citizenship of the District or Municipality.

Colleges and Universities must educate their pupils for 
unrestricted national citizenship.

The development of character must be the dominant con
sideration at every stage. Character matters more.

Voting qualifications must be determined both by educa
tional qualifications and by civic service, good citizenship.

Education for the sake of knowledge matters less than 
education for character and therefore for good citizenship.

The following are tentative essentials of a national system 
of education :

Primarily—A sense of Honour 
A sense of Truth 
A sense of Chivalry

To the education of these there must be—
The best possible physical health ;
Athletic efficiency, involving poise, dignity of bearing, 

grace of movement;
A religious spirit embodying the great principles of the 

faith to which the citizen belongs, including tolerance and 
understanding of other faiths.

A very definite measure of artistic appreciation combined 
with a measure of creative capacity. ‘

A civic spirit embodying active and practical reverence 
for national traditions,.achievements, ideals, and greatness in 
every department of the* national life.

Often such civic spirit will flower into leadership. •
Educatipn through the Mother Tongue, in the National 

Tongue (Hindustani), and in the'Classical Tongue.
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Education through the principles of the Montessori method.
Education through craftsmanship.
These will contribute to good character and to good 

citizenship—in the home, in the village, in the taluq, in the 
district, in the municipality, and in the nation.

B u t  t h e  A c i d  T e s t  o f  E f f e c t i v e  E d u c a t i o n  

i s  t h e  G o o d  T e a c h e r

Hence, training institutions will have to be vesy'carefully 
planned, for without teachers of high character and good citi
zenship there can be no true national education.

Unless the teachers be of good character they cannot edu
cate good citizenship. *

The teachers must be good leaders if they are to educate 
leadership in their pupils.

There is a ladder of leadership from the village to the 
nation.

* Therefore, on the one hand we must determine the nature 
of a real system of Indian education, on the other hand we 
must arrange for the necessary training of the vast number of 
teachers who will be needed.

There are about 63,000,000 children between the ages of 
five and fourteen.

There are about 700,000 tillages in India.
About 12,000,000 children are on the register of some 

school or ottier, but there is a rapid falling off of attendance 
as class succeeds clas*s. »

The average pay of a Primary School teacher in Govern
ment service is Rs. 27 a month. Irf private schools the pay 
is mtictTlifcver, sometimes as low as Rs. 10 or even less.

^ t  present it would seem hopeless to talk a£out compul
sory education.
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It is almost equally hopeless to talk of the introduction of 
an Indian System of Education, for we do not yet know what 
is the nature of this education.

And what can be done in the way of raising the 
pay of the teachers ? In any case shall we be raising the 
pay of the worthwhile teacher or of the teacher who can 
be made worthwhile ?

The schemes at present before us are but the perpetuation 
of the existing foreign system of education, utterly unsuited to 
India's real needs.

The foreign system must go at the earliest possible moment.
But while we still have to endure it, we must make experi

ments in the training of the teacher and in small schools here 
and there grope after the real in education, the Indian real.

But w ill it be possible even to do this w ithout government 
support and backing ? And can we expect this from the foreign 
dominance in education ? We cannot, as witness the complete 
disregard of any approach to an Indian system of education in 
the wasteful Sargent scheme which perpetuates the foreign 
system as if it were the ne plus ultra of education for India,

Experimental activity in education cannot hope to be 
successful In India without the help of Government.

The Wardha and Vidya Mandir schemes of education are 
beset by fatal objections, the former because it omits a number 
of essential ingredients in Indian education and expects educa
tion to be self-supporting, the latter because it relies on the 
spirit of sacrifice on the part* of the teacher so that his salary 
is reduced to a minimuiq.

Indeed do we need h National Education Service of com
petent young patriots who will work in the old spirit of the 
teacher. Bu| it will be a century and more in all probability 
before such a spirit can be evoked*.
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At present we have before us apparentlytwo schemes of 
expenditure on the existing system of education.

One is the 450-crore scheme of the Education Department 
with regard to which the Dewan of Baroda very pointedly has 
said that it is essential that the right type of teacher must be 
selected for a National System of Education, that compulsion 
could not be accepted unless the education satisfied the needs 
of village life, and that it was vital that the ideals of a truly 
National System of Education should be defined. .

Sir Jogendra Singh wishes to put his foot on the accelera
tor of the educational engine. But what a waste to do this 
with the wrong kind of engine, as the Sargent scheme proposes!

The other is a 60-crore scheme of the Central Advisory 
Board of Education to be submitted to the Post-War Recon
struction Committee of the Viceroy’s Council.

But what the Board ought to do is to plan an Indian 
System of Education for submission to the Indian public.
» The increase in the salaries of teachers must in any case 
be approved, even with the existing system of education. But 
the vital issue is the substitution of an Indian Scheme of Edu
cation for the foreign system at present in vogue, however long 
it may take to effect the .substitution.

D e f e c t s  in  t h e , W a r d h a  S c h e m e

1. Absence of all relation between the home and the,
school. ’ •

2. No provision to draw the parent into close communion
with the school. .

3. Takes little account of the individuality of the student.
^ .J^K irns the child into a wage-making machine.
5. Overemphasizes one stage of education ajid gives little• V

foresjght into higher educational needs.
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6. Religion not given prominence in India, the home of 
religion.

. 7. No emphasis laid on reverence, friendship, compassion, 
basic qualities of character.

8. Non-violence emphasized at a time when India needs 
to learn self-defence.

9. Omission of emphasis on culture, emotion, art.
10. Student not associated with the spirit of his country 

and the great Unity pervading all religious and cultural tradi
tional differences.

11. Emphasis on medical care and examination lacking.



STUDIES IN TH E HISTORY OF 
INDIAN COSMETICS AND PERFUMERY

•

[Verses pertaining to Gandhayukti in the A gnipu rU n a  (9th 
Century A.D.) and their relation to the topics dealt with in 
Garigadhara’s G a n d h a sa ra , between A.D. 1300 and 1600.]

By P. K. G o d e , M.A.

R e c e n t l y  I discovered two treatises’ on Gandhasrastra 
(cosmetics and perfumery) viz. (1) the Gandhasara of Gang5- 
dhara and (2) Gandhavada with Marathi Commentary. 
According to my evidence these treatises appear to have been 
composed between c.A.D. 1200 and* 1600. Unfortunately 
the authors of both these treatises, though they have drawn 
their materials from earlier texts, do not mention the works

11 have published th& following papers on these treatises: '

(1) A Critical Analysis of* a Rare MS. of Gandhavada, 
etc. (New Indian Antiquary, Vol. VII, pp. 185-193).

' (2h^he Gandhasara of Gat'tgadhara, an unknown Treatise 
on Gandhas'astra and its Critical Analysis— 
(Journal of the University of Bombay, Vol. XI^, 
Part 2, pp. 44-52 1^45).
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from which they have drawn these materials. In a paper 1 
on the antiquity of the Campaka oil recently published by 
me -1 have proved that Gangadhara has borrowed two verses 
from the Gandhayukti chapter of the Brhatsamhitd of 
Varahamihira (c.AJO. 500) pertaining to the manufacture 
of the Campaka oil To enable us to under
stand fully the historical back-ground of the two treatises on 
Gandhasrdstra referred to above we must record and 
study the. extracts in earlier texts pertaining to the Gan- 
dhas'astra. I record, therefore, in this paper some verses 
from the Agnipurdna’ pertaining to Gandhayukti or manu
facture of cosmetics and perfumery. These verses are as 
follows :

Agnipuraria (Venkates'var Steam Press, Bombay) chapter 
224 (verses 19-42) dealing with I

1 BhSratiya Vidya, Bombay, Vol. VI. (July-August 1945) 
pp. 149-156.

a Dr. R. C. Hazra in his Puraijic Records (Dacca, 1940) has 
discussed the date of the present Agnipurana. I note some points 
from this discussion [Vide pp. 134 ff.):

(1) The present Agnipurana (=*AP) is a sort of cyclopaedia
in miniature. Its contents are divided into wfMlT 
and The QWTfMlf division contains chapters
on four Vedas„ six Vedarigas (% %  W #

and jjjtffa), atfiwH, «tori«!, w are , 5pm, 
«TBT, fee , »IFisf/q#?, and apten«.

(2) According to ,Dr. Hazra “ the date of compilation of
the present AP is the same as that of thp .ummarief» 
and incorporations Dr. Hazra holds the View that 
i ‘ the present AP was Compiled sometime (!during 
■ the ninth Century ” (*.«. between A, D. 800 and 900),
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“  l e i  5* tN  * q f a  f a i ^ l  q q :  1 *
qisq^q Rigwigfa: q q ^  || ^  ||

*frqm*WT W  aqq =q fq^iqq |’
W R  ^q qi«B̂  «?|VR m \ II ^ o ||
qraq 3 q  ftfqg ^qfgqifriq | 
qifarqfqvq^gqKiftWT^: || ||

g  q ^ q s q  q i l f e r a  s t o w  g  a a  i 

^ q w « i %  * ? N  g  s q q c q f a i g i  « l a  u  l l  

f  g qq qrcft sb*  \
aqq ff fJT  551̂ 1 = q ?q a iQ ^ il^ ‘ll ^  II 
*rcs ^qq>i8 =q q»§j q»i?3qi 3 5 1  

? w .  g * g g :  « f t f q q i q q i :  II l l

a?  q q ^ q  iq ss fo ffo fq : 1 

iqqsqqoTiq?qi^q5%nra«i<53qT ll  ll
\  \  qsir qqiqiq q ^ i a f q q i^ a  I 
J M f q u q T q i q s q :  q q > q  q g q i  a % u  \\\% 11 
v j q q > n 3 q q ?̂ 5 q q i q c * ^ q r  $ a i :  1

1 It is clear from these lines that AP gives 5 processes 
(W s$) in the manufacture of »cosmetics viz. (1) $iH, (2) atHJH,
(3) fqRq, (4) wqq, (5) qnp, (6) q tw , (7) qqq and (8) qjHH. 
Garigadhara In the qfRtqi section of q»qiIR records, however, six 
processes : (1) *?t**f, *(2) qww, (?) *>*, (4) (5) and
(6) wwnr qiqq «tot N t qqqqi^ i qq q«q iqffa «sSi^Rift
itfirq: IL”). Four processes are common "to AP and *PTOR.

4 Tb^Gandhasara records riRSR of 5 sorts (gqftq).
3£f. nRHIl contains 64 verses on the preparation of OTs 

(folios 12-15 of B.O.R.I. MS’, of WRU in the Rad^i collection.
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v sirtt qB N  f f f q  Rfcm®R ii ^vs ii
5l%q cHK 5RI?ai ^<3 ^ I
qwft ^  f8  ^  URgsqrfBi1 II II 
< ^ « 3  RRRW Ssqqqq^sgqi |

«R  «Riwf || II

,«iqgcqsqfa**qi?ro f^fwqc» it ii 
^ gsqgnfNwiriiTCiifr qTfacUi i 
« sq m  w i s f ^ ^ f a w i t s ^ n  \ \  n 
qfasi wk  =qte ?q^ sqisR*a jrspi i 
ipsq^ =q n ? q ^ 2 || ^  ii

faqVf%4 tm f?i§: gsqrfaqrfal: i 
qm^lxlcg^m^i q ^ f  3 q%  ̂§qq: M 3  II 
q^Bqf!#R^idtqBNnqKf: i 
5mftqfafiqi q $  «q«q jpqraqjr: M R H 
«R§j qu^ai snsq £ 3«*  i

=q 5UdtaRl5iq#q =q || \ \  || 
fqqqq ffe g ^  =q q ^ q it  am i 
qrequfq sqf?q q^q^ ^  aufqq? n U  II 
q*gq« =q qB im qiifqquogqq^q^ i

1 Cf. has 24 verses on ®raq;q (folio 10 of B.O.R.I.
MS.). They deal with the scents to be < used in baths. Scents 
for the King’s bath are mentioned in the following verse :

fon^nru. h ”

Cf. *I«WK contains 34 verses on the preparation of scented 
pile (*P*6|8s)—(folios 7*8 of B.t).R.I. MS.). The process of
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«R W1̂ *S 3 3 !% ^ || \V  || 
RP5iR%5nwR«iwan Q f^ r.1 g w  | 
pFiRn: 5*rai«n II ^  n
gq swifea in^wvigwftoii i 
sitoi 3 p r a i q  11 h  ii

^  ^ < fr g 2 ^ qfljfl aifqq sq^qj

extracting these scented oils as given in the Aghipurana is 
described in detail in the nwaR as follows (folio 7):

"  fcR5TO5itf«EIR$ 31%: 9$nW $ sift I 

fa*§«ft?ai ^rnq.tit^f^iISf?drl: II ’} II 
aTa^anra m i  faaaTaaq i 
^Facar aw aaarcatf f§3: g*i: it v u 
aifa 9^i^aig«tr%afa«: qqq i 
ga: aq^rcata ga: sr^r^rfrî : H H ii 
ga sqjiiafiafFa«: ara aqwg: i 
faaia qiaaqa ara*tqaffa5in u s, u 
aa: qai% witw facsî qr^i aw%a. i 
ga: ga-. a*n gg faaiFaiira arc&a 11 * 11 
aiafa«?: asnq^ $§a>r a^ aia. c 
aiacg^afafaai q# faw f^^a: u a n ”

1 Cf, jpiaR:

“ laĝ RT: qTfr5qaT*3fea5T: aif̂ gaT: i ”

’ Cf. awawt

“ aw#*i?w^ifeai s«narfwtaaTa*i 
awara aafegqafaftft) u 

aiaai^t awaasTfa ftfsfta. i 
agifw ^«icawinwalf»^: n ”
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=3 II 80 ||
c^qsqqt-- *W14$ I

ftW ieW  wfi! w ifi: II s? II
i i  fq tce^i § N i ^ o j  gM tqfa: i

* mm fa«g%s*Tg gspngfHto«: i 
g *igft faum: sfiuii H%<t II n  il

ĉnf%; qfigriif 3?r^  W  ^gll*l3rffcniftWRW-

ssqra: II W  II

It will be seen ‘from the footnotes to the above extract 
recorded by me that the topics in this extract have their 
parallels in the Gandhasdra of Gahgadhara. If the present 
Agnipurana containing summaries and incorporations (in
cluding the n?ggfrK verses) was compiled in the 9th century 
A.D. as observed by Dr. Hazra we have to point out that 
the described in the above extract may be taken to
represent briefly the Indian knowledge of the art and 
manufacture of cosmetics and perfumery as current in the 
9th century. In fact this extract stands midway between 
the chapter of* Varahamihirk’s Brhatsamhita (c.A.D.
500) on the one hand and the treatise of Gahgadhara viz., 
the Gandhasdra (between 1200 and 1600) on the other.

' Varahamihira does not record the process of preparing 
n as described in brief in the Agnipurdna in verse 33
of the extract. This process has remained »unaltered at 
least from the 9th cerTJury onwards as will be seen from the 
following table:

1 Cf. contains 24 verses on the preparation of ¿¡¡QPftQs
(¿olios 5 and 7 of B.O.R.I. MS. of
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A. D. S o u r c e

•
R e f e r e n c e

Between
800—900

Agnipurdna
.... ............ *----------- -■------ —•----

| -----

fail: gsqrfqqrfti3: || ”

C. 1130 Mdnasolldsa
of

Somes'vara

•

f t l :  I

Between 
1300 and 1600

Gandhasdra
of

Gangadhara

— “ qiqfasi: nanqsfc

q |  ll ”  •

1811—1812 Buchanan’s
Patna-Gaya

Report

—“ At the beginning of the 
flowering season they take 
82 seers (about 169 lbs.) 
gf the Seed of Sesamum 
(Til) and every fair day 
during the season add to
one half of it as many 
flowers as they can collect 
. . . .  The seed is then 
squeezed in a common 
gil-mill etc.”

In the Cikitsdsthdna of the Carakasaritfiitd we find 
sevgral medical oils prescribed such as
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t o , ^ to t o , u s iq w iT O , T O itte ,
faff¥TO etc. against SfTrlirTi (chapter 29). Some of these oil- 
preparations were made of varied materials, among which we 
notice some aromatic ingredients like ^3*1, %51i,
s n r ,  p ,  qftrg i, urcft, f § p ,  q l ls i ,  3 133 , t o , mm etc. 
It is possible to presume that the preparation of scented oils 
(q'pqTO) developed side by side with the preparation of 
medical oils. In fact some of the aromatic ingredients used 
in the Gandhasrastra had definite medical value. Though 
the Gandhas/astra may have originated from the early back
ground of the Ayurvedic manufacture of medicines it appears 
to have developed as a specialized a r t1 in course of 
time and consequently the Kamas'dstra of Vatsyayana 
mentions or the art of preparing cosmetics and
perfumes as one of the 64 arts in which the gentleman of 
the period was expected to be proficient. These arts are 
mentioned as the constituents of the Kamasfitra (qilJftjvipj 
3jqqf^yq;) by Vatsyayana. With the development of Indian 
culture in a full-fledged manner specialization in different 
arts and professions must have come into being and the 
Qandhas/astra which catered to the gay tendencies of ladies 
and gentlemen of antiquity developed as both a science and 
an art, as it was useful both in secular and religious spheres 
of their activities. It was a science with a definite objective,

4

so beautifully expressed by Gangadhara at the beginning of 
his Qandhasdra in the following verse : '

1 Vide KSmasHtra e$. by Pandit Kedarnath, N. S. Press, 
Bombay, 1900 Chapter 3, p. 32)—The.^mmen-
tator explains as follows:

"«lAlfRfcftlcI I O W lR It 'IS ff ll  IRfaUPNüT ”  I
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?Ufi gfofft, ftqT O S, G?Fqicq<j5$%j;»l | 
i if i  ataw , fo^fanf^rasw^irc

*Rf$wTSR5ircRiRt r^ R n ^ R q ^  ll •

Verily, the Indian Gandhasfastra could not but prosper as 
it pleased Gods, contributed to the comforts of men, and 
delighted the hearts of kings and accomplished ladies, besides 
making its devotees prosperous—thus fulfilling the three 
ends of human life (Dharma, Artha and Kama). The early 
history of such a Gandhas'astra needs to be reconstructed 
systematically in the light of the two treatises recently 
discovered by me viz. the Gandhasdra of Garigadhara and the 
Gandhavada with a Marathi commentary.



VIDYANATHA

By K. Ma d h a v a  Kr i s h n a  S a r m a , M.O.L.

T h e  S'dntisudhakara of Vidyanatha, written under the 
patronage of Maharaja Anupsinghji of Bikaner, is a very 
voluminuous, perhaps the largest known, work on S'Snti, 
containing nearly 38,000 granthas. There is a MS. of this 
in the Anup Sanskrit Library (No. 2126). Neither in 
Rajendralal Mitra’s Catalogue of this'Library (Calcutta, 1880), 
Aufrecht’s Catalogus Catalogorum, nor in MM. Prof. Kane’s 
History of Dharmas'astra is there a notice of this work.

In the MS. the author’s name is not correctly written. 
The work contains 86 sections named Kallolas. There are 
colophons at the end of some Kallolas. Here the name is 
written either as Vidyanathananta or Vidyananthananta. For 
instance at the end of the first Kallola it is as follows :

In the fiqal colophon the name is written as VidySijanta. 
His exact name, however, is Vidyanatha, There are „ two
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other ¡works by him in the Library, viz. the Jpotpattisdra and 
the Yantracintdmani# (MSS. nos. 4526 and 7632). These 
were also written under the patronage of Maharaja Anup- 
singhji and contain colophons referring to him in the same 
words as the above. The former is noticed by Mitra in his 
Catalogue, p. 307 (cf. the colophon). In both the author calls 
himself Sakalagamacarya in the colophon. Besides mention
ing the name correctly, both contain also some information 
about the author in two verses preceding the colophon at the 
end. These are the following :

3®-
qiassqiitaiqoft: | 

fa: stqfasnfafa:
flTSfimgifa: 3 9 : II

faw®

From this we learn that our author was the son of 
S'rinatha of Mandavyagotra, a.Nagarabrahmapa and the Guru 
of Ahicchatrabrahmapas (Ahicchatra=Modern Nagore ?). He 
was well versed in Jyoti^a and also in other s'astras, as he ’ 
styles himself Sakalagfimacarya.

The MS^of the S'antisudhdkara contains 1088 folios with 
14 lines in a page and 35 syllable^' in a line of large bold 
DevanSg&tl. It is very brittle. Some leaves are badly 
damaged. At the end the scribe notes that the transcription

1 In the other work there is instead of this.
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of this was finished at AdQni on Friday, the 14th day 
of the bright fortnight of Caitra of Sarhvat 1754 (A.D. 
1697). Eight extra leaves at the beginning contain an 
index.

According to a statement at the beginning, the work 
is based on the Smrtikaustubha> the Adbhutasdgara, the 
Vdrdhisamhitd, the Hemddris'dntiy the Vidhanamaldy the 
Aghorakalpa, the Sudhasamudra (of Raisingh), the Sauna- 
kamata, the Daivajnavildsa, the S’dntiratna, the Pancaratna- 
mala, the Mahdrnava and the Atharvas'anti. There are 
also quotations from various other Dharmas'astra works and 
Puraqas.

• Begins: sfami WW I

q§i i

JJrgsp? ||

s f f a i  « R i q g «  i

q :  s c f o  s f t r f g d s f ^  m m  q i m g o T R i  g o f -  

# q :  tfqfa q j t e q f r  qg! sqjuft qq: 11 

asqicTO: sftaagRisi f^WiqTfogaifaoi: |

*&[ mf<1 ffc STqqrft *qi?ci m i |t r
q q i ^ ^ q i f q  s w n f t  II
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riw SiclTqî JRI-

R?cl: sftcIScIT fWlftl fq^qt qiq qi fSrfgqra |
jflsMsfag<q f'^fq v¥T<: gqf^fq

?qet rt qq*nfq fafeq^qwqwTRiftqqr11 

qjjflqq^Tfq^icqTgY^qii^: i 

^wq^fqYYaqfaftfq R*nforcg$5ft ll 
qRifafq^q^qqftgTq«jT?% ^qTq i 
f:q?g ¡snftqfqq** qffqqq^: qq^Rftftq u

Ends :

3r\ qiqiqdi awitarai n g « ^  i qfeqq-
R^ufcrT *ra^rqwcft37 ftragsi^ *$qq ^fti qqq i?^q iqq :' 11 
ifti stoFflsrcrsnfatrsi ^ q ^ q fe fiq ifq i ^fq^Hi^qs^ftf^fati- 

snftcfgqiqft miRqmi-qrq^: RsstaisiomisRftifo ftf^qui stm-
• rath: II 3 II .flUiwri q**i: II sftag II 1*1 
qqg ll qq?r qqqqift R^Rif^q^ %roi% s* .q $  qg&ft 
IsRqft g^iq anguftftw (ft ?)rs% n

Kallola I deals with Ganapatipijja, 2 with Snana, 3 with 
Navagrahayajna, 4 with Candlvidhana, 5 with Mrtyunjaya- 
japa and Ayusyahoma, 6 * with Rudranu§thana, 7 with 
Parthivalingapujadividhi, 8 with Asvattharadhana, Vis$u; 
sahasranamastotra, Visnvapamarjanastotra and Tulasipuja, 
9 with K^rtavlryacfipadana, 10 with Hanumadvidhana, 11 
with Ku^manqlahoma, 42 with Bhavjsyottara and Atharva^a* 
s'anfts^ 13 with Striprasavadis'antis,* 14 with Ausadhasevana,

• 15 Avifch Karmavipakiyaprayas'citta, 16 with Roga, Krtya and 
Abhi^aras'antis, 17 with Vastus'anti, 18 wi|h Dustarajo- 

#dar$*ana, 19 with Sarpahanana, Arkavivaha, Pancakamrtyu
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etc., 20 with Anvarohanavidhi, 21 with Ayanasamaya, 22—81 
with various Vaikrtas'antis, 82 with Mis'rakavaikrta, 83 with 
Nanavidhadbhutavaikfta, 84 with Phalapakanirupatja, 85 with 
Gayatrljapavidhi and Godanasamanya and 86 with Sahasra- 
bhojanavidhi.

J y o t p a t t i s I r a

This is a work on mathematical astronomy. It deals 
with sines, cosines etc. The MS. contains 48 leaves with 10 
lines in a page and about 40 syllables in a line. The writing 
is large and good. There are some marginal corrections. 
The ctpyist is Golavalajatlya Devadatta and the date Sarhvat 
1752 (A.D. 1695.). The condition of the MS. is fairly 
good.

The work begins: sftnotgTqqq: I

^qicqrTwrc: q w . ii

E n d s:
*

II'

wra ^  % gsqfc q^fqi ii .n V
M*1* it u*i g*q3 H «ft II
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Ya n t r a c in t am a ni

YantracintSmani is a Tantric work.dealing with various 
Yantras. The MS. of this contains 71 leaves with 10 lines 
in a page and 36 syllables in a line. The writing is fairly 
good. The first leaf is missing. The second is damaged.

The MS. begins : Sit ^>9 fqqqqyqqtfoi qqi I

E n d s :

WTflisq IF*?: II &  || S W row g  II



OBITUARY NOTICES

PANDIT N. SANTANAM AIYAR

I HAVE the sad duty of writing this Obituary Note on Pandit 
N. Santanam Aiyar who suddenly passed away at Kumbha- 
konam on 6th April 1945 at the early age of 54. The late 
S'rl Santanam Aiyar belonged to a well to do Brahmana 
family of Rishiyur Village in Tanjore District. The family lost 
its properfy in 1922, and S'rl Santanam Aiyar who had already 
equipped himself with Samskrta Panditya as a pastime devot
ed himself seriously to S'astraic studies after 1922, under dis
tinguished S'astrajnas like Mahamahopadhyayas Yajnasami 
Sastrigal and Kodavasal Narasimhachariar. He passed Vedanta 
S'iromani in 1929, and after teaching Tarka and Vedanta to 
Astika-prabhus at Konerirajapuram Village, he migrated to 
Madras in 1937.

The authorities of the Adyar Library secured his services 
for editing some Navya Nyaya Texts in the Adyar Library 
Series, and the late Santanam Aiyar made ready editions of 
Gadadhara’s Caturdas’alaksani, Avayava, Siddhdntalaksana, 
Samanyanirukti and Vyutpattivada. Of these, the first was 
published in 1942 and the rest remain to be printed and 
published.

At the time of his demise, he was the head of a Vedanta 
Pathas'ala which His Holiness S'rl Sankaracarya of Kanci 
Kamakoti Pitha had newly established in Kamaksi’s Temple 
at Kanci. In his death, scholars in the fields of Tarka and 
Vedanta have sustained a loss.

V. R.

T. R. SRINIVASA AIYANGAR

We regret to announce the passing of S'rl T. R. Srinivasa 
Aiyangar, ohe of our Honorary, Editors on 20-10-45. A full 
Obituary Notice will appear in the next issue.



MANUSCRIPTS NOTES

ON T H E  D A T E  O F T H E  PA D A V A K Y A R TH A PA N C IK A  

O F ACARYA VIS'VES'VARA

B y H . G . N a r a h a r i , M .A ., M .L i t t .

_ •
O f  the PadavdkydrthcipaTicika of Acarya Vis'ves'vara, a commen
tary on the Naisadha of S'ri Harsa, there are two MSS, in the 
Adyar Library, both in palm-leaves and both written in Malayalam. 
They bear the shelf-numbers XXI. P. 1* and XXI. P. 23 respec- 
tively ; the former gives the commentary in full for Cantos IV-XV  
and for the first four verses of Canto X V I, and the latter contains 
the commentary for the first five Cantos of the poem. There are 
five MSS. of this commentary in the Govt. Oriental MSS. Library, 
Madras, and two in the Sarasvatlmahal Library, Tanjore, none of 

• which are complete but only give portions of the commentary as do 
the MSS. in the Adyar Library.

Mallinatha in his commentary on the Naisadha, refers twice1 
at least, to an Upadhyaya Vis'ves'varabhattaraka :

That th £  references above should be to our commentary will be 
clear^on a perusal of the following passages in it which must have 
provoked*the criticism of Mallinatha:

1 J i v a t u  on N a i s a d h a , I. 5. 118.
2 ftadavC tkyO rth apaT icih a  (Ad)tar MS., XXI, P, 23) o n  N a is a d h a ,  I. 5, 

118. .•
5
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spft % ^qq.I ‘ qqt ?q?n: ’ |fci q*q: i 
«w lorepgw  sfa qeqid ?q aifm i qgiT?tai q^ri w w i 
g o t^ q c q ig ^ c r ic q iiilrq ^ o n f  iqTqqgmRT s q ^ a T T ^  q g ^ iq i  
3i:iaFqiqq^RTeMq5nfiq¥^T3^3%qFgq^¥qtfitqi gotq #?qT- 
¿ta '-q fq^qf qkn qfq . . . . it

=q~5q^STCOT5;q*q fa^Of a|]3ig fq if ls  rqyqig qqaftj
=q rqqig '. , ............... orftq^li q ^ sq fq ^ q  qgfqq q  flqqq^q-
5is?i«ii qcq>ddlfq aq^Tq i

W hich of these two commentators, Vis'ves'vara or Mallinatha, 
is really correct is no; at all the issue which is my concern at 
present. In fact, so far as the first passage is concerned, there 
appears to be really nothing wrong1 in Vis'ves'vara arriving at the 
number eighteen by multiplying the number of the trayl, f.e., 
three, with the number of the ahgas, i.e.t six. Mallinatha’s argu
ment has all the artificiality of a quibble of words rather than the 
tone of a sound objection. But all that I am interested in pointing 
out now is that, as one who has been the target for the criticism of 
Mallinatha*, just or unjust, Vis'ves'vara must have lived long before 
him, and that the beginning of the 15th cent. a .d . which is the 
date of Mallinatha forms thus also the terminus ad quern for that 
of Vis'ves'vara. In the face of this fact, it is wrong to identify2 
our commentator with the author of the Ravlndrakarnabharana 
who is said to have lived in the first-half of the eighteenth century 

■ A. D .

1 Cf. NSrayapa Be4arkar, author of the N a i§ a d h iy a p m k a y a  (Niruayusagar 
Press Edn., 1912) who accepts this as an alternative explanation.

2 This is what is done by Pandit Durga Prasad in his editioii of the 
K a v in d r a k a r n a b h a r a n a  (KSvyamiMfi, 18yl, VIII. 52 n.).
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»KARPURAM ANJARlVYAKH YA BY SM H A R A JA

B y P a n d it  S 'ir o m a n i V. K r is h n a m a c h a r y a

THIS is a rare Commentary on the K a r p u r a m a U j a r t  of I^ajas'ekhara 
(880 to 920 a .d .) by Sirhharaja. The author Sirhharaja has been 
already known as the author of the P r a k r t a r u p a v a t a r a  (Printed and 
Published by the Royal Asiatic Society in 1909) wherein he has 
been described as the son of Samudrabandhayajvan. _ In the 
introduction of the edition of the work, the learned e*ditor Prof.
E. Hultzsch quotes the following passages* from the remarks 
made by Prof. Pischel “ The Prakrtarupavatara is not un
important for the knowledge of the declension and conjugation, 
chiefly because Sirhharaja frequently quotes more forrns than 
Hemacandra and Trivihrama.” Sirhharaja was hitherto known as the 
author of the P r a k r t a r u p a v a t a r a  only. Now the MS. available in 
the Government Oriental MSS. Library, Madras.1 (R. No. 2685 a )  

reveals that Sirhharaja was also the author of one more work 
namely K a r p u r a m a t i j a r l v y a k h y a . The following extract from the 

* introductory portions and Colophons of both the works v i z . P r a k ^ t a -  

r u p a v a t a r a  and K a r p u r a m a h j a r l v y a k h y a  will prove the identity of 
their authors:

1. P r a k f t a f u p a v a t a r a :

i f o p i  W - II
STK ifa ip i mtw q*q qi^qqiqfq i 

Mtr&q a vm  n
^sqU eqR ^q q: 311SKnf§3lftpqi-

«pm §«i qqiqi sqrqqa fori \

. b V tffe  K a rp U ra m a n ja r iv y a k h y f t—R. No. 2685 a, of the T r ie n n ia l  C a ta 
logue o f  S a n s k r it  M S S . Vol, III, part I—c. 1922. Paper. 11 >C 9f inches. 
Foil. 5Q. Lines 20 in a page. DevanSgari Script. Good. Comnjete. About 1200 
Granthas. Transcribed in 1918—49 from a palm-leaf Mb! of Sri NarSyapa 
^iambhdripad. Kudalur mana. Nareri, Tritala, Malabar Dt, * #
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H q ? q ^ i ftnqfqfafqci tfraq^q SHETRig;

« rr « q iw rc  fa ^ q fa  fas | | ,;

Colophon:

“ 5P1 flqwsfasiifqsircaffq egs^q^qq: ggqj f^ js R iq ^ ;!
faifact ^i%?q|f?fqviiq; flfHfl: | ”

2. Karpuramaiijanvyakhya:

' ‘ *^ iq i^ R flrq sq sq fq *iJq tfg  i 
^ q q ^ q s^  q ^  qtftg<a m: ii 
3Trcifag*siT ^tsi q*q qi^qaiqfq i 
*R ift *m§q ¡a qs*i sfe ro ig^ II 

■ airg?n tgqi q: sh Er r M  5nsrcrif^fa?g
q«i §gqi qqp4i sq^qq fasti fa?gq?§fa s ?r  i

q fq i 3  q W ^ i faqqfqfafqs q i ^ q  SRIR^

« n r o  9SPPI fgzsrwssn fasm ftsfasn?^ H ”

Colophons:

(а) 4i ‘ [sJR tS flS lfad^  flgfifaqrii qqq qqfasfi|?rR
fm ra*i i

(б) ffa sRfcfasnfasircsw s g ^ s q ^ J t :  ggqj 
Prefer s f ^ f a q ^  =qgq q q ^ i ? ^  i ggqsfqqcoi il ”

From the references given above it is evident that the authors of 
the two works viz, Prakrtarupavatara and KarpuramaHjarl- 
vyakhya are one and the same.

Hultzsch opines that the author SimharUja may be placed some* 
where after the eleventh century A.D. as he quotes K§irasfvamin in*8-l 1 
of the Prakf’tarupavatare. Now we are in a position to fW the

1 The reading NfsiihharSja for Simharaja in the Colophon (a) is apparently 
a mistake committed by the scribe. But the reading as Samudrabandhy in the 
Colophon (b) instead of Samudrabandha cannot be easily rejected as thq former
seems more reasonable when the passage ihfriq 9 is considered.
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author to a period more definitely than Hultzsch. * Simharaja men
tions his father Samudrabandhayajvan as the commentator on a certain 
rhetorical work which is difficult to understand without the aid of a 
commentary. There are ample reasons to believe that the work 
meant by Simharaja was nothing but the Alankarasdrvasva of 
Mankhuka on which his father Samudrabandha wrote a commen
tary. Samudrabandha in the beginning of his commentary on the 
Alankarascirvasva writes thus;

“  fcfcrartei «fa fa$ai i
Slfafswi s fo ^ q ^ iq d l II

jfqiqfa *rt qnfai II
^5T5qR^R5i830IJi |

q^q rfaqilto qiqq?c1 faqftra: II 
nwftt srffcRftipii I

wra: m  11
sqR^q clfrffl *^4 sqrfg^fisfw: 1 

î îftcqqiqtfaqRjqtflffRi faqi II 
aiq^q qgqfaqi fafcftq »iftTORRpfa I

sqfacl f q q f e = 5 ^ f a ^ i i  «g^?q |??q : | | ”

From these passages it is evident that Samudrabandha was a 
protege of the king Ramavarman fcf Kolamba (Quilon) and wrote the 
commentary on the Alatikarasarvasva, embodying the exposition 
of the king on the work. Besides the .absolute sameness of the 
name Samudrabandha «referred to by Simharaja as his father and 
found in the* Alafikarasarvasvavyakhya as its author, there are 
entirely similar references to the Alawjiarasarvasva in both of 
them ^Sim haraja mentions the work as Gahana and s'Sstra- 
sUhifyaSindhu while Samudrabandha as Gamblra and S  astro- 
sahitympdthadhi. These evidences will suffice to prove that the 
work .and the commentary thereon mentioned by Simharaja are
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nothing but the !Alankarasarvasva of Mankhuka and its commeri- 
tary written by his father Samudrabandha. The question whether 
the references Vyakrtya setuna and setum vyakhyUnaruPath found 
in Simharaja’s works may be taken to indicate the name of the 
commentary on the Alankarasarvasva  as Seta or simply passed 
over taking as mere metaphorical descriptions, may not be attached 
with much importance in this note.

W hen we take the question of the date of Simharaja we must 
arrive io the point from knowing first the date of his father 
Samudrabandha and of the King Ravivarman. Mahamaho- 
padhyaya T. Ganapatis'astri has fixed the date of the King R avi
varman as Saka 1188 corresponding to 1265 A.D. (Vide his 
introductions to the editions of the Pradyumnabhyudaya and the 
Alankdrasutra in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series. Nos. V III 
arid XI respectively). In fixing the date he was led by three in
scriptions referring to the King Ravivarman of Kolamba, Taking 
Samudrabandha as a contemporary of the King Ravivarman (1265 
A.D.) Simharaja, the former’s son, may be fixed to about 1300 A.D.

This Simharaja should not be confounded with the two other 
Simharajas among whom one was the son and pupil of S'rlkapiha 
and the author of the Prapa%casaravyakhya and the other was the 
pupil of Adinatha and the author of the Laghustutivyakhya. Our 
author Simharaja was the son and pupil of Samudrabandhayajvan.

In conclusion the poiilts arrived at in this note a r e :

1. The King Ravivarman of Kolamba belonged to 1265 A.D.
2. Samudrabandha was his contemporary and wrote the

Alankarasarvasvavyakhya under his patronage.
3. Simharaja was Samudrabandha’s^son, belonged to about

1300 A.D. and wrote the works KarpHrama^jarfvyakhya 
and PrakftarupavatUra.

4. This Simharaja is different from two other Sim** Jrajas,
the authors of the PrapaTlcasaravyakhya and «LogAw- 
s(utivyakhya.



REVIEWS

Historical Tamil Reader, by Dr. P. S. Subrahmanga Sastri, 
Annamalai University, 1945. Price Rs. 2-8*0.

This small work contains 22 pieces selected from Tamil litera
ture ranging from the earliest period to the modern times, thus 
presenting a historical view of the growth ©f Tamil language. The 
pieces selected start from about the second century with the 
grammar work called the Tolkdppiyam and ends with one from the 
author himself in the twentieth century. In a fairly long Preface 
covering twenty pages, the author gives a brief account of the 
works from which selections have been made and he also deals with 
the growth of the Tamil language, its Phonology, Morphology and 
Syntax (the three elements that constitute the nature of a language). 
The text is given in the original in Tamil script; then it is trans
literated in Roman script with proper diacritical marks. The words 
in the text are then split up and the prose order is given. These 
two are in Roman script.- The English .translation follows and the 
passages in them explained in English.

There are many scholars who know the framework of language 
through the study of Philology and who can master a new language 
with such help independently of a teacher and class lessons. In 
the case of modern Indian languages the absence of such books is 
a great handicap. The present work fulfils a great need in so far 
as T ^ i l  is concerned. Every modern Indian language is a language 
of yidia and every Indian should consider the languages and the 
literatures as the common property of India. There is a tendency 
in m8dern times to restrict ¿he study of language^and literatures 

/purely on a geographical basis and this tendency provokes a conflict
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of interest between the various languages. If the language and 
literature of a particular geographical area becomes known to the 
people of other areas, people begin to understand the affinity of the 
languages and the literatures, and in this way people realize the 
unity of culture represented by the various literatures. This is a 
very useful publication and it is hoped that the plan would be 
adopted in the case of other languages also.

E d it o r

Iconography of S r i  Vidyarnava T antra, by S. Srikanta Sastri, 
M.A., 1944.

In this small booklet of just 46 pages, the author presents 
the I conograph ical material from the extensive Tantric work called 
S r i  Vidyarnava Tantra  attributed to Vidyaraijya. There is a 
small preliminary portion dealing with the author and his date, and 
after a brief bibliographical notice, the author deals with the various 
points pertaining to iconography in the voluminous work.

E d i t o r

The Early History of Kerala, by T. M. Krishnamachari, M.A.,
B.L. Published by the University of Travancore, Royal Octovo, 
1941.

, Professor Krishnamachari was invited to deliver a course of 
five lectures under the auspices of the Travancore University and 
the work under review co n ta in  a brief summary of the lectures so 
delivered. The first lecture takes account of the physical features 
of Kerala and examines i>he sources of information for wrijj^g the 
history of Kerala. References to Kerala in the ancient literature, 
of our country as also the foreign references due to trade contacts of 
the west coasi of India with the countries on the other side’of the 
Arabian sea find a due place, W hile tradition and literature can
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be t^ken as illuminating the history of the coufitry to a particular 
limit, by far the most fruitful sources are the monuments. While 
the monuments in Kerala cannot compare with those o£ their 
Pandya and Cola contemporaries, they still form an important part 
with an individuality of their own, not only in the structure of the 
temples and other buildings but also in the materials used for 
these buildings. Literary sources of information as the works of 
the Sangam Age find their due place in a proper and comprehensive 
study of the history of Kerala.

The second lecture is devoted to the Ceras of the Sangam Age. 
Professor Krishnamachari surveys the present position with a dis
passionate view. There is much that is yet to be known and what 
has been written leaves yet much to be studied and known. The 
first three centuries of the Christian era may roughly be held to be 
the period of the Sangam Age. A close survey of the material is laid 
under contribution and the foundation of the Cera empire brought 
about under the Sangam kings. A vexed question is the identity 
of Karavur the capital of the Ceras of the Sangam period, its other 
name being Vanci. Vanci near modern Cranganore is identified 
with the capital of the Ceras while its rival claimant for the position 
is Karavaur in the Trichinopoly District. The arguments of the 
powerful advocates on either side are summarized by Professor 
Krishnamachari (pp. 8*11). But the social and economic life of the 
people can be understoocKby a careful sthdy of these Sangam works 
without the controversy centering round the. identification of VaSci. 
Religion and Foreign Trade, each find some space devoted to them. 
Foreign trade brought the people of Kerala into contact with those 
on the eastern and as well as on the western side of India. The 
extension of commerce to Arabia and the African coast on the west 
and to the indies and China on the east made the ports of* Kerala 
the &u?tre of interest, a feature whicl? was repeated at the time 
wheg tfye Portuguese held the trade monopoly of Europe with the 
east in the.sixteenth century. Commercial and cultural contacts have 
thus borne important fruits and*this is richly described by the Sangam 

^rorkfc in many a context (p. 14),
•6
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The third lecrture comprises the period A.D. 300 to 850 \jtfiich 
the author characterizes as the dark period in Kerala history. This 
seems a reflection of the dark period of Indian history which has 
generally been assigned by historians between the fall of the 
Kusans and the rise of the Guptas in the north, the decay of the 
power of the Andhras and the rise of the Pallavas, Calukyas 
and others in the south. Dr. Javaswal’s History of India has 
partly illuminated the so-called dark* period of Indian history in 
the norfck. W e should therefore await the occasion when fresh 
light can be thrown with clearness on the dim outlines of the 
period.

The relations of the Ceras with their northern neighbours— the 
Calukyas must have been unfriendly on account of the ambitious 
policy of the latter. The rise of the Pandya in the east has to 
reckoned as the expansion of the Pafldyan power at the expense of 
the Cera. Thus hemmed in from the north and the east, the Cera 
power must have dwindled considerably during this period. But 
this shrinking should be considered an important factor in the 
growth of the Kerala society and literature. The loss of the 
outlying provinces meant better consolidation. The loss of the 
French dominions was a blessing in disguise to the people of 
England under the successors of John. Similarly, once thus shut 
up, the consciousness of a common cause and destiny for the people 
of Kerala alone, as disitnet from the larger group of the Tamils 
which comprised three independent kingdoms, must have developed. 
This is reflected in the Keralolpatti which seeks to find a 
separate legend for the origin of the Kerala country (p. 16). 
The settlement of the foreign communities like the Jews and Chris
tians, the stratification of the society of Kerala and the segragation 
of the native aborigines to the hills should have taken place during 
this period. The organizs&ion of the Nambudiri Brahminfj^arne 
at a time when the central government of the Cera kings ^was 
at its lowest and like the mediaeval Church in Europe tried 
to save law . and peace for the community and the common 
folk (p. 17). There are a few relics of both Jainism*and
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Buddhism. W hile Hinduism was the predominant religion of the 
country the Christian Church may be dated from about the 4th 
Century A.D. # .

The fourth lecture treats about the Ay rulers in the border
lands between the Ceras on the one side and the Pandyas and Colas 
on the other. Placed between powerful and ambitious neighbours, 
they seem to have rendered a good account of their charge and 
acting as buffer-states between the three Tamil Kingdoms. The 
Ay chieftains had to obey the logic of force and migrated-frbm their 
original home to. the west coast, compelled by the growing might of 
the Papdyan and Cola empires.

The revival of the Colas under the successors of Vijayalaya 
brought the southern portions of Travancore under their sway. 
Under Parantaka there was a short eclipse of the Cola power in the 
Nanjanad. But, this was more than compensated by the brilliant 
and effective achievements of Rajaraja the Great and his successor 
Rajendra. There is a short discussion of the meaning of the phrase 
K a n d a l u r  c a l i k  k a l a m a r u t t a r u l i  (p. 22). The writer takes the 

#view that “ almost all the historians who have had to deal with this 
topic have regarded Rajaraja’s activity in this matter to pertain to 
a naval battle and not to an Oottupura reform.” H e cites in support 
the Tanjore and Tiruvalangadu Plates.

The last lecture, the fifth of the series, completes the scheme 
of work which the lecturer had drawn foV himself. The successors 
of Rajaraja kept the Kerala cguntry as part of the Cola heritage. 
The rise of the Pandyas later left this position in the hands of the 
P&t^yas. The hold of the Cola on these provinces was fraught 
with difficulties. *

Of the indigeneous Kerala ki*gs, Rajas'ekhara, Sthanu Ravi, 
Vijayaraghava, Bhaskara Ravi Varman, Indu Kodai Varman, 
Keraftlkesari, and Kulas'ekhara Koil AShikari are briefly noticed 
and Jat$s duly assigned to them. Bhaskar^ Ravi Varman was the 
contemporary of Rajaraja and Rajendra and had# under his in* 
dependent control from Changanacherry in the south to Vynad in 

4he north.
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The rulers of Venad were those that were mostly affected by 
the expansion of the power of the Colas and the Pandyas. History 
show^ the repeated attempts of the rulers of Venad to throw off the 
yoke of the foreigner. The social life of the people of Venad was 
similar to \hat of their brothers in the Tamil districts. They used 
the same names as nadus villages etc. for political divisions. The 
existence of assemblies of Sabhas in villages and nadus are amply 
proved. One feature which should attract our attention is the part 
played by the local temple in each area in the regulation of the 
social and economic order of the people. The large number of ins
criptions can be studied with advantage to draw up an accurate 
picture of the social and economic life of the people.

Though brief, the lectures comprise a period of history on which 
standard histories are yet to be written. In a footnote the author 
has stated that he has planned a History of Kerala from the earliest 
times to 1730 A.D. Every attempt that tries to solve historical 
problems of even a particular part of a country is welcome. Professor 
Krishnamachari with his experience extending over forty years will 
bfe doing a real service to the cause of the history of Kerala by , 
bringing out his projected work as early as possible. His long 
stay in Kerala has given him the necessary equipment and know
ledge of local customs. W e. are sure he will do full justice to the 
subject and bring out a standard history of Kerala.

A. N. K r is h n a n

Bulletin of the Baroda State Museum and Picture Gallery,
Vol. 1, Part I, 1943-44. Edked by H. Goetz. Double Crown,

«
pages x, 62.

The first part of th% first volume of the BulletinSSi the 
Baroda State Museum and Picture Gallery issued in May 1944 is 
the first of at series of Bulletins to follow with a view to publish 
and explain the cultural heritage <Sf our richly endowed country. 
The idea' of Dr. Hermann Goetz, the Editor of the Bulletin, i&.
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commended by the enlightened Prime Ministef of Baroda, in a 
short * Preface * to the Bulletin.

Of the nine articles that appear in. the Bulletin tha main 
portions have been contributed by the editor himself. Dr. Bhatta- 
charya writes on the ‘ Twenty-two Buddhist Miniafures From 
Bengal,’ Mr. Gadre ‘ On the Nalanda Seals in the Baroda State 
Museum ’ and Mr. V. L. Devkar on the * Art Exhibition of the 
Fifteenth Gujarati Literary Conference.’ The Bulletin concludes 
with a report on the working of the Museum during tb^half year 
from 1st August 1943 to 31st January 1944.

In the introductory chapter the Curator draws attention to the 
charge that the best national treasures of this country have been 
purchased by Oriental scholars of Eifrope and America and 
removed from India. In the first place, he argues that*the art 
treasures of Greece, Rome, Mediaeval Italian Art treasurers and 
those of France and Holland have partly gone to other countries. 
Secondly, this migration of the art treasures is good as they have 
proved to be cultural messengers of the first rank. Not less 

 ̂ important is the swinging of western opinion on the regard wifh 
which the civilizations of Asiatic countries should be viewed. 
Dr. Goetz would even go the extent of stating that all the sym 
pathy now felt in the western countries for the national aspirations of 
Asiatic countries should be attributed to this phase of the problem 
and the propagandist influence of the export of Indian art treasures. 
The accumulation of these coljections in the several countries in 
their * Museums * with special sections on Indian Art have been a 
great success. •

The educative value of a Museum in a centre like Baroda 
can not be overestimated. The sections on natural history will be 
of great interest in the education of children as well as adults. The 
movement for the foundation and opening of Museums to the 

, public .is an additional incentive for tackling the problem of mass 
eduction  with greater ease. The Baroda State ftjuseum founded 
undef the personal inspiration*^ the late Maharaja Shri Sayaji Rao 

m i  'is a rich collection. It is an all-round collection. If is almost
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unique, offering Opportunities for the broadest public education in 
natural science, ethnology, history and art, a combination which is 
rarely, available in the several museums of this country. The pur
pose of the Bulletin is not only “ to publish the scientific treasures 
collected invit ” but also to make the wider educated public conversant 
with them, to resuscitate to life the dead exhibits, to let them reveal 
their secrets, their meaning, their beauties. On the one hand, arti
cles of the specialist will appear. On the other, articles of interest 
to the rib*:-specialist will also be contributed. This middle line is 
intended to be the mediating aspect of familiarizing things Indian 
to the foreign countries and to build up mutual understanding and 
good will. The Bulletin is only one aspect of the general and 
modernization scheme of'the reorganization of the Museum.

The article on ‘Modern Art in the World Crisis’ is very sugges
tive. Modern art has invaded India as much as any other country. 
The reason is that India herself is getting modernized rapidly. On 
the other side is the fact that western art has come to play the role 
of world art assimilating the technique of Indian Art as well. But 
tKe real crisis is still to come. We are in a period of transition. A 
study of the movement of the influences that set up the study 
of the art treasures of the various countries during the last three 
centuries shows the international nature of these studies and the 
extent of their influence. The opening of Japan in 1863 was an 
evept of the first magnitude. The large aft treasures which flooded 
the markets of Europe and America, and the speed with which Japan 
began to modernize herself should not be missed. In 1900, the 
lboting of the Chinese Summer Palace brought sufficient trea
sures on the western market to open western eyes to the greatness 
as well as the real spirit of Far Eastern Art. Systematic study 
by scholars won over the Opinion of the specialists in favour of 
Eastern art and the opening of Turkistan was a new ever?f dis
closing the old links between the East and West. Recenf yoars , 
have seen the publication of works of the researches of scholars 
on these finds. • Modern art is hardly twenty years old and it. has 
conquered ’ the world with an amazing speed (p. 12). Dr. GoetzN
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envisages a progressive union between Indiaif art and world art
and a*cultural union of mankind..

Dr. Goetz has added two portraits, of Queen Cathegne of 
Braganza, dated 1661 and 1670 respectively. That Charles II was 
not an ideal husband was known to his queen exceedingly well. 
And yet, her extraordinary devotion, charity and piety carried her 
through her life. The portraits are added to the collection as the 
Queen that brought Bombay to the British Crown.

W hile the general view that South Indian Art has been main
taining its own individuality has been accepted, north Indian 
influences on the art of Deccan have been accepted with equal 
force. In miniature paintings Gujarat has given a rich harvest. 
Mughal art of painting had produced several of them. But the 
4 Unique Early Deccani Miniature* dealt with by Dr. Goefz in his 
paper in this Bulletin (pp. 37-43), seems to represent “ a second 
wave of Hindu infiltration following on the collapse of Vijayanagar 
which finally swamped, first the Deccan, then the north, and 
created a uniform late Indian culture, on the very eve of British 
conquest and westernization.” (p. 42).

The Bulletin is of great interest and will be appreciated by 
scholars both eastern and western. W e wish it a very successful 
and useful future.

A. N . Krishnan

Srîmad-Bhagavadgïtâ-Laghukos'a, by L. R. Gokhale, F .T .S.*  
419, Narayarm Peth, Poona. Paper Bind Rs. 10 ; Cloth Bind Rs. 11 
and Leather Bind Rs. 12.

The author of this Bhagavadgltcfa^agliukova (concise Diction
ary the Bhagavadgltd) is a lawyer by profession, who has 
dedicated his life for such a cultural undertaking as a result of his 
clevotion to the Bhagavadgïta. He has already published some 
works*on the G îta , a series of studies on the Gïta*called Srimad- 
fihagàvadgltci-Praves'a (Introduction to the BhagavadgUâ), HiS
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name is already Well known by his past contributions to the #tudy 
of the great work.

After an Introduction in Marathi, the author gives the text of 
the Bhagavadgïta with the words as separated given below. After 
this, there begins the body of the work. All the words are given 
in alphabetical order, with the etymology and grammatical peculiari
ties noted, with apt citations from the Bhâsya to make the meaning 
clear, the meaning in Sanskrit, Marathi and English and the places 
where the, word occurs.

It is very doubtful if there is another Indian work that has 
attracted the attention of the world as the Bhagavadgïta. The 
book is available in translation in nearly all the languages of the 
world ; even in English, there are innumerable translations and 
explanations. But, in the matter of a critical study of the text, the 
apparatus available is comparatively meagre. There was no index 
of verses or lines or words available ; the only word index was 
what was contained in the Upamshadic Concordance of Col. Jacob. 
And here the words are mixed up with the words in the various 
Upanisads. For a real critical study, it is only in the field of the 
Vedas that we have an adequate supply of material collected ; 
compared to the material available for the critical study of the 
Bible, even this Vedic material is extremely small.

The Bhagavadgïta has been subjected to dissections and 
amputations and change of environments* without proper examina
tion or diagnosis. Attempts have been made to find out the 
“ Original G ita,” eliminating what were suspected as later accre
tions. It has also been postulated that the work has been later 
incorporated into the Mïihabharata, and that in an inappropriate 
place and context. Regarding, the actual teaching of the Gïtâ, 
there has been much controversy, whether it is activé life or work 
along with surrender to cGod or complete renunciation $*at is 
taught in it, whether the philosophy in it is in accordance wit^ the 
monistic or dualistic or qualified monistic doctrine, and whether

ç f
it advocates war in defence of rightousness or absolute non
violence, •
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\There are many words and expressions whcfse real significance 
has not yet been fixed. Words like Sahkhya and Yogam do not 
have in the Gita the same meaning as, the terms applied.to the 
systems of philosophy. Terms like Karma, Akarma a.nd Vikarma 
still create confusion in the minds of students. Ther^is absolute 
fatalism enunciated in certain places like
(XI. 33) along with absolute freedom of the will as in passages like 
STTcfo mimft ftgilcW: (VI. 5). Then a passage like

*IT SF&g 3^F^ (II. 47) is usually interpreted to mean that the 
fruit of man’s action is no concern of his. Such an interpretation 
goes absolutely against the whole trend of the Hindu view of life. 
The very basis of discriminating between good and evil is that 
some lead to good results, while others lead to evil results. Vedas 
are supposed to have been condemned in passages like#3RTW 

I 3T3R srsm w  ffopra: (II. 46), while
Vedas and Vedic rites are extolled in passages like 
9ST srarqfa: i ^  yqf^r^iiiq (III. 10).
There are many cases where the Gita gives trouble to a student.

From this it is clear that the Gita must be studied more 
carefully. For such a critical study, materials like indices and 
concordances are necessary. The present book is only a first step. 
Here only the full words are given. Then there are many com
pound words and the present index which is only a concise one, 
does not note the second words in such compounds. v

Scholars must be grateful «to the author for this great service, 
and we heartily congratulate him on his fine work.

E d it o r
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W it h  tins issue, we are completing the ninth volume of 
the Bulletin. Wé have a right to feel proud that we have 
been able to pass through such difficult times without having 
had to stumble on the way. We feel very grateful to the 
Powers' that guided us through such hard days. The war is 
over ; but one is not sure if we are still at the end of War. 
Wars fought after a formal declaration between two nations 
have an end. But War without such a formal declaration 
is far more dangerous, having no end. A formal war declared 
between two nations is the consequence of the stupidity of 
certain individuals and with the exit of the stupid persons, 
the war also ends. It is really stupidity that exhibits itself 
as wickedness and cruelty. But undeclared wars are the 
consequences of the collective stupidity of man, and it is more 
difficult to eradicate it. It is not by disarmament, nor by 
the condemnation of or elimination of physical force that man 

wcan attain permanent peace. Even before the invention of 
armaments, the savages fought with their fists and with crude 
implements hewn from stones and shaped from metals. The 
only cure against War /is to remove the mass stupidity. 
This cannot be accomplished by science. To roust**'tip in 
man a consciousness of the reality of a “ himself ¡whim 
is the only t course open to see th a t’ he does not uf.e his 
physical aspects except for the* defence of righteousness;
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and \th is  wisdom is the only means to av'oid War. # If we 
have been able to jnake any contribution towards this great 
end, we feel that we have justified our venture in starting, 
this Bulletin . We hope to do more in the coming ̂ ears.

T he Adyar Library was founded by Col. H . S. O lcott 
on the 28th  ot Decem ber, 1880. By the tim e that th is  
Bulletin would have run through its 10th year, the Library 
would have finished its sixty years of life. It is our hope 
that w ith the prospect of better tim es ahead, it would be 
possible for us to celebrate the occasion  in a fitting way.

The Editor went to Alwar in May of this year to see 
the collection of Sanskrit manuscripts there. It is found 
that the catalogue prepared by Peterson sixty ye£rs ago 
contained only a little over two thousand entries, while there 
are actually a little below five thousand manuscripts in the 
collection. Arrangements have been made for the preparation 
of a complete catalogue of the collection, and the State has 

• already taken up the matter.
In October of this year the Editor went to Jaipur. No 

list for the collection is available. It is found that the 
collection is very rich, having regard to the number of manu
scripts (about ten thousand) and .also to the many rare 
manuscripts found in the collection. A suggestion has bteen 
made to the authorities that steps may be taken td pre
pare a l i s t ; and it is hoped that, very soon, scholars will 
have information about this valuable collection of Sanskrit 
manuscripts.
• The A%dyar Library is sending jts  representatives to the 
Indian History Congress to be held at the Annamalai Univer- 

.sit)* and the Indian Philosophical Conference to be held at 
Trivandrum, both ifl the latter part of D^oember. It is 

^unfortunate that the Oriental .Conference is again not able"
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to hold its session in December, as it ought to have Hlbne 
according to schedule.

From this issue v/e publish serially the commentary on 
the Prdkrtaprakds'a by Ramapanivada. We have already 
published the Prakrit poem of this author called (Jsamrud- 
dham. His other Prakrit poem called Kathsavaho has been 
edited by Dr. A. N. Upadhye from Bombay. For another 
sample of Malabar Prakrit, we have, apart from the dramas 
of Kulas'ekhara etc., the Prakrit Saftaka called Candralekhd 
edited by Dr. A. N. Upadhye and published '’from the 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay. In the light of so much 
of material for the study of Malabar Prakrit, the commentary 
on the'standard Prakrit work by a Malabar scholar and poet 
has its own interest. The commentary is lucid, more ela
borate and critical than that of Bhamaha, and notes certain 
interesting variants. It is hoped that this publication will be 
of help for the study of Prakrit.

Printed and Published by C. Subbarayudu. at the Vaianta Press, Adyar, Madras 
P. I. C. No. 85-26-11.45



THE> ADYAR LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

On l i t  January 1936, Dr. G. S. Arundale, President of The Theoso- 
phical \o c ie ty , formally announced the establishment of the Adyar 
Library Association, in grateful memory of the Founder of the Adyar 
Library, Colonel Henry Steele Olcott.

Rules of T he Adyar L ibrary Association

I. The Association shall be called the Adyar Library 
Association.

II. The general object of the Association shall be to develop 
the Adyar Library as the International Centre for Eastern and 
Western cultural studies and researches in the light of Theosophy—
“ cultural ” taken in its broadest sense as including Philosophy, 
Science, Religion and Art.

III. For the furtherance of this object the Association's :

1. To collect and preserve the necessary books and manu
scripts for the Adyar Library ;

2. To erect, furnish, and maintain the required buildings
for the Adyar Library ;

3. To establish Fellowships and Scholarships ;

4. To hold regular meetings and conferences, at least
once a year;

5. To receive and administer donations and subscriptions ;

6. To do all other things jfidged conducive to the general
object. #

IV. There shall be three classes of Membership: (1) Ordinary 
Members, who pay an annual subscri^ion of Re. 1 ; (2) Corporate 
Members, who pay amannual subscription of Rs. 6 ; (3) Life Members, 
who donate Rs. £00. The Corporate and Life-Members shall reoeivST 
¿he Adyar Library Bulletin gratis. \  Such of them as are resident in - 
Madias may be permitted to borrow boolcs on a deposit of Rs. 20.

t  • The publications of the Library will be sold at a discount 
of 1 ($  to the members»of the Actyar Library As^ciation. A complete 
set of the Adyar Library*Publications will oK^resented to Life-
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